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eOne SmartConnect Help

Privacy Statement

SmartConnect Help Privacy Statement

eOne Solutions Pty. Ltd. (eOne) is committed to protecting your privacy. This privacy

statement explains data collection and use practices of the SmartConnect Online Help (the

“Help”); it does not apply to other online or offline eOne Solutions sites, products or services.

By accessing the Help, you are consenting to the information collection and use practices

described in this privacy statement.

Collecting your personal information

SmartConnect Help includes a feature to allow you to submit feedback on the Help. Use of

this feature is optional. When you use this feature, you send eOne an e-mail message that

includes your e-mail address, identification of a specific topic in the Help, an overall rating of

your satisfaction with the topic, and any comments you choose to share with us.

After you submit feedback, we may contact you at the provided e-mail address to confirm

receipt of your feedback message, or in some cases, to obtain further information about the

feedback you provided. Your response to any follow-up messages is optional.

Use of your personal information

eOne collects feedback information to ascertain the accuracy and usefulness of the Help, and

to decide how best to improve the Help in future releases.

eOne may disclose personal information if required to do so by law or in the good faith belief

that such action is necessary to (a) conform to the edicts of the law or comply with legal

process served on eOne Solutions or the Help; (b) protect and defend the rights or property of

eOne and our family of products; or (c) act in urgent circumstances to protect the personal

safety of eOne employees or agents, users of eOne products or services, or members of the

public.

Personal information collected on the Help may be stored and processed in the United States

or any other country in which eOne or its affiliates, subsidiaries or agents maintain facilities,

and by using the Help, you consent to any such transfer of information outside of your

country. eOne abides by the safe harbor framework as set forth by the U.S. Department of

Commerce regarding the collection, use, and retention of data from the European Union.
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Control of your personal information

Except as otherwise described in this statement, personal information you provide on the

Help will not be shared outside of eOne and its controlled subsidiaries and affiliates without

your permission.

Please be aware that this privacy statement and any choices you make using the Help will not

necessarily apply to personal information you may have provided to eOne in the context of

other, separately operated, eOne products or services.

Contact information

eOne welcomes your comments regarding this privacy statement. If you believe that eOne

has not adhered to this privacy statement, please contact us by e-mail at 

eonesupport@eonesolutions.com (with the subject line SmartConnect Help Privacy) or via

postal mail at the address provided below, and we will use commercially reasonable efforts to

promptly determine and remedy the problem.

eOne Solutions Documentation

2632 47th Street S

Suite 111

Fargo, ND 58104

USA

Copyright Notice

Copyright: 

Manual copyright © 2017 eOne Integrated Business Solutions All rights reserved. 

 

Your right to copy this documentation is limited by copyright law and the terms of the software

license agreement. As the software licensee, you may make a reasonable number of copies

or printouts for your own use. Making unauthorized copies, adaptations, compilations, or

derivative works for commercial distribution is prohibited and constitutes a punishable

violation of the law. Unless otherwise noted, all names of companies, products, street

addresses, and persons contained herein are fictitious and are used solely to document the

use of this product.

Trademarks: 

All company or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of eOne

Integrated Business Solutions or of their respective holders.
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Warranty: 

eOne Integrated Business Solutions disclaims any warranty regarding the sample code

contained in this documentation, including the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a

particular purpose.

Limitation of liability: 

The content of this manual is furnished “as-is” for informational use only, is subject to change

without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by eOne Integrated Business

Solutions. eOne Integrated Business Solutions assumes no responsibility or liability for any

errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this manual. Neither eOne Integrated Business

Solutions nor anyone else who has been involved in the creation, production or delivery of this

documentation shall be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequential

damages, including but not limited to any loss of anticipated profit or benefits, resulting from

the use of this documentation or sample code.

License agreement: 

Use of this product is covered by a license agreement provided by eOne Integrated Business

Solutions, with the software product. If you have any questions, please call eOne Integrated

Business Solutions at +1 888 319 3663.

Intellectual property:  

This document does not provide you with any legal rights to any intellectual property in any

eOne Integrated Business Solutions product. You may copy and use this document for your

internal, reference purposes.

Publication date: December 2017

Common Terms

Common Term Definition

Data Source A SmartConnect data source is a connection to a store of data that is

used as the source information for a SmartConnect map.

Bulk Data Source A bulk data source is a data store that contains multiple

transactions / records to be processed. Many records may be

processed in a single map run.

Change Data Source A change data source will only process changes in the underlying

data store since the map was last run.
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Common Term Definition

Real Time Data

Source

A real time data source will trigger processing of a SmartConnect

map every time the underlying source data is changed.

Destination A SmartConnect destination is a connection to a store of data that is

to be the recipient of records processed by SmartConnect. 

Document When multiple transactions / records are processed during a

SmartConnect run, each transaction / record processed and sent to

the destination is called  document. e.g. when taking customer

accounts from an external source into Microsoft Dynamics GP each

customer record integrated would be treated as a single document.

eConnect eConnect is a Microsoft Dynamics GP service used by

SmartConnect to insert / update / or delete records from within

Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Map A SmartConnect map defines an integration between a data store

and a destination.

Node Each eConnect process that may be called through SmartConnect is

called a node. Multiple nodes may be called by a single

SmartConnect map.

Task A task is a process that is to be run separate from the standard map

processing, depending on events that occur within the map process.

Tenant A generic term for the groupings within a destination data store. 

Runnable Map A runnable map is a map that can be run via the SmartConnect

client. The following map data source types are included in a

runnable map list:

All maps with a bulk data source type (except for SmartList data

sources)

All maps with a change data source type.

Connector
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Introduction

At its core, SmartConnect is an engine that can take data from any source and create

records within Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Dynamics GP, Dynamics CRM and

SalesForce.com. SmartConnect makes integration and automation simple.

SmartConnect has a drag and drop interface that allows the user to create records within its

destination applications from any data source. It has transformed the integration process from

a developer experience to an end-user friendly tool set.

KEY FEATURES 

Transform:  Transformations to save formatting time.

Scheduler:  Schedule posts to fit your needs.

DataSource:  Pull data from anywhere.

Import/Export:  Import and export data to a variety of destinations. 

Webservice:  Call the SmartConnect webservice from any application. 

DATA SOURCES  
Perhaps the best feature of SmartConnect is the ease in getting to the data you need. You

can read or extract almost any data, from any location every time you need it. 

Bulk Data Sources:  Manual data sources are set up to look at fixed data

locations. Bulk Data sources can be defined to run based on a predefined

schedule, within the SmartConnect Scheduler. 

Change Data Sources:  A change data source will track all data changes since

the map last ran successfully. Then, based on your schedule, it will execute a

SmartConnect map. The change data source begins tracking additional changes

immediately after the map executes.

Real Time Data Sources:  Perfect for those that need data moving instantly in

real-time between applications. Pushing data out of any Dynamics GP screen or

direct from Dynamics CRM to any destination makes sure everyone in the

organization is seeing live information.

SmartConnect will connect to data from any of these sources:

Microsoft Dynamics GP

Microsoft Dynamics CRM

XML
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Salesforce.com

SQL Server

Extender

ODBC

Excel

Text Tab Delimited

SmartList Builder

InfoPath

WebService

OLEDB

SQL Server

Text CSV

Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Access

Websites

DESTINATIONS 

Salesforce.Com:  SmartConnect will integrate into all SalesForce objects.

Microsoft Dynamics GP:  SmartConnect leverages eConnect for Dynamics GP

to ensure all data is validated before integration. SmartConnect provides

integration to all Extender fields as well as any third party tools with custom

eConnect nodes. (See Node Builder for integrating into records not supported by

eConnect)

Microsoft Dynamics CRM:  SmartConnect will write to every entity in Microsoft

Dynamics CRM, including all custom entities. SmartConnect uses the CRM web

services for connectivity.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV:  SmartConnect is the fastest and most user friendly

way to move data into and out of Dynamics NAV. Whether you are migrating from

another system to Dynamics NAV, have ongoing integration needs or have

multiple systems which you need to keep synchronized – SmartConnect is your

easy to use, developer free solution.

XML:  Many integration tools require an XML format for input files. SmartConnect

will generate these files from any defined data source. So if you need to pass a file

to another application, then SmartConnect is the answer. Run an XML output map

once a month, once an hour or every 5 minutes.

Excel:  Need to export a file of data to Excel – then SmartConnect is the answer.

Text:  Great for producing a text file for import into a legacy system.

SQL Table:  If you are comfortable pushing data into a SQL table directly, then
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this destination is your answer.

SQL Stored Procedure:  If you do not have a specific API or web service, but do

have a stored procedure for writing to certain tables – then you can map data to a

stored procedure destination.

COMPILE DATA EASILY 
The most difficult part of an integration can be pulling together all the data fields you need to

pass into a map.  SmartConnect makes this process easy via the built-in Query Builder. 

TRANSFORM. CREATE. CALCULATE. 
Integration is complex by nature. Rarely are you presented with a perfect set of data.

SmartConnect understands that during an integration there are many actions you may need

to take before any integration begins. SmartConnect makes this process very simple by

providing some easy to use tools:

Calculated Fields:  Free form .NET coding to let you calculate the values you

need from your existing data.

Restrictions:  There will be data you do not want integrated. Rather than having to

modify your source data, simply use a restriction to exclude it.

Entity Lookups:  Do you know what a GUID is? If not then that is fine. We make

sure you never need to find out.

SQL Lookups:  Does your data source have a customer name but you need the

ID? Use the SQL lookup to do the work for you.

Translation Tables:  Why are things always called something different in the

destination system? Use the translations table to convert the data on the fly.

Next Number Calculations:  SmartConnect knows enough about your

destination to go and get the next number for you.

Date Specific Calculations:  Dates can be tricky when moving from one

environment to another. Use the date calculator to take out the guesswork.
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Tabs and Toolbars

Map tab

Lists

o Maps - shows the list of maps available to the current user on the main

SmartConnect window.

o Real time data sources - shows the list of real time data sources (by

connector type) to the user.

o Schedules - changes the main SmartConnect window to a list of

scheduled maps.

o Process Errors - shows a list of all errors that require user attention.

Map

o Create - opens a new map setup window ready for map creation.

o Duplicate - opens the duplicate map window.

o Run - opens the map run window.

o Activity - opens the map activity window showing maps that are currently

locked by users or processes.

o Map logs - opens the map trace log window.

Setup tab

Setup - opens the SmartConnect setup window where Connector settings are

defined.

System maintenance - opens the SmartConnect system maintenance window.

Security - handles SmartConnect user security. User connector security is also

set up here for each connector.

Web security - displays the settings for the SmartConnect WCF REST service.

Schedule servers - allows management of the SmartConnect windows service.

Running servers - shows all machines that have connected to the SmartConnect

database. Useful for upgrades.

Integration groups - provides a method of grouping maps into groups for display on

the main map window.
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Maintenance tab

SmartConnect maintenance

o Translation tables - displays the translation tables set up within

SmartConnect.

o Import - import SmartConnect objects from xml or sce file.

o Export - export SmartConnect objects to sce file.

Templates

o Script templates - contains a list of script templates for SmartConnect.

o SQL command templates - contains a list of MSSQL command templates

for SmartConnect.

o Email templates - contains a list of email templates for SmartConnect.

Create Excel template - create a Dynamics GP or CRM 2016/Dynamics 365 excel

template.

Generic connector

o ODBC data source - allows setup and maintenance of default ODBC

connections.

o OLEDB data source - allows setup and maintenance of default OLEDB

connections.

o MSSQL defaults - allows setup and maintenance of default MSSQL

connections.

o Global variables - maintain and create user global variables.

o Global constants - maintain and create global constants.

o Global rolling columns - create and maintain global rolling columns.

Dynamics GP Connector

o Dynamics GP query - setup and maintain Dynamics GP system
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connections.

o Node maintenance - maintain eConnect nodes for use within

SmartConnect.

Web service connector

o Data source setup - set up web services that may be used as

SmartConnect web service data sources.

o Destination Setup - set up web services that may be used as

SmartConnect web service destinations.

Logs tab

Web service

o Security logs - view WCF REST service security logs. Security logs

contain all service calls that have failed security checks.

o Activity logs - view WCF REST activity logs.

o Request logs - view WCF REST request logs.

Debug logs - view debug logs from map runs.

Event logs - view event viewer entries created by SmartConnect.

Admin tab

Note: the SmartConnect administrator password must be entered before options on

this menu may be accessed.

Decrypt XML - decrypt a .sce file exported from SmartConnect.

Maintain Tenants - allows users to maintain tenants across multiple maps in one

place.

Delete Map - allows users to delete maps that are no longer valid and cannot be

deleted via the map grid.

User

o Change user - impersonate another user within the SmartConnect client.

o Set to current - cancel impersonation and set the user back to the current

user.

o Change admin password - change the system administrator password.

Upgrade from CRM 4 - upgrade a Dynamics CRM 4 SmartConnect installation to
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Dynamics CRM 2011.

Upgrade Extender to 2013 - upgrade Extender maps to Extender 2013.

Help tab

Register - register SmartConnect.

Help - view SmartConnect help locally.

Online help - view SmartConnect help online at http://doc.eonesolutions.com/

SmartConnect/.

About - view version information about the SmartConnect installation.
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Installation/Upgrade

There are several areas to the Installation of SmartConnect.  They include:

Pre-requisites

Compatibility

SmartConnect Installation

GP Add-In Installation

Excel Add-In Installation

If SmartConnect needs to be upgraded from a previous release, there are a few areas to be

aware of.  They include:

Upgrading SmartConnect

Upgrading GP Add-In

Once SmartConnect is installed or Updated, the Registration Key need to be entered.

Installation

The SmartConnect installation has been divided into the following topics:

Pre-Requisites

Compatibility

SmartConnect Installation

GP Add-In Installation

Excel Add-In Installation

System Requirements

Before installing SmartConnect components the following SmartConnect system

requirements should be checked to ensure they meet the minimum requirements.

Processors:

32 bit processor machines, 2 GHz or greater.

64 bit processor machines, 2 GHz or greater.

Memory (RAM):

1 GB of RAM is required, at least 4GB is recommended.

Processor and memory considerations:

While a faster processor and more memory will generally always speed up SmartConnect

processing the following considerations should be made.

Installations that will be handling large data volumes will require more RAM.
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Installations that will make extensive use of data lookups will require more RAM.

Installations that will make extensive use of scripting and calculations will require

more ram and processing speed.

Disk space:

SmartConnect application installation requires approximately 100MB of disk

space.

SmartConnect Excel Add-In requires 5MB of disk space.

SmartConnect Web Service requires 20MB of disk space.

SmartConnect WCF Rest service requires 20MB of disk space.

SmartConnect Windows Service requires 60MB of disk space.

SmartConnect Dynamics GP add-in requires 60MB of disk space.

Operating systems:

Windows Server 2016

Window 10

Windows Server 2012 (including R2)

Windows 8

Windows 8.1

Windows 7 SP1 (32 and 64 bit)

Database:

Microsoft SQL 2019

Microsoft SQL 2017

Microsoft SQL 2016

Microsoft SQL 2014

Microsoft SQL 2012

Note:  The SQL Server Native Client 10.0 driver is required for the installation of

SmartConnect.  The driver is used to connect to the SQL Server as it creates the

new database and users or connects to an existing database and user.

Pre-requisites

Before installing SmartConnect components the following SmartConnect pre-requisites

should be checked to ensure they are met.

Microsoft windows components:

SmartConnect 2018 requires Microsoft .NET framework 4.7.1 or greater to be
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installed on all clients or servers where SmartConnect will be run. The

SmartConnect installer will check for the required framework and install it if it does

not exist. However the framework can be added manually as part of setting up the

environment. The latest Microsoft .NET framework may be downloaded from http://

www.microsoft.com/net/download.aspx

Microsoft IIS  8.0+ is recommended for machines running either the

SmartConnect web service or SmartConnect WCF Rest services. The IIS server

must be set up to allow the running of .NET applications. For WCF Rest

installations the server must also be set up to enable WCF http activation.

For installations that will be required to connect to a Microsoft CRM IFD or Online

system will require the installation of Windows Identity Foundation. Note: this

software is currently unsupported on windows XP operating systems.

For installations that will be connecting to Microsoft Dynamics GP, a Windows

Domain is required.

For installations using the legacy excel templates downloaded from

www.eonesolutions.com the SOAP SDK is required (http://www.microsoft.com/

en-au/download/details.aspx?id=10747)

Windows user permissions:

All windows users who are to access SmartConnect should have access to the following:

For 32 bit machines Read / Write access to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \

Software \ eOneSolutions \ SmartConnect registry keys

For 64 bit machines Read / Write access to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \

Software \ Wow6432Node \ eOneSolutions \ SmartConnect registry keys

Access to the SmartConnect installation (standard install path is c:\program files

\eOneSolutions\SmartConnect\ )

User requirements:

SmartConnect installation requires users with which to run the following processes:

eConnect is the process that SmartConnect uses to update Microsoft Dynamics

GP. This user also needs to be able to log into the MSSQL Server that contains

the Microsoft Dynamics GP databases using windows authentication.

SmartConnect Web Service controls integrations coming into SmartConnect from

Excel, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and third party applications that use the web

service to connect. This user will need to be set up within SmartConnect after

installation have been completed. This user may be the same user as the

eConnect user.

SmartConnect Windows Service is used by scheduled maps to run integrations.

This user must also be set up within SmartConnect after installation has been

completed. This user will be used as the default user for all scheduled integrations
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(unless a user has been specified on the scheduled map) and as such should

have security to access/run all SmartConnect integrations.

Salesforce Web Service is used to connect Salesforce real time data source

maps to SmartConnect. This web service must be installed externally so it can be

accessed by Salesforce. The internal user the web service uses to connect to

SmartConnect should be restricted to only access required by Salesforce real

time data source maps so as to reduce security issues associated with externally

facing web services. 

Microsoft Dynamics GP requirements:

If you are going to be using SmartConnect to integrate data with Microsoft

Dynamics GP, eConnect will need to be installed.

The eConnect installation can be found on the Microsoft Dynamics GP installation

media.  It will be listed on the main installation screen under the Additional

Products section.  The eConnect release that is installed will need to correspond

with the Microsoft Dynamics GP release that is being used.

Compatibility

Microsoft Dynamics GP 
SmartConnect 2018 is compatible with the following releases of Microsoft Dynamics GP:

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2018

eConnect

For integrations to run to Dynamics GP from a client or server the eConnect service

must be installed. The service software may be accessed via the Microsoft Dynamics

GP installation media or Microsoft downloads. The eConnect release that is installed

will need to correspond with the Microsoft Dynamics GP release that is being used.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV
SmartConnect 2018 is compatible with the following releases of Microsoft Dynamics NAV:

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2016

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2017 (starting with build 20.16.1.13)

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2018

Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Dynamics CRM 2016

For installations requiring CRM 2016 / Dynamics 365 real time data sources to

trigger integrations, a SmartConnect plug-in is installed into the CRM server in

order to facilitate real time data source processing. In order for the plug-in to be

deployed correctly the user registering a SmartConnect map with a CRM real time

data source must be a deployment user within CRM 2016 / Dynamics 365.

For installations requiring CRM change data sources, where the change table is

managed by SmartConnect, a SmartConnect plug-in is installed into the CRM

server. In order for the change data source to be created correctly the user

creating the map should also be a CRM deployment manager, as well as have

customization access to CRM.

Dynamics 365 for Sales, Customer Service, Marketing, Field Service, Project

Service Automation

For installations requiring Microsoft Dynamics 365 real time data sources to trigger

integrations, a SmartConnect plug-in is installed into the Microsoft Dynamics 365

server in order to facilitate real time data source processing. In order for the plug-in

to be deployed correctly the user registering a SmartConnect map with a Microsoft

Dynamics 365 real time data source must be a deployment user within Microsoft
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Dynamics 365.

For installations requiring Microsoft Dynamics 365 change data sources, where

the change table is managed by SmartConnect, a SmartConnect plug-in is

installed into the Microsoft Dynamics 365 server. In order for the change data

source to be created correctly the user creating the map should also be a

Microsoft Dynamics 365 deployment manager, as well as have customization

access to Microsoft Dynamics 365.

Note:  SmartConnect 2018 is not compatible with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015,

2013, 2011 or earlier releases.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 
SmartConnect 2018 is compatible with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central.  

Salesforce
For installations requiring Salesforce real time data sources to trigger integrations, or creation

and maintenance of Salesforce change data sources the user creating/maintaining the

SmartConnect map must have security to create and amend apex triggers and objects within

Salesforce. While code loaded into Salesforce is required to facilitate this functionality no pre-

compiled objects are loaded into Salesforce.

Microsoft Office
SmartConnect 2018 is compatible with the following releases of Microsoft Office:

Microsoft Office 2010

Microsoft Office 2013

Microsoft Office 2016

Microsoft Office 365

SmartConnect Installation

The following steps should be followed when installing SmartConnect.

1. Ensure that the SmartConnect pre-requisites have been met correctly.

2. Run the SmartConnect installer. The latest versions of SmartConnect software

can be found at http://www.eonesolutions.com/smartconnect/downloads/.

3. Agree to the License terms and conditions then select Next.
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4. Select the SmartConnect components required for this install. Select Next to

continue.

SmartConnect

o User Interface - required to access SmartConnect to create /

manage or run maps.

o Windows Service - required if this install is to be used for

SmartConnect scheduled processes. Note: only one windows

service install is required in order to schedule SmartConnect maps

and processes.

Web Client - this allows user to run and manage SmartConnect

Integrations from a web browser

Web Service - this or the wcf service is required if this install is to be used
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to process Dynamics CRM real time data sources, Dynamics GP real time

data sources, Dynamics GP SmartList data sources, data pushes from

the SmartConnect Excel Add-In, or run other processes via the

SmartConnect web service. Note: only one web service install is required

to support these processes.

WCF Service - required if this install is to be used to process Salesforce

real time data sources.  This or the web service is required if this install is

to be used to process Dynamics CRM real time data sources, Dynamics

GP real time data sources, Dynamics GP SmartList data sources, data

pushes from the SmartConnect Excel Add-In, or run other processes via

the a web service  Note: only one web service install is required to support

this functionality.

5. Enter the required information about the SmartConnect installation. Depending on
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the components selected, the windows may have different selections on them or

not appear.  Select Next to continue.

Enter the name of the MSSQL Server where the SmartConnect database

should be created.

Enter a MSSQL login and password to be used to connect to the MSSQL

server. The user selected here must have security to create the

SmartConnect user and database. Note: username and password entry

boxes will not appear for client installations.

Enter a password for the SQL SmartConnect user. Remember this

password as it will be required in the event of installations on other

machines.

o If this is an upgrade from a version that did not require the entry of

the SmartConnect password, enter SmartConnect here.

o If the installation has been run on other machines, enter the same

password here as was entered on the original install.
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6. Select he folder where the SmartConnect files should be installed. Select Next to

continue.
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7. If installation of the SmartConnect Web Client has been selected, enter the

information required for the setup of the service. Select Next to continue.

Enter the domain of the user that will be used to call the SmartConnect

Web Client. 

Enter the username of the user that will be used to call the SmartConnect

Web Client. This user may be the same user selected in step 6. This user

will be used every time a map is run through the SmartConnect web

service. This means that the user must have the appropriate

SmartConnect security to run the required maps, as well as access to the

required data sources and destinations. 

Enter the password of the user that will be used to call the SmartConnect

Web Client.
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8. If installation of the SmartConnect Windows Service has been selected, enter the

required information for the service setup. Select Next to continue.

Enter the domain of the user that will be used to run the windows service.

Enter the username of the user that will be used to run the windows

service. This user will be used to run all scheduled SmartConnect maps,

as well as scheduled SmartConnect maintenance functions. The user

should have access to all required SmartConnect data sources and

destinations. The user also requires the 'Log on as a service' right.

Enter the password of the user that will run the windows service.
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9. If installation of the SmartConnect Web Client has been selected, enter the

required information for the service setup. Select Next to continue.

Enter the domain of the user that will be used to run the windows service.

Enter the username of the user that will be used to run the windows

service. This user will be used to run all scheduled SmartConnect maps,

as well as scheduled SmartConnect maintenance functions. The user

should have access to all required SmartConnect data sources and

destinations. The user also requires the 'Log on as a service' right.

Enter the password of the user that will run the windows service.
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10. If installation of the SmartConnect WCF Service has been selected, enter the

details required for the setup of the service. Select Next to continue.

Enter the domain of the user that will be used to run the WCF Service. 

Enter the username of the user that will be used to run the SmartConnect

WCF Service. This user may be the same user selected in steps 6 or 8.

This user will be used every time a map is run through the SmartConnect

WCF Service. This means that the user must have the appropriate

SmartConnect security to run the required maps, as well as access to the

required data sources and destinations. 

Enter the password of the user that will be used to run the SmartConnect

WCF Service.
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11. Select Install to start the installation process. Pre-requisites (e.g. eConnect) will

install before SmartConnect.
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12. The installation process has completed. Select Finish to close the window.
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GP Add-In Installation

SmartConnect GP Add-In

Users who need to trigger real time data source or SmartList integrations from Dynamics GP

must have the appropriate SmartConnect add-in (chunk) installed into Dynamics GP.

If real time or SmartList data sources are not required from Dynamics GP, the chunk must be

installed on at least one Dynamics GP machine in order for the SmartConnect cache to be

created within GP. The SmartConnect cache is required to give users descriptive names for

GP tables and fields. The SmartConnect Add-In (chunk) is listed as Great Plains 10, Great
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Plains 2010, Great Plains 2013, Great Plains 2015, Great Plains 2016, Great Plains 2018

within the GP Add-In Installer.

To install the SmartConnect Addin for Microsoft Dynamics GP:

1. Run the SmartConnect GP Addin 20.17.0.11.exe file included in the SmartConnect

2018 installation download.

2. Select the release of Microsoft Dynamics GP that is being used and click Next.

3. Browse to the location of the Microsoft Dynamics GP installation.

4. Read and agree to the License Terms and Conditions and click Next.
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5. The GP Add-In installation will run for a minute or two.
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6. Click Finish to close the installation.
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7. Launch Microsoft Dynamics GP and select Yes when prompted to include new

code.
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Excel Add-In Installation

The Excel Add-In Installation and setup steps can be found in the Excel Add-In download here.

Using Multiple Databases

The SmartConnect install gives the option to connect it to multiple databases.  This can be

very useful in a scenario where a Production and Test instance is desired.

To install SmartConnect with multiple databases:

a. During the initial install of SmartConnect the first database and SmartConnect

user will be created.  Once the install has completed you will be set to use

SmartConnect with the primary database. On the SmartConnect Login screen you

will be able to see in the dropdown the database that was created during the

installation (server – Database Name). 

b. To add a second database we need to create a new database and user on the

SQL server manually.

a. Create a new Login on the SQL server first that will be used for the

SmartConnect user on the second database. If there already is a SQL user

setup that is to be used, this step can be skipped.
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b. Create a new database that will be used for the second SmartConnect

database. Be sure to make the new login that was just created the Owner

of this database.
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c. SmartConnect now needs to be configured to use the new database.  

Navigate to C:\Program Files (x86)\eOne Solutions\SmartConnect and

launch eOne.SmartConnect.Config as an administrator.  This is the

SmartConnect Configuration which will allow us to setup SmartConnect to

have access to both databases.

d. On the Production tab enter the Server, Database, User, and Password for

the database that was setup during the SmartConnect installation and then

click the Test Connection button. 

e. Once successfully connected, choose the location of the WCF Web

Config and Web Service Web Config. All the other settings will be

automatically setup. By default the WCF Web Config path is C:\Program

Files (x86)\eOne Solutions\wcf\web.config and the Web Service Web

Config path is C:\Program Files (x86)\eOne Solutions\www\web.config.
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f. On the Test tab enter the information for the database that was manually

setup on the server and click the Test Connection button to verify the

credentials.
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g. Click the Save Changes button to finish setting up SmartConnect to

connect to two databases. When SmartConnect is launched at this point

there will be the option to select which database to connect to
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h. Each database will need to be logged into, registered and have system

maintenance run. Once you have registered SmartConnect, it should

prompt to run the System Maintenance.  If it does not automatically prompt,

the System Maintenance can be run by going to the Setup tab and

selecting System Maintenance.

i. At this point, each setup will be ready for use.

Notes:

The SQL databases for the Production and Test instances do not need to reside

on the same SQL Server.  Installing SmartConnect in this manner just allows you

to manage multiple instances from one SmartConnect program installation.

Anything done in one database will not be available in the second database unless

you export it out and then import it back in. 

One limitation is the web services will only work for one database at a time. This is

controlled by the Use Production and Use Test checkboxes in the SmartConnect

Configuration tool. For the web services to link up to the production database mark

the Use Production check box (marked by default) and vice versa.

Upgrade

SmartConnect upgrade has been divided into the following topics:

Upgrading SmartConnect

Upgrading Dynamics GP

Upgrading SmartConnect

If you are upgrading an existing SmartConnect installation, and the current SmartConnect

version is a version prior to SmartConnect 10.0.0.51, SmartConnect must be upgraded to

version 10.0.0.51 before proceeding with a SmartConnect 2010 or later installation.

When upgrading SmartConnect the following steps should be followed:

Ensure that the current version of SmartConnect is at least 20.12.2.40.  If you are
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using something earlier, a two step upgrade will be required.

Back up all your Microsoft Dynamics GP, CRM, or NAV databases.

Back up your SmartConnect database.

Remove the current version of SmartConnect using the add/remove programs

option.

If the SmartConnect or Salesforce web service was installed, ensure that the

website(s) have been removed from IIS

If the SmartConnect windows service has been running, ensure that the service

has been stopped.

Run the SmartConnect Install as per a new installation.

Open the SmartConnect client and run the System Maintenance process (should

be triggered automatically)

For installations using the Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector:

Complete the steps under Upgrading SmartConnect.

Run the GP Add-In Installation 

For upgrades from 10.0.0.51:

Run the system maintenance on your 10.0.0051 version of SmartConnect (Tools

– SmartConnect – System Maintenance). You need to do it in each company

because the maps are company specific in each database. 

Download and install SmartConnect 2012 from here SmartConnect 2012 

Follow the update instructions starting at section 3.1.2.3 Upgrading SmartConnect

on page 27 of the SmartConnect 2012 manual.Complete the steps under

Upgrading SmartConnect, then the steps for installations using the Microsoft

Dynamics GP Connector.

After getting SmartConnect update to 2012, then go ahead and update to
SmartConnect 2018.

Upgrading scheduled maps

Scheduling has changed in SmartConnect 2010 SP1 and instead of scheduling

maps via the windows scheduler a windows service is installed that manages the

scheduling and running of maps. Because of this change, maps that were

scheduled in SmartConnect 10.0.0.51 or SmartConnect 2010 must be re-

scheduled manually using the scheduling interface.
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Upgrading GP Add-In

If you have upgraded Microsoft Dynamics GP from one major release to another, you will

need to complete the following steps to update the Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector in

SmartConnect.  For example, if you have updated from Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015 to

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2018.

To Upgrade the Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector:

1. Make sure Microsoft Dynamics GP is upgraded to the current release. 

2. Log into SmartConnect 

3. On the Setup tab, select Setup

4. On the Connector Setup tab, select SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector.

5. Click Connector Setup

6. In the MS GP Connector Setup window, change the GP Version to the new version

of Microsoft Dynamics GP you have upgraded too.
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7. Verify the other information is still correct.  If it isn't, edit the values.

8. Click Save to close the MS GP Connector Setup window.

9. Click OK to close the SmartConnect Setup window.

10. On the Setup tab, select System Maintenance.

11. Click Process to run the System Maintenance.

12. When the System Maintenance is complete, click OK to the completed message

and OK to close the SmartConnect Maintenance window.
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If you have upgraded Microsoft Dynamics GP from GP 2010 or an earlier build to Microsoft

Dynamics GP 2016/2018 and are using Extender, the Extender nodes will need to be

upgraded.

The following objects are upgraded as part of this process:

Update Extender detail objects to the new structure

Update new table names for Extender change data sources

Update new table names for Extender real time data sources

Change legacy Extender detail nodes to look at the new stored procedures and

fields.

Update map lines with Extender destinations to look at new stored procedures and

fields.

Re-register Extender real time and change data sources.

To Upgrade the Extender Node:

1. Make sure extender is upgraded to 2016/2018 on the GP machine. 

2. Confirm all views in extender are still working and all the fields are included. 

3. Log into SmartConnect 

4. On the Setup tab, select Setup

5. On the Connector Setup tab, select SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector.

6. Go to Admin >> Upgrade Extender 

a. Wait for the form to load all maps 

b. Click upgrade 

c. The process will run through all maps that have Extender data sources and

destinations and upgrade them to 2016/2018.  

7. On the Setup tab, select System Maintenance.

8. Click Process to run the System Maintenance.

9. When the System Maintenance is complete, click OK to the completed message

and OK to close the SmartConnect Maintenance window.

Registration

SmartConnect 2018 uses an online process and an Account Code to register it.  The Account

Code is an ID that is assigned to your company record and can then pull in your product

registration for you from eOne's registration database.  You can obtain this Account Code by

logging into the eOne site (www.eonesolutions.com) and going to the Registration Keys. If

you do not have a login for the eOne site, please contact your Partner or eOne by calling 888-

319-3663 or e-mailing info@eonesolutions.com.
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Registering SmartConnect 2018
1. Obtain the Account Code by logging into the eOne site or by contacting your

Partner or eOne.

2. Open the SmartConnect Registration window.The SmartConnect Registration

window should automatically open when you launch SmartConnect until you enter

the code. If it doesn’t, you can open it by going to Help >> Registration.

3. Enter the Account Code.

 

4. Click License Agreement and review the licensing agreement.  Once you have

reviewed it, check the "I accept the terms in the License Agreement" checkbox

and click OK.
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5.  Click Register.  

6. You will receive the message that SmartConnect has been registered

successfully.  Click OK.

7. The registration window will be populated with your registration information

including the Account Name, Registration Date, and Expiry Date for the

Maintenance.
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Note:  The SmartConnect registration process requires internet access to validate the

account code with the eOne service (http://regservice.eonesolutions.com/

EoneService.svc)  The machine the registration process is being run from will need to

be able to send and receive data from this service.  The registration process can be

run from any machine where SmartConnect is installed and does not have to be run

from the server.

Web Client Setup

Enabling SC Web Client

Enabling SmartConnect Web Client 

1. Go to Setup>>Setup>>Web in SmartConnect

2. Mark Enable SmartConnect Web

3. Default Web Session Timeout is 20 minutes.  After the web client is idle for 20

minutes users will have to login again.  Note: 0 does not make Web Session

Timeout unlimited.
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Setting up User Access to Web Client

To Set up User Access to Web Client:

1. Go to Setup>>Security in SmartConnect

2. Select User and click User Maintenance>>Change Web Password
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3. Set initial password for selected user

4. With the same user selected, choose the Web tab
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5. Mark Enable Web Login, set their Email to login to the Web Client, and the user’s

First and Last name.

6. Mark Change Password At Logon to force users to change the initial password

from step 3 above.

Accessing the SC Web Client

To Access the SmartConnect Web Client

1. In a web browser go to http://MachineName:5558

2. Login with a user setup for Web Client access

Using the SC Web Client

Home Page

The home page gives a quick overview of the status of SmartConnect including:

Recent Map Runs – This section is sorted by Bulk Maps, Change Maps, and

Real Time Maps.  It will show the last 5 map runs by default.  You can change the

number of Recent Map Runs displayed by clicking the  icon in the upper right

corner of the Recent Map Runs section.

Success Percentages – Shows the success percent of your maps and records.
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 Clicking the  icon in the upper right corner of this section will allow you to

change the percentages based on All, This Year, This Month, This Week, and

Today.

Recent Logins – Shows all the recent logins to the SmartConnect Web Client

and desktop client.  You can change the number of Recent Logins displayed by

clicking the  icon in the upper right corner of the Recent Logins section.

Upcoming Schedules – Shows your scheduled maps and when they are set to

run next.  You can change the number of Upcoming Schedules displayed by

clicking the  icon in the upper right corner of the Upcoming Schedules section.

Recent Errors – Shows any map errors for maps that have errors enabled.  You

can change the number of Recent Errors displayed by clicking the  icon in the

upper right corner of the Recent Errors section.

Maps Page

Displays all maps the user has access to run.  

Grid View – Displays maps in a grid.  Select a row to run the desired map.

List View – Displays maps in a tiled format.  Map can be ran by selecting the

ellipses in the bottom right of each map tile.

Run History Page

Displays recent map runs grouped by Map by default. Displays 100 runs per page.

Run Status images

 - Successful map run

 - Map run failed

 - Map has Log Error Source data enabled in the map setup options and the map

has failed.  Click to open the Error Processing Page for the selected map run.

 - Map is logging errors and/or successes in the map setup options.  Click to view

the map log.

Error Processing Page

Displays any errors that occur for maps that have errors enabled.

Export Errors to Excel – Click the Export to Excel button to generate an Excel

file with all the errors for the specific map run.

Processing Map Errors –

o Double click a map run with errors

o Make any necessary fixes to the errors and then choose Run Selected
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tenant to process the fixes immediately or choose Save Changes to run at

a later time.

Removing Errors - Click the Delete All button to remove all the map errors or

Delete Selected to remove a select few and leave the remaining available to re

process.

Notifications

Displays messages to users that have been setup in System Messages in the desktop client.

 Notifications can be accessed by clicking the Envelope icon under the Welcome header or

the speaker icon next to the user name in the upper right corner.

To set up a notification:

1. In the desktop client click the Admin tab and enter the Admin password.

2. Click System Messages – Manage current messages and create new messages.

3. Click New 

4. Set the message Title, Show/Expiry Date, Message Type, and enter a message to

display for Web Client users.

5. Click Save

User Account

To set the User Account settings:

1. Select User Name >> Account in the top right of the Web Client or the User icon

under the Welcome header.

2. Setup Avatar – Drag an image from your local machine to the Avatar section to

add an image to your user profile.

3. Change password – Updates your current password for the Web Client login.
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Setting up the Connector

Many of the Connectors in SmartConnect require setup before they can be used as a Data

Source or Destination.

The Connectors that require setup are:

Microsoft Dynamics GP

Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Microsoft Dynamics CRM

Salesforce

Web Service

REST Service

Xero

Generic

Setting up the GP Connector

The Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector Setup screen within SmartConnect defines the GP

defaults within SmartConnect. The connector may be set up to connect as a single user (use

credentials) or as  the current windows user. To use the current windows user for security,

changes must be made in SQL Server to allow for windows security.

To set up the Microsoft Dynamics GP connector:

1. Select Setup on the Setup tab.

2. Double click on the SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector, or select

SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector and select the Connector Setup button at

the bottom of the screen. This will open the Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector

Setup window.
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3. Select the version of Dynamics GP. (GP 2010, GP 2013, GP 2015, GP 2016, or

GP 2018)

4. Enter the name of the Dynamics GP MSSQL server.

5. If GP 2013, GP 2015, GP 2016 or GP 2018 was selected at step 3, enter the name

of the DYNAMICS database for this installation of Dynamics GP.

6. If windows authentication is not to be used to connect to Dynamics GP databases,

select the Use Credentials checkbox, then enter the username and password of

the MSSQL user to be used connect to the MSSQL server.
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7. Press the ellipsis button to connect to MSSQL and retrieve a list of Dynamics GP

Companies. Select the default GP company.

8. Check the ignore proxy service checkbox if the eConnect windows service should

not be used to upgrade Dynamics GP. If the eConnect windows service is not

used the windows credentials of the currently logged in windows user will be used

to connect to Dynamics GP.

9. If Real time and SmartList data sources from Dynamics GP should use a different

SmartConnect web service from that defined on the main setup screen, enter the

web service details. If the SmartConnect WCF REST service is to be used enter

the user details required to connect to the service. (User details are not required

for the ASP.NET web service)

10. Select Save to record changes.  When clicking save, a message will appear

letting you know that the sources and SmartLists will be re-registered.  Click OK.

11. Select re-register maps to de-registered Dynamics GP real time and SmartList

data sources, then re-register them.

GP Resource Cache

The GP Resource cache is used to enable access to Microsoft Dynamics GP tables and

add-on products within SmartConnect. It also provides users with 'nice names' for standard

Dynamics GP objects. 

To set up the resource cache:

1. Sign into Dynamics GP as either 'sa' or a user with security access to the

SmartConnect windows.

2. Navigate to Microsoft Dynamics GP >> Tools >> SmartConnect >> GP Resource

Cache.

3. Select the Process button (note: running the GP resource cache options will take

some time).

The GP Resource Cache should be updated when SmartConnect is installed, and

whenever a new Dynamics GP product / add on is installed.

For installations where the GP connector is to be used, the GP resource update

must be run on at least one Microsoft Dynamics GP client.
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GP Connector Security

Permissions for all eConnect nodes accessing Dynamics GP may be assigned through the

GP Connector Permissions window. By default permissions are turned off for all users except

SmartConnect administrators.

To set permissions for the GP Connector Nodes:

1. From SmartConnect, click on the Setup tab.

2. Click on Security

3. From the Security window, select the Connector tab.

4. Double Click on SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector.

5. Click OK on the User admin message.

6. Select the checkbox to enable access to the selected row, de-select the checkbox

to restrict access.

7. The Mark / Unmark All buttons may be used to quickly add or remove security to all

nodes.

8. Select OK to save changes.

9. Select OK on the SmartConnect Security Window.
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GP Service Based Architecture

The service architecture setup window is accessed from the Dynamics GP setupwindow. It

defines each service architecture installation that SmartConnect users may utilize.

To set up a service architecture server:

1. Select Setup on the Setup tab.

2. Double click on the SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector, or select

SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector and select the Connector Setup button at

the bottom of the screen. This will open the Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector

Setup window.
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3. Select add within the Service Architecture window on the Dynamics GP setup

window.
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4. Enter a name for the service setup. This name will be used by users when

selecting a service for use with data sources and destinations.

5. Enter the url where the Dynamics GP service is installed (i.e. https://prod-

gp2016.eone.com/GPService)

6. Enter the tenant that will be used to call this service. (Use DefaultTenant unless

multiple tenants have been installed on this GP installation)

7. Enter the user credentials to be used to call this service.

8. Enter the default GP Company Name that will be used for this service. (This name

must be exact as it forms part of the url for service calls)

9. If multiple servers are to be set up selecting the 'Use as default setup' check box

will cause this setup to be used as the default for new data sources and

destinations.

Extender Resource Setup

In order for an Extender object to be used as a SmartConnect data source, a view of the

Extender object must be set up in Extender that contains the fields to be included in the data

source. The view must also be named the same as the Extender object.

To create a v iew in Extender: 

1. Open the Extender window (Microsoft Dynamics GP >> Tools >> Extender >>

Extender)

2. Create a new view:

Option 1:

Expand the solution that the view is to be added to.

Select views from within the solution.
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Click new.

Option 2:

Select the solution that the view will be added to.

Click the drop-down arrow next to the new button and select view.

3. Enter a view ID and description for the view. 

4. Enter a SQL name for the view. This is the name that will be used when the SQL

view is created. Note: for use in SmartConnect this name must be the same as

the name of the Extender object that forms the basis for the view.

5. Select the primary table:

Select the add button.

Select the table type:

If the type is a Microsoft Dynamics GP table, select the Product,

Series and Table.

If the type is an Extender window, select the window ID.

If the type is an Extender form select the form ID.

Select the add button.

6. Select additional tables.

Select the add button.

Select the table already selected to link the additional table to.

Select the type to link:

If the type is Microsoft Dynamics GP table, select the product,

series and table.

If the type is Extender window, select the window ID.

If the type is Extender form, detail for or linked form, select the form

ID.

Select link fields:

Select the + button above the link fields list.

Select the link from field.

Select the link to field.

Click on the add button. Note: added links always use an outer join.

Select the add button.

8. Select fields to include in the view.

9. Select the save button.

eConnect Nodes

SmartConnect breaks eConnect nodes down into different groups, with each group pertaining

to a different integration area. Nodes may be amended, re-grouped, created, and added to
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new groups depending on user requirements.

To open the node maintenance window:

1. Open the SmartConnect client.

2. Select Node Maintenance ( ) from the Maintenance ribbon.

Node Groups

Node groups are used to arrange node types into functional groups. All of the standard

eConnect nodes have been placed into groups, and these groupings are what is used when

selecting Dynamics GP destinations in SmartConnect. Users are able to add new groups,

and re-group standard eConnect nodes.

To add a new node group:

1. Select Node Maintenance from the Maintenance ribbon.

2. Select the top group, right click and select add new group

3. Enter a name for the new group. Names must be unique.

4. Select OK to save the new group.
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Node Types

Node types are used to group each node group into further sub-groups. All standard

eConnect nodes are automatically categorized within SmartConnect.

To add a new node type:

1. Open Setup >> Node Maintenance >> Legacy Maintenance.

2. Enter the name of the node type in the Technical Name field. This is the name that

will be used to identify the node type.

3. If the node is to interact within a company database select the Company radio

button. If the integration point is within the Dynamics database (e.g. HR Nodes)

select the Dynamics radio button.

4. Enter the display name of the node type. This is the name that will be shown to

users.

5. Select the Group for the new node type.

6. Select New Node to add nodes to the new node type. As many nodes as required

can be added.

7. To change the order in which nodes appear select the node to be moved, then

select the Move Up or Move Down button.

8. To export a node, select the export button and specify an export file name.

9. To import a node, select the import button and select the file to be imported.

10. Select Save to save your node type changes.
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Nodes

Nodes are the objects within eConnect that are used to create / update or delete Dynamics

GP transactions or reference information. Nodes may be added to allow integration with

objects that eConnect does not support, or third party products where data is stored inside

the Dynamics GP company or Dynamics databases.

To add a new eConnect node:

1. Open Maintenance >> Node Maintenance.

2. Select the node type that the new node is to be added to, or create a new node

type.

3. Right click on the node and select Add New Node to open the Create / Update

Node window.

4. Enter the name of the stored procedure that will be used by this node. This

procedure must exist in the current company or dynamics database. Fields

defined by the selected stored procedure will be imported into the node field list. 

5. Enter a display name for the new node. This the name users will see when

selecting the node.

6. Amend field types and add list options where required. To add a new field to the

field list use the Add Field button.

7. Select Save to record the changes.
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List Options

Node list options within SmartConnect allow a list of selections to be predefined for a node

field. This is useful in instances where a node stored procedure required a value that would

be unknown by the end user. A label known to the end user can be shown and selected with

the related code supplied to the stored procedure in the background.

To add a new node list option:

1. Open Maintenance >> Node Maintenance.

2. Use the lookup to select the node type that should be amended.

3. Select the node to which the list should be added then select Edit Node. The

Create / Update Node window will be displayed.

4. Select the field to which the list should be added. 

5. Change the Field Type to List, then select the  button, the Field List

Maintenance window will be displayed

6. Enter the options to be displayed in the list as required.

Description - the name that will be displayed to users.

Value - the value that will be passed to the eConnect stored procedure.

Default - check the Default checkbox if this list item should be used as

the default selection for this field.
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7. Select OK to close the List Maintenance Window

8. Select Save to record your changes.

Copy Node

Copying a node allows users to update the same node multiple times through a single map

run.

To copy a node:

1. Select Node Maintenance from the Maintenance ribbon.

2. Select the node to be copied from the list.

3. Enter a name for the new node, names must be unique.

4. Select the Copy button to copy the node and close the window.

Remove Node

To delete a Node, Node Type or Node Group:

1. Select the group, node type or node to be removed

2. Right click and select remove group, remove node type or remove node.

3. Confirm the deletion.

4. The selected object, as well as any child objects will then be deleted.
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Setting up the NAV/365 Financials Connector

To Setup the Dynamics NAV / 365 Financials connector:

1. Open setup on the Setup ribbon

2. Double click on the Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Connector. This will open the

Microsoft Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Connector setup window.

3. Select the Authentication type to be used. Dynamics NAV is for an on premise

installation and Dynamics 365 Financials would be the online release.

4. Enter the soap URL where the Dynamics NAV/365 Financials web service is

running. 

a. Enter the URL in the following format:  http://<server qualified name>/

<Instance Name>/WS

5. The System Service section is the user that will be used to connect to the System

Services. i.e. the user that will retrieve the available companies and available

services for a specific Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Service.

a. The Password for the System Service User can be generated/found by

following these steps:

i. Open the Users page by going to Administration - IT Administration -

General  or search for the Users page using the Search for Page or Report

option.

ii. Select the user to be used as the System Service User.

iii. Expand the Web Service Access section.

iv. The Web Service Access Key will be the password.  If there isn't one

generated, click the Change Web Service Key button at the top.

6. The Map Run Credentials is the user that will be used to run the maps and call the

web service.  This is only needed when connecting to Dynamics NAV.
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Setting up the CRM Connector

The Microsoft Dynamics CRM Connector Setup screen within SmartConnect defines the

method of connecting to CRM, as well as the default CRM company.

To set up the Microsoft Dynamics CRM connector:

1. Open the SmartConnect setup screen, select Setup on the Setup ribbon.

2. Double click on the SmartConnect Dynamics CRM Connector, or select

SmartConnect Dynamics CRM Connector and select the Connector Setup button

at the bottom of the screen. This will open the Microsoft Dynamics CRM

Connector Setup window.

3. Enter the default CRM server and port. Do not enter the http/https prefix.

a. For Active Directory installations the server name is required. If the CRM

server is not running on port 80 the port number should also be entered.

b. For CRM Online installations just the CRM server name should be entered

(e.g. crm5.dynamics.com). The organization name and port number are

not needed.

c. For Internet Facing Deployments, the server name should be prefaced with

the discovery service alias (usually dev)

4. Select the required authentication type.

a. Active Directory
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b. Internet Facing Deployment

c. Microsoft Online (Live Id)

d. Microsoft Online Federation (provisioned via Microsoft Office 365)

5. Select connect using SSL if https is required to connect to the CRM server. Both

CRM Online and Internet Facing Deployments will automatically assume that SSL

is to be used.

6. If users are allowed to over-ride the default CRM server for CRM destinations,

select the Allow over-ride of defaults checkbox. This will allow users to send data

to CRM servers other than the default CRM server selected.

7. If users are allowed to use the advanced messaging for CRM within

SmartConnect, select the Allow advanced messages checkbox.

8. If users are allowed to update meta data information within CRM, select the Allow

meta data updates checkbox.

9. If SmartConnect is to manage the creation of CRM change tables and change

transactions, check the Allow SmartConnect to manage change tables checkbox.

10. If a single user is to be used to connect SmartConnect and CRM check the User

the following credentials when using CRM checkbox. (Note: CRM Online and

Internet Facing Deployment installations require definition of a single user to

connect to CRM)

a. Enter the username to be used to connect to CRM. (Note: if non standard

ports have been used for an IFD installation, the full username may be

required to connect to CRM e.g. administrator@dev.eonesolutions.com)

b. Enter the password to be used to connect to CRM.

c. Enter the AD domain of the user to be used to connect to CRM. (Not

required for CRM Online, or CRM Online Federation)

11. Select the Refresh button to retrieve the list of CRM organizations.

12. Select the default organization to be used for CRM.

13. If real time data sources are to be triggered from CRM, enter the call back web

service url for the SmartConnect web service.

If the Web Service tab has been setup in the SmartConnect Setup window,

this will automatically populate.

The generic URL is http://machinename:5557/SmartConnect.svc. 

Replace "machinename" with the name of the server SmartConnect is

being run on.

Enter the username, password and domain to be passed back to the

SmartConnect web service.

14. Select OK to save the setup changes.
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Notes:

If the default security area of the setup screen is not filled out the credentials of the

logged in user will be used. (AD installations only)

CRM Authentication Types

When accessing CRM from SmartConnect the following authentication methods are

available:

Active Directory

Basic - the windows credentials of the user currently logged into windows will be

used to connect to CRM

Impersonation - the credentials of the user defined in SmartConnect CRM setup

will be used to connect to CRM.
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Internet Facing Deployment

The credentials of the user defined in SmartConnect CRM setup will be

authenticated against ADFS (Active directory federation services) and used to

connect to CRM.

o Note:  when connecting to IFD the server url entered in the setup screen

should be the url to the discovery service. This is because the discovery

service prefix can be defined at installation time and there is no way to infer

it.

Microsoft Online

The windows live id used to sign up for CRM will be used to authenticate and

connect to CRM.

The windows live credentials should be entered into the SmartConnect CRM

connector setup screen. Note: no domain is required.

If more than one CRM online organization is linked to the live id, the user will be

able to select the required organization as the default organization in the setup

screen.

o Note: even if more than one CRM online organization is linked to the live id,

the CRM server name entered in the setup screen should not contain a

reference to the required organization. 

o e.g. a live id account is linked to the eone.crm.dynamics.com and

eonetest.crm.dynamics.com instances within CRM online. SmartConnect

should like to the eone instance. The url entered into the server text box on

the SmartConnect connector setup screen should be crm.dynamics.com

and the eone instance selected as the default organization.

Microsoft Online Federation

When CRM online was provisioned via Office 365, this authentication type should

be used.

The credentials provided when CRM was provisioned should be entered into the

SmartConnect CRM connector setup screen. Note: no domain is required.

The server url entered into the server text box on the SmartConnect CRM

connector setup screen should contain no reference to the instance of CRM. e.g.

to connect to eone.crm.dynamics.com the entry in the server text box should be

crm.dynamics.com. 

Setting up the Salesforce Connector

The following items must be addressed within Salesforce before access can be obtained

through SmartConnect:

User access tokens
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User security

Real time data source access

The following setup items are defined within SmartConnect:

Connector setup

Real-time data source web service

Individual Salesforce login details

The following things may be set up within Salesforce to make processing with SmartConnect

quicker and simpler:

External ID's

Note: The SmartConnect Salesforce connector uses version 28 of the Salesforce API.

Salesforce User Remote Access

In order for users to be able to access Salesforce via the Salesforce web services they must

be enabled for remote access in Salesforce.

To enable remote user access with Salesforce:

1. Log into the Salesforce web console.

2. Select the drop-down next to your name and then select setup.

3. In the left menu under the heading Personal Setup expand the menu item My

Personal Information

4. Select the Reset My Security Token option.

5. Select the Reset Security Token button.

6. A security token will then be emailed to your user email, this token must be

retained for entry into SmartConnect.
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Salesforce User Security

When linking SmartConnect with Sales force the users needed to access Salesforce, and the

way Salesforce is to be accessed must be defined within the SmartConnect Salesforce setup

screen. 

The following process is followed when determining the user details that are to be used to

access Salesforce from SmartConnect:

1. If the required access is to query or update Salesforce entities.

a. If the default security section has been defined in the SmartConnect

Salesforce connector setup window the specified user details are used to

connect to Salesforce.

b. If the current user has specified their own connection details for

Salesforce, and those details are still valid the individual user details are

used to connect to Salesforce.

c. If the current user has not specified their own connection details, or the

specified details are no longer valid the user will be prompted to enter their

own Salesforce connection details before proceeding.

2. If the required access is to create or amend Salesforce apex objects.

a. If the Administration Security section has been defined in the

SmartConnect Salesforce connector setup window, the specified user

details are used to connect to Salesforce.

b. If the default security section has been defined in the SmartConnect

Salesforce connector setup window, the specified user details are used to

connect to Salesforce.

c. If the current user has specified their own connection details for

Salesforce, and those details are still valid the individual user details are

used to connect to Salesforce.

d. If the current user has not specified their own connection details, or the

specified details are no longer valid the user will be prompted to enter their

own Salesforce connection details before proceeding.

Security required for standard functions:

SmartConnect uses standard Salesforce security when connecting to Salesforce in order to

insert, update or delete data. 

Note: the Salesforce partner API is used for all standard connections between SmartConnect

and Salesforce.

Each Salesforce user that will be used to connect to Salesforce via SmartConnect

must be set up to allow remote access.

Standard Salesforce security should be used to determine what entities and fields

users can and cannot access.
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SmartConnect will then restrict users to the entities and fields they have access

rights to via the Salesforce API.

Security required for administrative functions:

In standard environments most users do not have rights to access areas of Salesforce where

new entities and fields are created, or create amend and delete apex scripts. Because of this,

and to restrict this functionality from standard user accounts SmartConnect can be set up to

channel functions that require this access through an 'Administrative' user account, while

keeping standard processing at the usual user account level. 

Note: SmartConnect uses both the Salesforce Apex and Meta data API's to perform these

functions. Functions that require Administrative access through SmartConnect are as follows:

 Creating change tables for SmartConnect change data sources.

Creating change apex triggers for SmartConnect change data sources.

Creating and maintaining the classes required for SmartConnect real time data

sources.

Creating the real time data source master table.

Creating the real time data source apex triggers.

The user(s) specified within SmartConnect to perform these administrative functions must

have the following security access:

Each user must be set up to allow remote access.

Each user must have rights to create and maintain new apex objects (tables)

Each user must have rights to create and maintain new apex scripts (triggers and

classes)

Each user must have rights to add apex triggers to current / standard Salesforce

entities.

Each user must have rights to add and remove entries to objects created by

SmartConnect.

Salesforce Real-time Data Source Access

Real-time data sources from Salesforce are triggered via the Salesforce SmartConnect web

service. This web service must be set up in an area that Salesforce can access. Salesforce

must also be set to allow calls to that web service.

To allow Salesforce to call the web service:

1. Log into Salesforce as an administrative user.

2. Access the setup area of Salesforce. Click on your name and select setup.

3. Under Administration Setup, expand the Security Controls node, then select

Remote Site Settings.

4. Select New Remote Site.
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5. Enter a name for the remote site.

6. Enter the remote url that you want to be able to call from Salesforce.

7. Select disable protocol security.

8. Enter a description for the remote site if required.

9. Select the active checkbox.

10. Select Save.

Salesforce Connector Setup

The Salesforce Connector Setup screen within SmartConnect defines the methods of

connecting to Salesforce, where to connect to Salesforce, and how Salesforce can connect

back to SmartConnect for real time data sources.

To set up the Salesforce connector:

1. Select the Setup option from the Setup tab.

2. Double click on the SmartConnect Salesforce Connector, or select SmartConnect

Salesforce Connector and select the Connector Setup button at the bottom of the

screen. This will open the Salesforce Connector Setup window.

3. If the window is grayed out select the Activate Connector button at the top of the

window.

4. The Salesforce Service Web Service Url should default based on the version of

the Salesforce partner API being used. (default for SmartConnect 2013 SP1 is 

https://login.salesforce.com/services/Soap/u/28.0)

5. If a single user is to be used to connect to Salesforce from SmartConnect for

queries and updates check the Use these credentials to log into Salesforce

checkbox. 

a. Enter the Salesforce username for the user.

b. Enter the Salesforce password for the user.

c. Enter the security token for the user.
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d. Select the Test button to test the connection to Salesforce.

6. If an administrative user is to be used to connect to Salesforce to perform

administrative functions check the Use these credentials to log into Salesforce for

Apex or Meta data functions checkbox. 

a. Enter the Salesforce username for the user.

b. Enter the Salesforce password for the user.

c. Enter the security token for the user.

d. Select the Test button to test the connection to Salesforce.

7. If real time data sources are to be used between Salesforce and SmartConnect

enter the path to the SmartConnect WCF REST service that will be called by

Salesforce. Note: service url should end with SmartConnect.svc

8. If real time data sources are to be used between Salesforce and SmartConnect

enter the domain, username and password to be used for the service.

9. Select OK to save your changes. On save if the real time data source settings

have been changed the system will attempt to update Salesforce with the

changes.
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Salesforce Real Time Data Source Service

The SmartConnect WCF REST service is required if real time data sources are to be run

from Salesforce through SmartConnect. Real-time data source processing from Salesforce

is as follows:

Save is called in the initiating entity within Salesforce, either for a record insert or

update.

The id(s) of the record(s) created or updated are passed to the eOne_SC_RTDS

class for processing.

The real time data source id, data source query and entity real time settings are

retrieved from the eOne_RTDS_Master table.

The data source query is parsed and the id(s) from the trigger are placed into the

query.
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The data source query is run against Salesforce and the results serialized to xml.

The service url, user domain, username and password are read from the

eOne_RTDS_Settings table.

A web request is then created, the user information and query xml attached and

sent to the SmartConnect WCF REST service for processing.

Real time data source service security considerations:

As the SmartConnect Salesforce service must be visible to the web in order for Salesforce to

access it, security is an import consideration when enabling this functionality.

The Salesforce web service password should be changed regularly. Changing the

password in SmartConnect will update the change to the appropriate classes in

Salesforce.

The user accessing SmartConnect via the web service should be limited to

Salesforce real time data source maps.

The calling IP address may be limited through service security.

Individual Salesforce Login Details

If SmartConnect has been set up to require individual logins for Salesforce connections, this

screen is used to set up and maintain those details.

To set up indiv idual Salesforce login details for standard users as an administrator:

1. Select the Security option from the Setup tab.

2. Select the user to which login details are to be added.

3. Enter the username.

4. Enter the password.

5. Enter the security token.

6. Select Test to test the connection.

7. If this user should be able to amend SOQL queries check the Allow SOQL Amend

checkbox.

8. Select OK to save your changes.
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Salesforce External Entity ID's

Salesforce allows the creation and manipulation of fields within Salesforce to manage

integrations with other systems. These fields are marked as External Id fields within

Salesforce. An external id contains unique information that Salesforce can use to identity

specific records that are linked to records within other systems.

The advantage of creating and maintaining external ids with using SmartConnect are as

follows:

When creating new records, if an external id is defined the system will check that

the record does not already exist before creating the new record.

When updating records the system has a unique field it can check to determine if

the record exists. If no unique record exists then the key fields on the map are

used to determine the records to update. This may not be as accurate as using an

external id as multiple records may be returned when selecting by map key fields,

and in that instance all returned records would be updated.

When performing updates, if the update entity contains an external id, only the

external id is required for the update. If no external id is provided a query on the

data must be performed to get the matching entity id(s), upon which the updates

will occur. Update proceed quicker if an external id has been defined.

More information on External ID's and how to set them up within Salesforce can be found 

here.
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Salesforce Connector Security

The Salesforce connector security screen is accessed by selecting a user in the

SmartConnect security window, selecting the Salesforce connector, and then selecting the

connector permissions button.

If individual Salesforce sign in has been set within Salesforce Connector Setup

enter the following details.

o Enter the username.

o Enter the password.

o Enter the security token.

o Select Test to test the connection.

If this user should be able to amend SOQL queries check the Allow SOQL Amend

checkbox.

Select OK to save your changes.

Additional Information

Information on the following topics can be found in the Salesforce appendix:

SOQL

Change entities

Duplicate entity labels 

SOQL

SOQL is the name given to the query language used by the Salesforce web service API. It is

loosely based on standard query languages but contains enough differences to cause issues

when users are not well versed in its specifics. More information on SOQL and its structures

can be found here.
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Change Entities

As a Salesforce change table links directly to the initiating entity record, and no all records

within Salesforce may be linked to, The list of entities available for selection has been limited

to the following entities:

Account

Asset

Business Hours

Campaign

Case

Community

Contact

Contract

Idea

Lead

Opportunity

Product

Solution

User

All entities within Salesforce marked as custom tables

The list of eligible change entities is stored in the SalesForceChangeEntity table in the

SmartConnect database. If amendments are made to the table, and SmartConnect restarted

the new entries may be seen as valid entities and then selected as change entities. However

there is no guarantee that amended entities will work as change entities within SmartConnect

as the change table may not be able to link to the record type.

Duplicate Entity Labels

In order to facilitate instances where multiple entities within Salesforce have the same entity

label a SalesForceEntityDuplicate table has been created within the SmartConnect database.

This table lists the entity API name (which must be unique) and a new SmartConnect name

for the entity. If there are entities with duplicate descriptions that have not been included in the

standard SmartConnect list new entries may be added to this table. After SmartConnect has

been restarted the entities will appear with the new description.

Standard duplicate names managed by SmartConnect are:

AccountContactRole renamed Contact Role (Account)

CaseContactRole renamed Contact Role (Case)

ContentDocument renamed Content (Document)
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ContentVersion renamed Content (Version)

ContractContactRole renamed Contact Role (Contracts)

OpportunityContactRole renamed Contact Role (Opportunity)

Setting up the Web Service Connector

The web service connector setup screen defines the directory in which temporary files will be

placed when the connector is compiling web service definitions.

To set up the Web Service connector:

1. Open Setup on the Setup ribbon

2. Double click on the SmartConnect Web Service Connector, or select

SmartConnect Web Service Connector and select the Connector Setup button at

the bottom of the screen. This will open the Web Service Connector Setup

window.

3. Use the lookup to select the path for the temporary files.

4. Select save to save changes and close the window.

Note: this directory must be accessible by users setting up or amending web service data

sources or destination setups. It is not used during map processing.

Setting up the XERO Connector

The Xero connector setup window in SmartConnect defines the way SmartConnect should

connect to Xero.

To set up the Xero connector:

1. On the Setup tab select Setup and then select the SmartConnect Xero Connector

setup.

2. Enter the name of the Xero company.

3. Enter the consumer key, certificate location and password used to create the

certificate.

4. Select save to record your changes.
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Xero Organization Setup

Before accessing Xero from SmartConnect a private application must be set up for Xero. The

resulting public / private key pair and certificate are then used for SmartConnect connections.

 Below are links to the Xero website for assistance on the setup in Xero.  The following items

must be addressed within Xero before access can be obtained through SmartConnect.

Private Application Setup

Public / Private Key Pairs
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Maps

The SmartConnect map information has been divided into the following topics:

Map Setup

Run a Map

Duplicate a Map

Map Activity

Map Trace Log

Scheduling

Map Debugging

Map Setup

The map setup information is divided into the following topics:

Setup basics

Map key fields

Map lines

Map tenants

Map Options

Map Tasks

The standard process followed when creating a map is shown below:

1. Open Map >> Create.

2. Enter a Map Id, the map Id must be unique.

3. Enter a map description.

4. Select the data source button and define the map data source. Validate and close

the data source window.

5. Select the key fields for the map.

6. Select a destination for the map, then fill in the destination details.

7. Select any required tenant information for the destination.

8. Select the required map lines, access the line mapping screen and map the

required columns.

9. Add any required tasks or options to the map.

10. Save the map changes.

Map Setup Basics

A SmartConnect map takes data source information, and maps it to destination information

based on a set of processing rules defined by both SmartConnect and the selected

destination.

The SmartConnect map setup screen contains the following parts:
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Menu, Tabs, ID and Description
Toolbar options

Save - save the current map. The map is validated before it is saved.

Clear - clear the current map without saving.

Delete - delete the current map. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion.

Run - run the current map. 

Tasks - open the task setup window. This data may also be accessed from the

tasks tab on the map setup window.

Schedule - schedule the current map.

Map Log - view log files for this map. This button becomes available if use log

settings are selected on the map options window.

Debug Log - view debug logs for this map. This button becomes available when

debug log settings are selected on the map options window.

Map ID and Description

ID - the unique identifier for the map. The lookup for the ID field may be accessed

either by pressing the  button, or selecting Ctrl L on the keyboard.

Description - the description for the map.

Map Notes - any notes that have been entered against the map.

Tabs

Source and Destination - map setup containing the source and destination

settings for the map.

Options - optional settings for the current map.

Tasks - tasks for the current map. Tasks may be created, amended or deleted.

Global Variables - global variables, variable defaults and variable overrides for the

current map.

Data Source
Data Source Selections

Data Source Type - the type of data to be used for this map.
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Bulk Data Load - this sort of data source is used for large data integrations.

Usually for reference data or transactional uploads.

Changes Only - only the changes in the underlying data since the last time

the map was run will be processed.

Real Time Event - the map will be run every time a specified event occurs.

Data Source - the selected data source for this map. 

Key fields

A maps key fields enables SmartConnect to determine what makes the records to

be integrated unique. It is used initially to group the source data for processing.

Depending on the selected destination it may also be used to ensure data does

not already exist before attempting an insert, for updates to select the record that

should be updated, or to select records for deletes. More than one key fields may

be selected when setting up a map. Key fields may be automatically defaulted by

change data sources.

Data source settings

When a data source has been selected the form will be updated with the required

fields for the data source.

Destination
Destination selection

The selected data source for this map.

Destination settings

Once a destination has been selected the fields linked to that destination are

displayed to the user in the destination settings area.
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Tenant selection

For destinations that allow users to amend the default destination settings, the

tenants button will be available. Selecting the tenants option allows users to

amend the default destination target for the map. The name of the tenant button

differs depending on the destination connector selected.

Line selections

When the list selection is displayed as 'Available' all lines that may be mapped

according to destination selections are displayed. When the list selection displays

'Mapped' only lines that have been mapped for a destination are shown. The order

that the lines are processed in may then be changed.

Destination lines

Once destination settings have been completed, the default destination lines for

the entered settings are displayed. These lines may then be double clicked to open

the mapping window for the lines. Once the line has been mapped and closed the

lines will show that the line has been mapped, and whether or not the line has

been grouped.

Node mapping

Map - will open the node mapping window for the currently selected line.

Delete - will remove the node mapping for the currently selected line.
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Map Key Fields

Key fields are used within SmartConnect for the following functions:

As a way of grouping data source records to obtain unique combinations.

As a unique identifier for records to be updated to the destination.

As a way of linking records across multiple map lines.

When a map is first run, after data has been retrieved from the data source, the data is

grouped by key fields. This in effect creates a record for each key field combination.

To add a key field to a map:

1. Define a data source for the map, as key fields are data source fields they cannot

be selected until the data source has been defined.

2. Select the  button in the key fields area of the map to open the key field

selection window.
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3. Double-click on the field name to be added, or select the field then select the

Select button. The selected field will be added to the key fields window.

4. If more key fields are required repeat the process.

To remove a key field from a map:

1. Select the key field to be removed in the key fields area of the map.

2. Select the  button to remove the key field.

Note:

Change data sources will automatically add a key field to the key field selections

on a map. This is the field that will be used as a unique identifier to the change

record, to enable the status flag on the change record to be updated.

o Microsoft Dynamics GP change data source adds Sequence

o Microsoft Dynamics CRM change data source adds the name of the

tracking table + "id"

o Extender change data source adds DEX_ROW_ID

o Salesforce change data source adds Sequence__c

o MSSQL change data source adds sc_Sequence
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Map Lines

After selecting destination details on a map, the available map lines for that destination are

displayed. Map lines may then be selected and mapped using the line mapping window.

Selecting and mapping multiple lines on a map is useful for integrations are required for both

header and detail items. The first map line will create the header information, with the second

line creating the detail information. If more than one map line is selected and mapped map

lines will be run in the order in which they appear on the map setup screen.

Lines that have been mapped have the Mapped checkbox checked in the map

lines area. Lines that have been grouped via the line mapping window have the

Grouped checkbox checked in the map lines area.

To access the line mapping screen for a map line either double-click on the map

line, or select the map line and then select the map button at the bottom of the

map setup window.

To clear a line that has been mapped, select the line, then select the Delete

Mapping button at the bottom of the map setup window.

To hide lines that have not been mapped, select the available nodes label (in blue)

at the top of the map lines area of the map setup window.

To change the order in which mapped lines are run, select the available nodes

label (in blue) at the top of the map lines area. Select the line that is to be moved,

then select the required button to change the order of the map lines.

o  will move the selected map line to the top of the map line list.

o  will move the selected map line up one position.

o  will move the selected map line down one position.

o  will move the selected map line to the bottom of the map line list.
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Tenants

Each SmartConnect destination is used to update a specific data store. Each of those data

stores has different ways of grouping data within the stores into separate groups. A tenant is

the generic SmartConnect term for those groupings.

SmartConnect tenants for destinations are:

Microsoft Dynamics GP - Company

Microsoft Dynamics CRM - Organization

MSSQL Destinations - Database

When defining a SmartConnect map, and using a destination that supports tenants, the

tenant that the map updates may be changed from the default tenant, or multiple tenants may

be updated from a single map run.

Microsoft Dynamics GP - a different company from the default may be selected, a

GP install on a different server may be defined and selected, or multiple

companies (on a single multiple servers) may be updated from a single map run.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM - a different organization from the default may be

selected, a CRM install / organization on a different server may be defined and

selected, or multiple organizations (on a single or multiple servers) may be

updated from a single map run.

MSSQL Destinations - a different database from the default may be selected, a

database on a different MSSQL server may be defined and selected, or multiple

databases (on a single or multiple MSSQL servers) may be updated from a single

map run.
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To update tenants on more than one map at the same time use the maintain

tenants functionality.

Update Tenants

The SmartConnect tenant maintenance window allows users to maintain data source or

destination tenants for multiple maps at the same time. This is useful when changing from

test to live servers, or when commissioning a new server.

The update tenant function supports updates for the following source and destination types.

Data sources:

Extender Bulk Data Source
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Extender Real-time Data Source

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Change Data Source

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Real-time Data Source

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Query Data Source

Microsoft Dynamics GP Query

MSSQL Real-time Data Source

Destinations:

Microsoft Dynamics CRM

Microsoft Dynamics CRM File

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Bulk

Microsoft Dynamics GP

Microsoft Dynamics GP File

Microsoft Dynamics GP Message Queue

Microsoft MSSQL Stored Procedure

Microsoft MSSQL Table

To maintain map tenants:

1. Open the Admin tab (enter the administrator password)

2. Select the Maintain Tenants option.

3. Select the required tenant type, data source or destination.

4. Select the required destination or data source type. A list of all maps fitting the

selected criteria will now be displayed.

5.  If all maps, or more than one map, is to be amended, select the maps where the

change is required, check the amend selected checkbox. Then select the ellipsis

button on one of the required maps.

6. Select the required tenant(s) for the selected map(s) then select OK

7. Select Save to write your changes back to the selected maps.

8. If only one map is to be amended, select the ellipsis button next to the require map

tenant, and select the tenant(s) as required. Select Save to record your changes.

9. The define and add tenant functionality may also be used where available.
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Map Options

The map option tab allows the following options to be set.

Allow any user to run this map - this setting is useful for processing triggered via

the SmartConnect web service, or when special permissions are needed for map
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processing, access to the map does not need to be given to all users who must

be able to run the map. Note: the map will still be run as the user triggering the

map.

Owner - this field is preset to the user that creates the map. It may be amended to

another SmartConnect user. It appears in the map grid and may be used to group

maps for specific users together.

Integration Group - if required enter an integration group for this map. Integration

groups are used for grouping maps together on the map list screen. The clear

button may be used to remove all integration group selections.

If no data for this map - if neither checkbox in this area is checked, no tasks will be

run for a map is there is no data returned from the map data source. If Return map

success if no data for this map is checked, map success tasks will be run. If

return map failure if no data for this map is checked, failure tasks will be run.

If there are blank lines in the data source:

o Do nothing - do not check for blank lines in this map (default)

o Exclude blank lines - exclude any lines that are completely blank.

o Exclude blank keys - exclude all lines where the key fields as defined on

the map are blank.

Use Log - this setting allows data to be logged to xml files at different stages of

SmartConnect processing. Data is logged to the error directory as defined in the

SmartConnect setup screen.

o Log Errors - as each document is processed, if there is an error, the error

is written to the SmartConnect TraceLine table. Trace tables can be

viewed by pressing the Map Log button on the map setup screen or

selecting Map Logs on the Map tab of the main ribbon.

o Log Error Source Data - as each document is processed, if there is an

error, the source data that gave rise to that error is logged to the error log

directory. If the map is to be scheduled or run via the web service this

option should be checked to automatically write any errors to the process

errors table where they may be recalled, corrected and re-processed.

o Log Successes - as each document is processed, if successful the data

will be written to the SmartConnect TraceLine table. Trace tables can be

viewed by pressing the Map Log button on the map setup screen or

selecting Map Logs on the Map tab of the main ribbon.

o Log Xml - as a map is processed, Xml that would be sent to a destination

is also written to the error log directory.

Script Language - this setting defines the script language for this map. The

language is defaulted from the selection on the SmartConnect setup screen. Note:

when changing this option, ensure that any scripts (tasks,  destination definitions,

restrictions etc) on the map are also updated. Changing this option will not update
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scripts already associated with this map.

Process Errors - this setting allows process errors files to be automatically

exported as either an xml or csv file.

Debug - this setting allows debug reports to be run against map processing. For

more information see setting up debugging.

Log Schedule Events - when set this setting will log messages to the event viewer

every time this map is run by the SmartConnect scheduler. If this is not set, only

errors that occur during processing will be written to the event viewer.

Log Web Service Events - when set, this setting will log messages to the event

viewer every time this map is run by the SmartConnect web service. If not set,

only errors that occur during processing this map via the SmartConnect web

service will be written to the event viewer.

Map Tasks

SmartConnect tasks may be created and maintained from the Tasks tab on the map setup

window.

Right clicking on a task type selection of the Enable or Disable option. These options will
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enable or disable all tasks within the selected group.

To create a task

1. Select the tasks tab on the setup window.

2. Expand and select the required stage for the task.

3. Right click and select the required task.

To edit a task

1. Select the tasks tab on the setup window.

2. Double click the task to be edited.
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Map Variables

Defaults for Global Variables may be viewed and over-written on the Global Variables tab of

the map setup window.

When selecting the Global Variables tab of the map setup window all global variables are

displayed to the user, along with their defaults.

To over-write a default value, select the required variable and enter the new value. The

variable name will then be shown in blue, along with the new value.

To reset an over-written value, select the variable to be reset and select the clear map

variable button. This button is only available for variables that have been over-written at a map

level.
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Map Notes

SmartConnect map notes allow users to record information about the current map. Notes are

date time stamped and the user that created the note is recorded.

To add a new map note:

1. Open the required map.

2. Select the note button  on the map.

3. If more than one note is to be entered select New Note to save the current note

and create a new one.

4. Select OK to save your changes and close the window.
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Run a Map

Maps may be run from either the map setup screen, or via the run map screen.

To run a map from the setup screen:

1. Open Map >> Run.

2. If the map has not yet been selected use the lookup to select the map to be run.

3. Select the Run button to start map processing.

4. Map processing is covered in the Map Run section.

To run a map from the run map screen:

1. Open Map >> Setup or double click on the map to be run in the Map Quick Links

window.

2. Select the map to be run from the drop-down list.

3. Select the Run Map button to start map processing.

4. Map processing is covered in the Map Run section.

Note:

Maps to which the current SmartConnect user does not have access will not
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appear in the map setup, map run, or map quick links windows.

If a map fails to open, and the system returns a map is locked message. Refer to

Map Activity for more information.

Map Runs

When a SmartConnect map is run manually the following steps occur:

1. The user is prompted to confirm that they wish to run the map.

2. If the map is set to log debug information the user is warned that map processing

may take longer than usual due to debug activity.

3. Any changes to the map are saved.

4. The SmartConnect progress window is then displayed.

5. Data source information is retrieved, grouped and filtered. A source record count

is then displayed to the user.

6. Map validation tasks are processed (if required) and the progress window is

updated with validation progress information.

7. As each map document is processed the process Error or Success count is

updated with the applicable value.

8. If a map document fails to process due to errors, an error message is sent to the

progress window. Clicking on the message will open a larger window containing

the error details.

9. Once processing has completed the done button become available and may be

selected to close the map progress window.
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Notes:

If map data checks have been defined, and the map fails validation, data source

rows that failed validation may be viewed by selecting the Validation Errors button

at the bottom of the progress window.

If the map has been set up to record debug logs during processing the View Log

button at the bottom of the progress window is enabled. Selecting the View Log

button will show the debug log for the current map run.

If some data source rows have failed processing, the Fix button at the bottom of

the progress window is enabled. Selecting the Fix button will display all data

source rows that failed processing. Data may then be manually corrected and

then re-processed.

Selecting the Cancel button during map processing will stop map processing after

the current document has been completed.

If maps are chained together and configured to show on the progress windows

screen, each map run will be displayed, each map will also provide access to fix,

view log functionality etc.

Processing Errors

When a SmartConnect map is processed manually, and processing errors occur, users are

able to select the Fix button to view the source data that gave rise to the error(s).

Saved SmartConnect processing errors may also be accessed by selecting the Process

Errors button on the Map Tab of SmartConnect.

Maps that are processed via either the web service or scheduled processes must have the

Log Error Source Data checkbox checked under map options for the data to be saved into the

process errors window.
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When a user selects the Fix button on the map progress screen, the window

above is displayed. The windows contains each of the data source lines that gave

rise to the processing errors experienced during the map run. Hovering over the

red exclamation mark gives the user the detail of what caused the error. 

Data source fields may then be edited, data corrected, and the Run button on the

toolbar selected to re-run the data.

Selecting the Save to file button will prompt the user to select a filename and path.

The error information will then be output to an Excel file.

Selecting Save on the toolbar will save the processing errors to the database

where they may be recalled for later processing.

Selecting a row in the error grid and selecting delete row will remove the row from

the error grid.

Data that has been processed across multiple tenants will be displayed as errors

per tenant. Selecting a tenant tab in the process errors window will display the

errors that occurred during processing to the selected tenant.

Select the Run All button on the toolbar to re-run all map errors. Select Run

Selected Tenant on the window footer to re-run errors for the currently displayed

tenants.

Select the disable pre-tasks for re-run check box on the process errors window to

remove map pre-tasks from an error re-run. This is useful when there are scripts

etc. in map pre-tasks that move files around prior to processing. 
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Duplicate a Map

The duplicate map function allows users to copy the settings from a current map, and then

make amendments rather than creating a map from scratch.

To duplicate a map:

1. Open Map >> Duplicate.

2. The map id drop-down list contains all maps that the current user has security to

access. Select a map to copy.

3. Enter an id for the new map. Map id's must be unique.

4. Enter a description for the new map.

5. Select the Duplicate button to start the copy process. The user will be prompted

when the copy process has completed. Note: map security permissions are also

copied from the original map to the new map.

6. Select the Close button to close the window.

Map Activity

In order to maintain the data integrity of each map, maps are locked whilst being edited or run.

This stops users from running a map that is currently being edited, as well as stopping two

users from editing the same map at the same time.

To view map activ ity:

1. Open Map >> Activity.

2. The window contains a list of all maps that are currently locked, as well as the

user that has it locked.

3. Selecting refresh will query the SmartConnect database and update the locked

map list.

4. If for some reason a map remains locked, and the locking user is no longer editing

or running the map, maps may be manually unlocked by selecting the map to be

unlocked, then selecting the  button.

5. Select OK to close the window.
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Note:

Lock type may be set to:

o Map Setup - the specified user has the map open in the map setup

window.

o Map Run - the map is currently being run by the specified user.

o Service - the windows or web service is currently running this map.

Map Trace Log

Selecting the Map Logs button on the map tab, the Map Log button on the map setup window,

or the View Log button on the map progress window will open the View Map Log window in

SmartConnect.
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Scheduling

SmartConnect maps may be scheduled to run daily, weekly, monthly, and once only. All map

schedules are managed through the SmartConnect windows service, which may be installed

on one or more servers/desktops.

The SmartConnect scheduling information has been divided into the following topics:

Daily schedules

Weekly schedules

Monthly schedules

Scheduling to run once

Scheduling security and considerations

Managing scheduled maps

Managing the SmartConnect windows service

Daily Schedules

A daily schedule sets a map to run every x days, at the selected time.

To schedule a map to run daily:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select Schedule on the map setup window.
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3. Select 'Daily' as the schedule task option.

4. Enter the number of days between each run of the map.

5. If the map is required to run multiple times each day it is run select the time in

minutes between each run.

6. If the map is required to be run multiple times each day it is run, enter the minutes

between the start time and the time before which the last daily run should start.

7. Click OK to accept the schedule.

8. Click save to save the map amendments.

Weekly Schedules

A weekly schedule sets a map to run every x weeks, on selected days, at the selected time.

To schedule a map to run weekly:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select Schedule on the map setup window.

3. Select 'Weekly' as the schedule task option.

4. Enter the time that the map run should start.

5. Enter the number of weeks between each run of the map.

6. Select the day(s) of the week where the map is to be run.

7. If the map is required to be run multiple times each day it is run, enter the minutes
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between the start time and the time before which the last daily run should start.

8. Click OK to accept the schedule.

9. Click save to save the map amendments.

Monthly Schedules

A monthly schedule sets a map to run on a certain day of the month for the selected months,

at a specified time.

To schedule a map to run monthly:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select Schedule on the map setup window.

3. Select 'Monthly' as the schedule task option.

4. Enter the time that the map run should start.

5. Enter the day of the month that you want to run the map.

6. Select the months where the map is to be run.

7. If the map is required to be run multiple times each day it is run, enter the minutes

between the start time and the time before which the last daily run should start.

8. Click OK to accept the schedule.

9. Click save to save the map amendments.
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Scheduling to Run Once

A map scheduled to run once will be run only once at the date and time specified by the

schedule. This schedule will be automatically deactivated after the map has been run once.

To schedule a map once:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select Schedule on the map setup window.

3. Select 'Once' as the schedule task option.

4. Enter the time that the map should run.

5. Enter the date that the map should run.

6. Click OK to accept the schedule.

7. Click save to save the map amendments.
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Schedule Security

Once a map has been scheduled the user defined during setup as the user to run the

SmartConnect windows service will be the user that runs the map.

Important considerations:

The windows service user set to run scheduled maps will need the appropriate

SmartConnect security to access and run the map, as well as access to the

required data sources and destinations.

Any tasks assigned to a map will be run on whichever client / server picks up the

map to run first. This means that any input / output directories or files must be

accessible to the user assigned to run the map, and to the machine assigned to

run the map. Security for MSSQL Validation, MSSQL Lookups or MSSQL

Commands that use integrated security will also use the user account assigned to

run the map.

To check the user running the SmartConnect windows service:

1. Open the Windows Service management console on the machine you wish to

check. Hold down windows R then enter services.msc, or access the service

console through Control Panel >> Administrative Services >> Services.

2. Double click eOne SmartConnect Service in the list of services to open the
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properties window.

3. Select the Log On tab to view the current user selected. 

4. If required select another user to run the SmartConnect windows service. 

Note: the service must be restarted before changes will take effect.

Managing Scheduled Maps

All maps that have been scheduled within SmartConnect can be viewed and managed within

the Scheduled Maps screen.

To manage scheduled maps:

1. Open the SmartConnect Map Schedule window. Go to Map >> Scheduled Maps,

alternatively click on Schedules under Quick Links on the left of the screen.

2. Double click on a scheduled map to open the schedule for that map.

3. Double click on the Map Id column header in the scheduled map view and the map

setup screen will open. Opening the map setup screen will close the scheduled

maps window.

4. Select a schedule and click delete to remove the scheduling of the map. You will

be asked to confirm the deletion of the schedule.

Managing the SmartConnect Windows Service

The running of scheduled maps within SmartConnect is handled by the SmartConnect

windows service. This may be selected as part of the SmartConnect installation process, and

may be installed on one or many clients / servers. 

When a map is scheduled within SmartConnect a 'Next run date/time' is stored against the

map. Every minute the windows service checks the list of scheduled maps and selects all

maps where the next run date/time has expired. These selected maps are then run by the

windows service and the next run date/time updated to the time of the next required run.

If more than one client/server is running the windows service, the first service to select the

map for run will lock the map and prevent other services from running the map.

If a map run takes longer than the interval specified between map runs, the map run will be

ignored until the original map run has completed.

To manage the SmartConnect windows service:

1. Open the SmartConnect schedule servers window. Go to Setup >> Schedule

Servers.

2. Select a client/server machine where the windows service is installed and then

select activate / deactivate to start or stop the service on that machine. Note users
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that do not have access to the machine running the windows service (e.g. non

administrative users) will not be able to start or stop the services on other

machines.

If my client / server does not appear in the list:

A client / server will not appear in the list of clients / servers running the windows service until

it has been started manually at least once on that client / server. The first time a client / server

runs the windows service the name of the machine is added to the list of valid machines

running the service. Services may then be started and stopped from the management

screen.

Note: the windows service is not automatically started when selected as part of a

SmartConnect installation. This is because SmartConnect may not yet be set up, and

triggering the service to start before setting up SmartConnect would cause the service start to

fail.

Map Debugging

If a map is set to run in debug mode, SmartConnect will store debug information from each

time the map is processed. The information is stored in the SmartConnect database and may

be viewed through the log viewer.

Running debug logging against a map causes processing to proceed at a slower pace than

running a map with no debug logging. Because of this it is advised that logging only be turned

on in situations where this an issue with map processing. It can then be used to troubleshoot

the issue, then once the issue has been resolved, turned off, where it will no longer affect the

performance of the map.
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Setting up Debug Logging

Viewing the Debug Log

Exporting / Importing Logs

Clearing Logs

Setting Up Debugging

To set up map debugging follow the steps below:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select Options >> Options on the map setup window.

3. Check the Debug checkbox to enable the debug options, confirm the debug

performance message.

4. Check the debug options required.

Map Documents - selecting this option will allow the different stages of

document processing to be logged. 

Document Tasks - selecting this option will allow logging of all tasks that

run for each document. This includes tasks that run before the document,

as well as tasks that run if the document succeeds or fails.

Document Details - selecting this option will processing information for a

document to be recorded. This includes the creation of a blank destination

line, the setting of each document value, and the posting of the data to the

selected destination.

Map Details - selecting this option allows map processing information to be

logged. This includes security, accessing source data and grouping /

filtering of source data.

Map Tasks - selecting this option allows the recording of log information

pertaining to map tasks. This includes map data checks, tasks that run

before the map, as well as tasks that run if the map fails or succeeds.

Validate Data Types - this option ensures that the data passed to each field

in the destination is of the correct type. If there is a mismatch it is logged.

Note: this setting is extremely detrimental to map performance and should

never be used on a production map.

Log Schedule Events - when selected, and the map is run by the

SmartConnect scheduler, success events as well as failure events will be

logged to the schedule server event viewer. When not selected, only failure

events will be logged.

Log Web Service Events - when selected, and the map is run by the

SmartConnect web service, success events as well as failure events will

be logged to the web service server event viewer. When not selected, only

failure events will be logged.
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5. Select OK to record changes.

Viewing Debug Logs

There are three ways to view map debug logs:

Select the Debug Log button from the map processing screen.

Selecting Logs >> Map Logs.

Selecting Debug Log on the map setup screen.

Upon opening the viewing area the user is prompted for the ID of the map to be viewed, as

well as the map run number. (This may be defaulted depending on how the user accesses

the screen) By default only errors are displayed, however all log entries may be viewed by

selecting the View All radio button.
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Select Redisplay to display the requested log entries. Each time the display selections are

changed the Redisplay button should be selected to update the information display.

Log entries that were triggered by a successful process, or were the parent of only

successful processes are displayed with a green flag. Entries that were triggered by, or were

parent to a failed process are displayed with a red flag.

Log information is divided into tabs on the view log screen. The tabs and information they

contain are defined as follows:

Documents

All information pertaining to document processing is displayed on this tab. Each document is

displayed in the order in which it was processed, and divided into the following areas:

Document Details - contains a base overview of the document processing.

Document Tasks - contains any document tasks that were run for each

document.

Destination Mapping Processing - contains each object that was mapped to the

map destination, as well as the processing details for that mapping.

Source data used for the mapping of each document may be viewed, and the

mapping details filtered by detail type.
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Setup

The setup tab contains information pertaining to the setup, validation and master processing

of the map. This area contains information on the data source type, connection success or

failure, grouping and filtering of source data as well as destination setup. Where applicable

setup information is displayed within the destination / tenant to which it was processed.
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Data

The data tab contains raw source data, and grouped source data. The raw source data is the

data obtained from the data source when the map was processed. One of the first steps in

map processing is to group the data according to key fields. This grouped data is then stored

and shown in the grouped data view.
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Log Import / Export

To facilitate remote debugging, maps may be exported and imported into another system.

(e.g. sent to a support partner for analysis)

To export a debug log:

1. Open the map log to be exported.

2. Select the export button.

3. Enter / select the export path and select open. The log will then be exported to the

selected path.

4. When the export has completed a completion message will display. Select OK to

close the message.

To import a debug log:

1. Open the map log window.

2. Select the import button.

3. Use the lookup to select the log file to be imported, then click open, the log file will

be imported.

4. The imported log will then display in the log import window.

Note: logs that have been imported can be accessed through the Tools >>

SmartConnect >> View Logs menu option in the Dynamics GP client, or Maps >>

View Logs in the external client. For an imported map the map description may not

display as there may not be a map of that name in the system to which the log

was imported.

Clearing Logs

The SmartConnect windows service is responsible for clearing map logs according to the

clearance specification in SmartConnect setup. The service is run hourly on PC's that have

the SmartConnect windows service installed.  Logs may be kept for a specified number of

days before deletion, or a specified number of logs for each map may be kept.

To manage the log clearance settings:

1. Open the SmartConnect setup window. Using the Microsoft Dynamics GP

interface go to Tools >> SmartConnect >> Setup. For the external SmartConnect

interface go to Setup >> SmartConnect Setup.

2. Amend the log maintenance settings as required.

3. Select Save to record the changes. Changes to log settings will be refreshed

within the SmartConnect windows service either the next time the service is run,
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or when the service is stopped and restarted.
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Data Sources

SmartConnect can draw data from a number of different sources. 

The data sources used by SmartConnect can be divided into three base groups:

Bulk Data Load - loading data from a source that contains a quantity of data.

Changes Only - loads only the changes in the data since the last integration run.

Real-Time Event - user action triggers an integration using the data that has been

added, edited or deleted.

The Dynamics GP data source information has been divided into the following topics:

SmartConnect Data Sources

Bulk Data Load

Extender Bulk Data Source

Folder Data Source

InfoPath XSD

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Query 

Microsoft Dynamics GP Query 

Microsoft Dynamics GP Service

Microsoft Dynamics NAV  

Microsoft Excel 2003  

Microsoft Excel 2007  

Microsoft Excel 2010  

Microsoft Excel 2013  

Microsoft Excel 2016  

Multi Data Source

ODBC Data Source

OLEDB Data Source

Salesforce Query 

SmartList Data Source

Text file 

Web Service Query 

Xero Query 

XML

XML Query 
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Changes Only

Extender Change Data Source 

Microsoft CRM Change Data Source

Microsoft Dynamics GP Change Data Source 

MSSQL Table Change Data Source

Salesforce Change Data Source

Real-Time Event

Extender Real-Time Data Source 

Microsoft CRM Real-Time Data Source

Microsoft Dynamics GP Real Time Data Source 

MSSQL Real-Time Data Source

Salesforce.com Real-Time Data Source

Change Data Source Maintenance

Bulk Data Load Data Sources

Extender Bulk Data Source

Extender objects of any type (windows, detail windows, forms or detail forms) can now be

used as a data source.

To add an Extender Bulk data source to a map:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Extender Bulk Data Source as the data source.

6. Select the Database that contains the required Extender object.

7. Select the Extender Type (Form or Window)

8. Select the Extender ID required.

9. If more data that the Extender object is required for this data source select the

Modify button to open Query Builder and create / amend the query.

10. Select Preview to view the columns and data that would be returned from the data

source.

11. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.

12. Select OK to save the data source.
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Folder Data Source

A Folder Data Source will check a specified directory for specified files each time the map

run. Files that match the specifications of the data source will then be loaded and processed.

Folder data sources cater for Excel 2003, 2007 and 2010 files, Xml files and text files. Files

that are successfully imported from a folder data source are moved to a success directory,

files that fail import are moved to a failures directory.

To add a folder data source to a map: 

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area of the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Folder Data Source as the data source.

6. Select the required file type from the File Type drop-down list.

7. Select the Template File using the file lookup. This file is only used to define the

format of the files to be loaded, and will not provide data for the data load.

8. Enter the XML Transform file if necessary.

9. If the data source is an Excel folder data source select the sheet that is to be read.

10. Select the Source Folder for the data source using the file lookup button. This is

the directory that will be checked for files every time the data source is run.

11. Select the Success Folder for the data source using the file lookup button. This is

the directory where files will be moved when integrations are successful.

12. Select the Failure Folder for the data source using the file lookup button. This is

the directory where files will be moved when integrations are not successful.

13. Select the required option to be used when a file placed in the source directory

contains no data. Available options are:

Leave File
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Move To Failure

Move To Success

14. Check the Allow moved files to overwrite destination files checkbox if successful/

unsuccessful files should overwrite files of the same name in the success and

failure directories.

15. Check the Append date / time to moved files checkbox if the date and time is to be

appended to all moved files. The date and time is appended to files in the following

formats:

US Format - filename_yyyy-dd-MM_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy

is the current year, dd is the current day of the month, MM is the current

month number, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

AU Format - filename_yyyy-MM-dd_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy is

the current year, MM is the current month number, dd is the current day of

the month, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

16. Select the Create Real Time Trigger checkbox if this map should be triggered

every time a new file is added to the source directory. Note: this feature requires

an instance the SmartConnect windows service to be running, with access to the

required folders before real time triggers can be initialized and processed. For

more information see Real Time Folder Data Sources.

17. Select Preview to ensure that the columns retrieved from the data source are

correct. Note: no data rows will be returned from selecting preview on a folder data

source.

18. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.
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Notes:

When using the Text file type, only .csv files are supported. A Create Schema File

button will also become available to enable the definition of columns within the

schema file.

When using the Xml file type, the xml file must be in the format defined required by

Xml Data Sources.

Real Time Folder Data Source

Folder data sources may be flagged in the data source setup window as 'Real Time' data

sources. This means that the associated map will be triggered every time a file is placed in

the source directory as defined by the data source. The triggering process is managed by the

SmartConnect windows service and requires the service to be running (although not

necessarily on the machine that created the data source)

When the windows service processes folder real time data sources (every minute) the

system will check for new folder data sources that have been created since the last run.

When a data source is found, the system will register a File System Watcher against the

source folder defined in the data source. The file watcher then monitors the source folder and
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will trigger the associated SmartConnect map every time a file is placed in the source folder.

The monitoring process will continue until either the windows service is shut down, or the

Create Real Time Trigger flag is de-selected in the data source and saved.

If more than one windows service is running on the network, the first service triggered by a file

placement will run the map, the other services will skip processing as the map is locked by

the first service.\

Note: folder data sources set to run as real time should not be scheduled.

InfoPath XSD Data Source

An InfoPath data source allows users to enter data into an InfoPath form, and submit that data

to SmartConnect for processing via the SmartConnect web service. 

To add an InfoPath data source to a map: 

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select InfoPath XSD as the data source.

6. Select the InfoPath XSD file using the lookup option.

7. Select Preview to preview the columns and data returned from the data source.

8. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.

To create an XSD file from InfoPath:

For InfoPath 2007

1. Open the InfoPath form in design mode.

2. Select File >> Save as source file.

3. Select a directory to save the source files.
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4. Select OK, the source files including the XSD file will be saved to the

selected directory.

For InfoPath 2010

1. Open the InfoPath form in design mode.

2. Select File >> Publish.

3. Select Export Source Files.

4. Select a directory to save the source files.

5. Select OK, the source files including the XSD file will be saved to the

selected directory.

To submit an InfoPath forms to the SmartConnect web service:

For InfoPath 2010 / 2013

1. Open the InfoPath form in design mode.

2. Add a new field to the form, name the field MapId and set its value to the

name of the map you wish to run when the form is submitted.

3. Navigate to the Data tab on the ribbon and select To Other Locations / To

Web Service. 

4. Enter the Url for the SmartConnect web service, then select Next.

5. Select RunMapWithInfoPath as the required web service operation.

6. For the mapid parameter select Field or Group, then select the MapId field

created above.

7. For the xml parameter select Entire Form, and Submit data as a string.

Select Next.

8. Give the data connection a name. Select Finish.

9. Publish the InfoPath form.

For InfoPath 2007

1. Open the InfoPath form in design mode.

2. Add a new field to the form, name the field MapId and set its value to the

name of the map you wish to run when the form is submitted.

3. Add a button control to the InfoPath form.

4. Select the button and open the properties window.

5. Change the button action to Submit.

6. Amend the button name if required.

7. Select the Submit Options button.

8. Check allow users to submit this form.

9. Select Send form data to a single destination.

10. From the drop-down select web service as the form destination.

11. Select Add to add a web service connection to the form.

12. Enter the url for the SmartConnect web service.

13. Select RunMapWithInfoPath as the required web service operation.

14. For the mapid parameter select Field or Group, then select the MapId field
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created above.

15. For the xml parameter select Entire Form, and Submit data as a string.

Select Next.

16. Give the data connection a name. Select Finish.

17. Select OK to close the Submit Options window.

18. Select OK to close the button properties window.

19. Publish the InfoPath form.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Query Data Source

A Dynamics CRM query data source allows the creation of custom queries on CRM data

using the Microsoft Dynamics CRM web services. 

To add an Dynamics CRM query data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Dynamics CRM Query as the data source.

6. Select the organization to be used for data queries.

7. If option set values in the query should be returned as description strings instead

of an integer value check the Return Option Set Labels checkbox.

8. Select the Modify button to open Query Builder and specify a query.

9. Select Preview to view the columns and data that will be returned by this data

source.

10. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.
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CRM Option Set Labels

Option sets within CRM have a value (held in the database) and a label (shown to the end

user). Default queries to CRM return the value for option sets rather than the label. The return

option sets as label checkbox on CRM data sources will return the label linked to the option

set instead of the value.

Without return option set labels checked

With return option set labels checked
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Microsoft Dynamics GP Query Data Source

A Dynamics GP query data source allows the creation of an ODBC data source to the

Microsoft Dynamics GP tables, whilst presenting the user with the familiar Dynamics GP

names for those tables. 

To add a Dynamics GP query data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP Query as the data source.

6. Either:

Select a predefined default GP connection to use for this query.

Use the lookup to select your GP data source (DSN). Fill in any details

requested.

7. Select the Modify button to open Query Builder and specify a query.

8. Select Preview to view the columns and data that will be returned by this data

source.

9. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.
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10. Select OK to save the data source.

Microsoft Dynamics GP Service Data Source

A service data source allows users to query a Dynamics GP Service Architecture installation

and use the data returned for SmartConnect processing.

to add a Dynamics GP service data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map.

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP Service as the data source.

6. Select a service setup that has been pre-defined in the Microsoft Dynamics GP

Connector setup window.

7. Select the company from which the data will be retrieved.

8. Select the product from which the data will be retrieved. (e.g. Dynamics)

9. Select the main category, and sub categories where applicable.

10. Select the method to be used for this data source.

11. If the method requires parameters, they will be displayed within the grid. You can

either enter a hard coded value into the parameter fields, or select a Global
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Variable that can be set at runtime. Please note: using a Global Variable requires a

default value to be set for that variable before setup can continue.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Data Source

To add a Dynamics NAV/365 Financials data source to a map:

1. Select Create on the Map tab or double click on the map to be edited

2. Enter the map id and description of creating a new map

3. Open the data source section of the map

4. Select Bulk data source

5. Select Dynamics NAV/365 Financials

6. The Dynamics NAV/365 Financials data source is designed to run against a single

company at a time.

7. Select the company from which you would like to pull the data.

8. Select the service that you want to call to retrieve data

9. If you do not enter any filter fields for a data source, that data source will retrieve all

records returned by the web service.

10. Adding filter fields against a data source.

a. Click the + button on the filter field grid.
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b. Select the field in the service that you want to the filter to apply to.

c. Enter the criteria that field must contain

11. Click the preview button to preview the data returned by the service.

SC Microsoft Excel 2003 Data Source

An Excel 2003 Data Source allows the selection of data from any Excel 2003 spreadsheet.

To add an Excel 2003 Data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Excel 2003 as the data source.

6. Use the file lookup to select the Excel Workbook. Note: if this data source is to be

used by multiple users the excel workbook should be placed on a common

network drive that all users can access.  It is  recommended to use UNC

pathnames for the common network location.

7. Select the name of the sheet that contains the data to be loaded. Note: if no sheets

are displayed in the sheet drop-down list ensure that the workbook has been

saved, is currently closed, then re-select the workbook. Worksheets cannot be

read from a workbook is the workbook is currently open.
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8. If required enter the number of rows that are to be returned when a user tries to

preview the data source data.

9. Selecting the Preview button will read the selected excel workbook and display the

first few rows (as defined by the preview rows entry above)

10. Selecting the Validate button will check that SmartConnect can connect to the

selected workbook and read data.

SC Microsoft Excel 2007 Data Source

An Excel 2007 Data Source allows the selection of data from any Excel 2007 spreadsheet. 

To add an Excel 2007 data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Excel 2007 as the data source.

6. Use the file lookup to select the Excel Workbook. Note: if this data source is to be

used by multiple users the excel workbook should be placed on a common

network drive that all users can access.  It is  recommended to use UNC

pathnames for the common network location.

7. Select the name of the sheet that contains the data to be loaded. Note: if no sheets

are displayed in the sheet drop-down list ensure that the workbook has been

saved, is currently closed, then re-select the workbook.  Worksheets cannot be

read from a workbook is the workbook is currently open.

8. If required enter the number of rows that are to be returned when a user tries to

preview the data source data.

9. Selecting the Preview button will read the selected excel workbook and display the
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first few rows (as defined by the preview rows entry above)

10. Selecting the Validate button will check that SmartConnect can connect to the

selected workbook and read data.

Microsoft Excel 2010 Data Source

An Excel 2010 Data Source allows the selection of data from any Excel 2010 spreadsheet. 

To add an Excel 2010 data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Excel 2010 as the data source.

6. Use the file lookup to select the Excel Workbook. Note: if this data source is to be

used by multiple users the excel workbook should be placed on a common

network drive that all users can access.  It is  recommended to use UNC

pathnames for the common network location.

7. Select the name of the sheet that contains the data to be loaded. Note: if no sheets

are displayed in the sheet drop-down list ensure that the workbook has been

saved, is currently closed, then re-select the workbook.  Worksheets cannot be

read from a workbook is the workbook is currently open.

8. If required enter the number of rows that are to be returned when a user tries to

preview the data source data.

9. Selecting the Preview button will read the selected excel workbook and display the

first few rows (as defined by the preview rows entry above)

10. Selecting the Validate button will check that SmartConnect can connect to the

selected workbook and read data.
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Microsoft Excel 2013 Data Source

An Excel 2013 Data Source allows the selection of data from any Excel 2013 spreadsheet. 

To add an Excel 2013 data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Excel 2013 as the data source.

6. Use the file lookup to select the Excel Workbook. Note: if this data source is to be

used by multiple users the excel workbook should be placed on a common

network drive that all users can access.  It is  recommended to use UNC

pathnames for the common network location.

7. Select the name of the sheet that contains the data to be loaded. Note: if no sheets

are displayed in the sheet drop-down list ensure that the workbook has been

saved, is currently closed, then re-select the workbook.  Worksheets cannot be

read from a workbook is the workbook is currently open.

8. If required enter the number of rows that are to be returned when a user tries to

preview the data source data.

9. Selecting the Preview button will read the selected excel workbook and display the

first few rows (as defined by the preview rows entry above)

10. Selecting the Validate button will check that SmartConnect can connect to the

selected workbook and read data.
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Microsoft Excel 2016 Data Source

An Excel 2016 Data Source allows the selection of data from any Excel 2013 spreadsheet. 

To add an Excel 2016 data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft Excel 2016 as the data source.

6. Use the file lookup to select the Excel Workbook. Note: if this data source is to be

used by multiple users the excel workbook should be placed on a common

network drive that all users can access.  It is  recommended to use UNC

pathnames for the common network location.

7. Select the name of the sheet that contains the data to be loaded. Note: if no sheets

are displayed in the sheet drop-down list ensure that the workbook has been

saved, is currently closed, then re-select the workbook.  Worksheets cannot be

read from a workbook is the workbook is currently open.

8. If required enter the number of rows that are to be returned when a user tries to

preview the data source data.

9. Selecting the Preview button will read the selected excel workbook and display the

first few rows (as defined by the preview rows entry above)

10. Selecting the Validate button will check that SmartConnect can connect to the

selected workbook and read data.
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Multi Data Source

A SmartConnect Multi data source allows combining data from multiple sources into a single

data source that can then be used during map processing.

To add a multi data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type

5. Select Multi Data Source as the data source.

6. Select the  button to add a new data source to the multi data source. The multi

data source item window will be shown.

7. Enter a name for the multi data source item. Note: all multi data source names
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have _ML appended to the end of the name.

8. Select the data source type to be added. Valid data source types are:

Extender Bulk data source

InfoPath XSD data source

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Query data source

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Query data source

Microsoft Dynamics GP Query data source

Microsoft Dynamics NAV/365 Financials 

Microsoft Excel 2003, 2007, 2010 and 2013 data sources

ODBC data source

OLEDB data source

Salesforce Query data source

Text File data source

Web Service Query data source

Xml File data source

Xml Query data source

9. Enter the required details for the selected data source type.

10. Selecting validate will ensure that the selected data source has all required

information.

11. Selecting preview will show the columns that would be returned if the data source

was run.

12. Select Save to close the multi data source item window.

13. Repeat the process from step 6 for each required data source.

14. Select the Modify button to show Query Builder and enter a query that ties the

selected data sources together. Note: a multi data source is considered invalid

until a query has been selected.
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15. Select Validate to each of the selected data sources, as well as the multi data

source contains all required information.

16. Select Preview to view the columns that will be returned when the data source is

run.

ODBC Data Source

An ODBC data source may be used to pull bulk data from any ODBC compliant data store. 

To add an ODBC data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.
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2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source area on the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the Data Source Type.

5. Select ODBC Connection as the Data Source.

6. Either:

Select a predefined default ODBC connection or select the button beside the

connection type drop down to create a new default connection.

Select the lookup option to define the connection string and then fill in the details

required by that connection string. If a connection defined by a DSN on the

computer is required select the 'Select a DSN' option.

If required amend the number of rows to be returned when data is previewed.

Either manually enter a query, or select the Modify button to access Query Builder.

Select Preview to view the columns and data that would be returned by the data

source.

Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.

Select Modify to connect to the selected database and build/amend the query via

Query Builder.

Notes:

When selecting a DSN as the ODBC data source, any changes made to the data

source (e.g. default database selections) will be written back to the DSN. Because
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of this it is advisable not to use the GP connection DSN for SmartConnect data

sources.

OLEDB Data Source

An OLEDB data source may be used to pull bulk data from any OLEDB compliant data store. 

To add an OLEDB data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source area on the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the Data Source Type.

5. Select OLEDB Connection as the Data Source.

6. Either

Select a predefined default OLEDB connection or select the button beside

the connection type drop down to create a new default connection.

Select the lookup option to define the connection type and then fill in the

details required by that connection.

If required amend the number of rows to be returned when data is

previewed.

Either manually enter a query, or select the Modify button to access Query

Builder.

Select preview to view the columns and data that would be returned by the

data source.

Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.

Select modify to connect to the selected database and build/maintain the

query via Query Builder.
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Salesforce Query Data Source

A Salesforce query data source may be used pull data from Salesforce for use in

SmartConnect integrations.

To create Salesforce query data source:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the data source area of the map setup window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Salesforce Query as the data source.

6. If prompted enter Salesforce login details and select OK.

7. Select the Edit SOQL button if the user has appropriate access, and wishes to

manually enter the SOQL query.

8. If query builder is to be used to create the query select the Modify button.

9. If required change the Preview Rows count to the number of rows of data that

should be returned when a user selects preview for this data source. 

10. To preview the columns and the first x rows of data that would be returned by this
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data source select the Preview button on the toolbar.

11. To validate the query select the Validate button.

12. Select OK to save the data source.

Notes:

More information on SOQL and SOQL formats can be found here.

SmartList Data Source

A SmartList data source allows data contained within a SmartList to be used as a data

source for SmartConnect processing. 

To enable a SmartList for use within SmartConnect:

1. Using Microsoft Dynamics GP open the SmartList to be used as a data source.

2. Select Additional >> SmartConnect Create / Update List from the SmartList

window menu.

3. You will then receive a message that the SmartList has been enabled for

SmartConnect.

4. If changes are made the SmartList this step should be repeated to ensure that the

changes are made available to SmartConnect.

To define a SmartList data source:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map
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3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the Data Source Type.

5. Select SmartList Data Source as the Data Source.

6. Use the lookup to select the SmartList to be used as the data source. Note: the

SmartList must have already been enabled in Microsoft GP using the steps above.

7. Select Preview to check the rows that will be returned by the data source.

8. Select OK to record changes.

To run a SmartConnect map with a SmartList data source:

1. Using Microsoft Dynamics GP open the SmartList linked to the map to be run.

2. Select Additional >> SmartConnect Run from the SmartList window menu.

3. Select the map to be run, then select the run button.

4. The map with then be run within SmartConnect.

Note:

SmartConnect uses the SmartConnect web service to run maps with a SmartList

data source. The SmartConnect web service or SmartConnect WCF REST

service must be set up, and the SmartConnect web service location recorded

under SmartConnect Setup before SmartList maps will work.
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Text File Data Source

A text file data source uses the text file ODBC driver to load data from a text file. 

To add a Text File data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Text File as the Data Source.

6. Use the lookup to select the text file to load.

7. If required use the Create Schema file button to define columns and column types.

8. Select Preview to view the columns and data returned by the data source.

9. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.

Schema Files

A schema file can be used with a text file data source to define column names and types.

To configure schema file settings:

1. Open the schema configuration window by selecting the Create Schema File

button on the text file data source window.

2. If the text file contains column headers in the first line of the file check the has

column headers checkbox.

3. Select the required file format.

4. Select the character set (standard is OEM)

5. The columns will then be displayed in the grid below.

6. If column names are not in the data, or changes to column names are required the

column names may be changed in the grid.

7. If an incorrect data type or size is showing for a column, select the correct data
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type or enter the correct size.

8. Select OK to close the window. Whenever data is retrieved from the data source

the schema file will be removed from the source directory and re-created with the

entered settings.

Notes:

When using the text file data source, all data loads are made via the ODBC text

driver. The driver will make a best guess attempt at reading the text file, however if

the ODBC driver returns invalid columns or data a schema.ini file should be

created and placed in the directory from which the text file will be loaded.

A sample schema.ini file is as follows:

data.txt file:

AARONFIT0001 Aaron Fitz Electrical          Bob Fitz          

One Microsoft Way         

ADAMPARK0001 Adam Park Resort               Roberta Masouras

  Suite 98756

ADVANCED0001 Advanced Paper Co.             Manoj Monat       

545 19th Street South

ADVANCED0002 Advanced Tech Satellite System Grant Lasko      
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8765 66th Ave

ALTONMAN0001 Alton Manufacturing            Jennifer Rossini  

P.O.Box 3343

AMERICAN0001 American Science Museum        Andrew

MacWilliams 789 North Carlton Place

AMERICAN0002 American Electrical Contractor Sue Almassy-

Wicker 3456 North Calumet Avenue

ASSOCIAT0001 Associated Insurance Company   Dimitry Rodin     

321 Garden Mall

ASTORSUI0001 Astor Suites                   Business Office   

987 West Alaska Ave

ATMORERE0001 Atmore Retirement Center       Jane Donato       

567 W 7th St

schema.ini file:

[data.txt] the name of the text file. 

ColNameHeader=False valid options - true if there are

column headers else false

Format=FixedLength valid options - TabDelimited,

Delimited(delimiter character), CSVDelimited

MaxScanRows=0 how many rows should be

scanned when determining column types. 0 = all rows

CharacterSet=OEM valid options - ANSI, OEM, ORM

Col1="CUSTNMBR" char width 13

Col2="CUSTNAME" char width 31

Col3="CONTACT" char width 19

Col4="ADDRESS" char width 30

See http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms709353.aspx for more information on

schema.ini files

Web Service Query

A web service query data source provides parameters and security information to a

previously set up web service data source, that enables web service information to be

returned to SmartConnect as a data source. 

To add a web service query data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.
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4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Web Service Query as the data source.

6. Select the pre-defined web service data source to be used with this map.

7. Select web service parameters as required.

8. If credentials are required to connect to the web service select the Security button

and enter the credential details.

9. Select the Preview button to check the columns that will be returned by this data

source.

10. Select Validate to ensure the data source settings are valid.

Note:

If the web service returns a single string field a return string as drop-down will be shown. This
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box allows the user to attempt to change the returned string into a dataset. This option should

be used when the web service data source returns an data table as an xml string.

Web Service Parameters

Runtime parameters may be passed to web service data sources in order to customize the

data that is returned by the service.

When a web service data source is selected in the map setup window the parameters that

may be passed to that service are displayed on the map setup window. Settings for the

service parameters may then be added to the setup window.

If the parameter is a base system type (e.g. string, date, boolean) the user will be

able to enter a value against the parameter.

If the parameter is a class a lookup beside the parameter box will enable the user

to open the parameter properties view and enter the details for that class.

If the parameter is an array or list it will be displayed in the parameter window with 
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 after the name. Below will be a single instance of the class or type applicable for

that list or array. Selecting the  button beside the array type will add another

array or list item to the parameter list. Selecting the  button beside a specific list

or array item will remove that item from the list.

If the parameter type is a derived type, or may be more than one type the user can

select which type is required. The fields for the selected type will then be

displayed.

All parameters where users can add parameters or change parameter types are

displayed in blue. 

If a parameter is a circular reference back to an object that is higher in the list it will

be shown in red. SmartConnect does not allow circular references in web service

parameters. 

Global variables may be selected to provide a value to the web service at runtime.

If the parameter is required for the web service to return data, a default value

should be added to the global variable at either the system or map level.

Web Service Data Source Setup

In order for a web service to be used as a data source in SmartConnect, the web service

must first be set up through Data Source Setup.

To set up a web service data source:

1. Open the data source setup window by selecting Data Source Setup on the

Maintenance ribbon tab

2. If the web service connector temporary file directory has not been defined the user

will receive a message and will need to set up the connector before proceeding.

3. Enter a name for the web service data source. Names must be unique.

4. Enter the url for the web service.

5. Select the refresh button  to connect to the service and download the available

methods.

6. In some instances if not all classes or types are defined by the web service WSDL

an error may be returned. Selecting the Ignore WSDL errors checkbox and then

re-selecting the refresh button will in most cases bypass compilation errors and

return the available methods.

7. Use the lookup to select the required method from the web service.

8. The data/class(es) returned from the web service will then be displayed in the

fields window. Selecting + in the grid header will expand all items in the field list.

Selecting - will minimize all items in the list.

9. Select the fields/data items to be returned in the data source. Select the Mark All

button to automatically select all the fields, select the UnMark All button to
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automatically de-select all fields.

10. Select Save to Save the setup and clear the window.

Notes:

If a field or data type returned by the service is a derived type that may be more

than one type, the field type will be shown in blue. The correct derived type may

then be selected. Once selected the field for the selected type will be displayed.

SmartConnect does not allow cyclical references within web service data

sources.

SmartConnect does not allow for a return type of System.Data.DataTable. The

return must be a single data type or an object defined in the web service.

A derived type is an object that was created based on a previously existing object. (e.g. base

class) it inherits all of the properties and methods of the base class, and may add further

properties and methods.
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e.g.

An abstract object called Person holds data the following data about a person:

o First name

o Last name

o Phone number

o Email

A second object called Contact derives from Person and adds an Organization

field.

A third object called Employee also derives from Person and adds the following

fields:

o Employee code

o Start date

o Payroll number

The web service returns an object that contains a Person, the web service does not care if

this Person is a Contact or an Employee, it will return either. When the method that returns

the Person is selected in data source setup the Person field is displayed in blue as the web

service is unsure as to the exact type of the Person object.

To enable the web service to return the correct information the type of the record should be

selected. Select the lookup next to the derived type and select the correct type to be returned.

In this example if the Contact type is selected the data returned will be of type Contact.

If Employee is selected the data returned will be of type Employee.
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Xero Query Data Source

The Xero query data source allows users to query required data from within Xero for use

within SmartConnect.

To add a Xero data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map, enter the map id and description.

3. Select the data source button on the map setup window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select Xero Query as the data source.

6. Select the required entity to be queried.

To filter the data returned from the selected entity:

1. Select the + button to add a filter.

2. Select an entity property, an operation and enter or select the value you want to

filter by.

To remove a data filter:

1. Select the filter to be removed from the grid.

2. Select the - button to remove the filter. You will be prompted to confirm the

deletion.

To restrict fields returned from Xero:

1. Select the fields button.

2. Check or uncheck the columns to be returned to SmartConnect. Note: child

objects that may be returned with the Xero data may be turned on / off here.
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XML Data Source

An Xml file data source will allow the loading of bulk data from an Xml file in the format of a

data table. 

To add an Xml data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the data source area of the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select XML File as the data source.

6. Use the lookup to select the xml file to be loaded.

7. Select Preview to view the columns and data for this data source.

8. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.
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Notes:

The Xml data source requires a data table in Xml format. To import files that are

not data tables in xml format see Xml Query.

XML Query Data Source

An Xml file query data source will allow the loading of bulk data from an Xml file. 

To add an Xml query data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the data source area of the map window.

4. Select Bulk Data Load as the data source type.

5. Select XML Query as the data source.

6. Use the lookup to select the xml file to be loaded.

7. If the file is to be restricted or transformed before reading the xml select the Xsl file

to be used. 

8. Select include attributes as columns if data written as an attribute in the xml is

needed within the returned data.

9. Select Preview to view the columns and data for this data source.

10. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.
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Changes Only Data Sources

Extender Change Data Source

SmartConnect allows the retrieval of only the information that has changed or amended inside

Extender. This is achieved by auditing the changes to Extender tables using database level

triggers. 

When a map, built using an Extender change data source is run, it will automatically mark the

tracking rows as processed to make sure that the same row is not processed more than

once. 

To add an Extender change data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map.

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Changes Only as the data source type.

5. Select Extender Change Data Source as the data source.

6. Select the Database that contains the required Extender object.

7. Select the Extender Type (Form, Detail Form, Window or Detail Window)

8. Select the Extender object required.
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9. If more data that the Extender object is required for this data source select the

Modify button to open Query Builder and create / amend the query.

10. Check the Enabled checkbox to enable the data source.

11. If the tracking of creates is required check the Create checkbox.

12. If the tracking of updates is required check the Update checkbox.

13. Select Preview to view the columns and data that would be returned from the data

source.

14. Select Validate to ensure that the data source settings are valid.

15. Select OK to save the data source.

Microsoft CRM Change Data Source

A Dynamics CRM change data source allows the retrieval of only information that has

changed inside Dynamics CRM. This is achieved by auditing the changes to Dynamics CRM

entities using workflows and custom tracking entities. Before using change data sources the

change tracking workflows and custom tracking entities must first be imported into CRM and

published. 

When a map, built using a CRM change data source is run, it will automatically mark the

tracking rows as processed to make sure that the same row is not processed more than

once. 

To add an Dynamics CRM change data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Changes Only as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft CRM Change Data Source in the data source type. 

6. Using the lookup select the Organization to be updated.
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7. Using the lookup select the CRM Entity to be updated. Note: for legacy change

tracking the change tracking entity for the selected entity must be imported /

created before change data sources can be run.

8. If more than just the base CRM Entity data is required for this map select the

Modify button. A query may then be built in Query Builder to include the extra

information.

9. If option set values in the query should be returned as description strings instead

of an integer value check the Return Option Set Labels checkbox.

10. If SmartConnect is to manage the change table select the Allow SmartConnect to

manage tables checkbox.

11. If the change data source is to track updates, and only specific fields should trigger

a change tracking record, select the Manage change column filter button to select

the fields that should trigger change tacking.

12. Select the Preview button to check the columns that will be returned by this data

source.

13. Select Validate to ensure the data source settings are valid.

Legacy change tracking

Managed change tracking
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For information on managing change table records see the Change Data Source

Maintenance section.

CRM Managed Change Tracking

If Allow SmartConnect to manage change tables has been checked on the CRM connector

setup record, and Allow SmartConnect to manage tables is checked on the change data

source, SmartConnect will manage the creation and maintenance of change tables within

CRM.

Change objects:

CRM Publisher - a publisher record for (eOne Solutions Pty Ltd) is created and all change

made by SmartConnect assigned to this publisher. 

CRM Solution - a solution record (eOne SmartConnect Change Data Sources) is created

and all changes made by SmartConnect assigned to this solution

Global Option Set - a global option set is created (eones_changetype) to records the

change types within the change tables

Create (500000000)
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Update (500000001)

Delete (500000002)

CRM Entity - a master change table (eones_change_master) is created to manage multiple

change tracking per entity as well as filtering of change tracking fields.

Entity display name is 'eOne Change Master Records'

Entity description is 'Entity to hold eOne change records for SmartConnect maps

Key field is 'Change Master Name' of type string

Fields are as follows:

o eones_entity of type text (255) - records the entity to track

o eones_map of type text (255) - records the map id

o eones_fieldfilter of type text area - records the list of fields 

o eones_iscreate of type boolean - true if creates are to be tracked

o eones_isupdate of type boolean - true if updates are to be tracked

o eones_isdelete of type boolean - not currently used

CRM Entity - an entity (eones_ch_<entity name>) for each CRM entity to be tracked

Entity display name is 'eOne change table for <entity name>'

Entity description is 'An entity to store changes for the <entity name> entity'

Key field is eones_<entity name>, type is read from the change entity

eones_processed of type boolean - true if the record has been processed by

SmartConnect

eones_dateprocessed of type datetime - date the record was processed by

SmartConnect

eones_action of type eones_changetype(see above) - records the change type

that triggered the change record

eones_map of type text (255) - the map that should process this change record

eones_xml of type text area - not currently used

eones_<entity name>_trackingid - a field to link the change record to the record

that triggered the change

CRM Plugin - a plugin (eOne.SmartConnect.Crm201x.Plugin.ChangePlugin)to create the

required change records.

The plugin is registered when the change data source record is saved.

Microsoft GP Change Data Source

A Dynamics GP change data source allows the retrieval of only information that has changed

inside Microsoft Dynamics GP. This is achieved by auditing the changes to Dynamics GP

tables using database level triggers. Users may decide whether to track update, delete or
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create events.

When a map, built using a GP change data source is run, it will automatically mark the

tracking rows as processed to make sure that the same row is not processed more than

once. 

To add a Dynamics GP change data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the Map ID and Description if creating a new map

3. Select the Source & Destination Tab.

4. Select Changes Only as the Data Source Type.

5. Select the appropriate Data Source

6. Select the required Product.

7. Select the required Series.

8. Select the required Table.

9. Select the required company Database.

10. Check the Enable Tracking checkbox to enable the change data source.

11. Check the Create checkbox to enable change tracking for creates

12. Check the Update checkbox to enable change tracking for updates

13. Check the Delete checkbox to enable change tracking for deletes.

14. If more than just the base table data is required for this map select the Modify

button. A query may then be built in Query Builder to include the extra information.

15. Select the Preview button to check the columns that will be returned by this data

source. Note: no data will be shown if preview is selected during change data

source create. This is because no changes have been recorded yet.

16. Select Validate to ensure the data source settings are valid.
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For information on managing change table records see Change Data Source Maintenance.

MSSQL Table Change Data Source

A MSSQL change data source will create a change table within the MSSQL server to record

changes to the parent table. A map can then be created against the change table to process

the changes. 

To add a MSSQL change data source to a map: 

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area on the map window.

4. Select Changes Only as the data source type.

5. Select MSSQL Table Change Data Source as the data source.

6. Select a Connection from the drop down list. If Custom Connection is selected the

server, authentication details and database selection will be required. If a default

connection is selected the server, authentication details and database selections

will be grayed out and defaulted from the selected connection. If a new default

connection should be set but does not yet exist select the manage default

connections button  and enter the new details.

7. Enter the name of the MSSQL Server / Instance to be used for this data source.

This may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 6.

8. Select the required authentication type. Windows authentication will use the details

for the current windows user to try to connect to the MSSQL server. Selecting

SQL Server Authentication will required the entry of a MSSQL username and

password. This setting may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 6.

9. If required enter the MSSQL login username. This may be defaulted by the

connection selected in step 6.

10. If required enter the MSSQL password. This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 6.

11. Select the Connect button to use the entered details to connect to the MSSQL

server. If the connection is successful available databases will be displayed in the

database drop-down list.

12. If required select the MSSQL database from the drop-down list. This selection may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 6.

13. Select the required table from the Table drop-down list.

14. Check the check-boxes for the change tracking you require. (Insert, Update or

Delete)

15. If the map to be run from this table change requires more data than is contained in

the base table select the Modify button at the bottom of the window to open the
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Query Builder.

16. If required enter the number of rows that should be shown when the preview

button on the toolbar is selected. Note: when the change data source is first

created the preview option will only show the columns as there has been no

change data recorded.

17. Select preview to view the columns that would be returned from this data source.

18. Select Validate to ensure that the data source is valid.

19. Select Modify to amend the query that should be run when the map is processed.

For information on managing change table records see Change Data Source Maintenance.

Salesforce Change Data Source

A Salesforce change data source may be used to track changes in Salesforce entities and

perform integrations based on those changes. Changes tracked are limited to entity inserts

and updates.

To create Salesforce change data source:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Open the data source area of the map window.
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4. Select Changes Only as the data source type.

5. Select Salesforce Change Data Source as the data source.

6. If prompted enter Salesforce login details and select OK.

7. Select the Salesforce Entity for which changes are to be tracked.

8. Check the enabled checkbox, then check the Track Inserts and/or Track Updates

check boxes.

9. If entities other than the base entity should be included in the change query, select

the modify button and amend the query in query builder.

10. To view the query that will be passed to Salesforce select the Check SOQL

button. You will be able to edit the SOQL query providing you are either a

SmartConnect administrator or have been given permission to edit SOQL.

11. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button on the toolbar.

12. To validate the query select the Validate button.

Notes:

When exiting the change data source area the field Sequence__c will be

automatically added as a map key field. It is this field that will be used to update the

change table as processed once the record has been processed through

SmartConnect.

When amending a query through SOQL the Sequence__c field from the change

table must be maintained in the query.

More information on SOQL and SOQL formats can be found here.

More information on the objects created by SmartConnect within Salesforce to

manage change data sources can be found under Salesforce Change Data

Source Objects.

For information on managing change table records see Change Data Source
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Maintenance.

Salesforce Change Data Source Objects

The following objects are created to facilitate the processing of change data source maps

from Salesforce:

Change table:

The change table is used to maintain the list of that changes within Salesforce. It is defined as

follows:

Object Name: eOneCh_<EntityName>

API Name: eOneCh_<EntityName>__c

Label: Change tracking for <Entity Name>

Fields:

Field API Name Data Type Remarks

Sequence Name
Autonumb

er
Sequence number for the change table.

Action Action__c Picklist
Used to store the action that triggers the data source

(insert, update)

Date

Processed

DateProce

ssed__c
Date/Time The date the processed flag was changed to true.

Linked

Record
Link__c Lookup

Used to link the change record with the changed

entity record.

Map Map__c Text(255)
Used to store the map id that will use this change

record.

Processed
Processed

__c
Checkbox

False means record has not been processed by

SmartConnect, true means record has been

processed by SmartConnect.

External

Sequence

Sequence_

_c

Autonumb

er

(External)

External Sequence Id, used to access the record to

update the processed status.

Apex triggers:

The following apex trigger is created for each entity / action combination required for change

data sources:

Real time data source trigger
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// where <entity> is the entity triggering the real time data source

// where <action_initial> is i for insert and u for update

// where <action> is insert or update depending on requirements

// where <mapid> is the map to process the change

trigger eOneCh_<mapid>_tr_<action_initial> on <entity> (before <action>) {

set<ID> ids = Trigger.newMap.keyset();

for(ID id : ids) {

eOneCh_<entity>__c change = new eOneCh_<entity>__c();

change.Action__c = '<action>';

change.Link__c = id;

change.Processed__c = false;

change.Map__c = '<mapid>';

insert change;

}

} 

// for example the trigger for a change data source triggered by account updates

for a map SF_CHANGE would be

trigger eOneCh_SF_CHANGE_tr_U on Account (before update) {

set<ID> ids = Trigger.newMap.keyset();

for(ID id : ids) {

eOneCh_Account__c change = new eOneCh_Account__c();

change.Action__c = 'update';

change.Link__c = id;

change.Processed__c = false;

change.Map__c = 'SF_CHANGE';

insert change;

}

}

Real-Time Event Data Sources

Extender Real-Time Data Source

An Extender real time data source may be used push data from Extender through

SmartConnect every time an entity is updated (create or edit) within Extender.

To create an Extender real time data source:

1. Open Map >> Real Time Data Sources, or select the Real Time Data Sources

Quick Link.
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2. Select Extender Real Time Data Source as the real time data source type.

3. Double click the data source to be edited or select the Add button on the toolbar to

create a new data source.

4. Select the Dynamics GP company that holds the Extender object.

5. Select the Extender Type (Form, Detail Form, Window and Detail Window)

6. Select the Extender object required.

7. If more than just the base selected table is required for the SmartConnect

integration, select the Define button at the bottom of the window to access Query

Builder and define the required query.

8. Select Save to save the data source.

To add an Extender real time data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source button on the map toolbar.

4. Select Real Time Event as the data source type.

5. Select Extender Real Time Data Source as the Data Source.

6. Use the lookup to select the required real time data source. Note: the real time

data must already have been created using the steps above.

7. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button on the toolbar.

8. To validate the query select the Validate button on the toolbar.

9. Select OK to save the data source.
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To register an Extender real time data source:

1. Open the SmartConnect map setup window. Double click on the map to be edited.

2. If not already selected select the map to be registered.

3. Select the Register button on the map toolbar to open the Real Time Map List

window. All maps linked the real time data source used in this map will be

displayed.

4. Select the map(s) and event(s) that should trigger this real time data source.

5. If more than one map is linked to this real time data source, and the order the

maps are required to run is important, select the Map Sequence button on the

toolbar. This will open the Real Time Registration window and allow the order of

maps to be specified. Specify the required map order and select OK to close the

window. Note: maps must be selected in the real time map list window before they

will appear in the real time registration window.

6. Select Process to update your changes. This will save your changes in

SmartConnect and make the required changes to GP / Extender. Note: If users

are logged into GP they will need to log out and in again before these settings will

take effect.
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Microsoft CRM Real-Time Data Source

SmartConnect allows the retrieval of data from events triggered inside Microsoft Dynamics

CRM. This is achieved by first specifying which fields and related fields will be available during

an event, and then registering a map against a CRM event which uses the event data to call

SmartConnect and run the registered map.

To create a Dynamics CRM real time data source:

1. Open the SmartConnect real time data sources window. Go to Map >> Real Time

Data Sources.

2. Select Microsoft CRM Real Time Data Source as the real time data source type.

3. Double click the data source to be edited or select the Add button on the toolbar to

create a new data source.

4. Select the required organization.

5. Select the CRM entity to trigger the real time data source.

6. If option set values in the query should be returned as description strings instead

of an integer value check the Return Option Set Labels checkbox.

7. If more than just the base selected table is required for the SmartConnect

integration, select the Define button at the bottom of the window to access Query

Builder and define the required query.

8. If only changes to specific fields should trigger this real time data source select the

restrict columns button to select the required fields.
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9. Select OK to save the data source.

To add a Dynamics CRM real time data source to a map:
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1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source button on the map toolbar.

4. Select Real Time Event as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft CRM Real Time Data Source as the Data Source.

6. Use the lookup to select the required organization / entity combination. Note: the

real time data must already have been created using the steps above.

7. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button on the toolbar.

8. To validate the query select the Validate button on the toolbar.

9. Select OK to save the data source.

To register a Dynamics CRM real time data source:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If not already selected select the map to be registered.

3. Select the Register button on the map toolbar to open the Real Time Map List

window. All maps linked the real time data source used in this map will be

displayed.

4. Select the map(s) and event(s) that should trigger this real time data source.

5. If more than one map is linked to this real time data source, and the order the

maps are required to run is important, select the Map Sequence button on the

toolbar. This will open the Real Time Registration window and allow the order of

maps to be specified. Specify the required map order and select OK to close the

window. Note: maps must be selected in the real time map list window before they

will appear in the real time registration window.

6. Select Process to update your changes. This will save your changes in

SmartConnect and make the required updates to CRM. Note: a user must be a

deployment manager within Dynamics CRM in order to register a real time data
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source. 

Microsoft GP Real-Time Data Source

A Dynamics GP real time data source may be used to push data from Dynamics GP every

time an entity is updated (create or edit) within Dynamics GP.

To create a Dynamics GP real time data source:

1. On the Map tab, select Real Time Data Sources.

2. Select Microsoft GP Real Time Data Source as the real time data source type.

3. Double click the data source to be edited or select the Create button on the toolbar

to create a new data source.

4. Select the Salesforce entity to trigger the real time data source.

5. Select the required Product

6. Select the required Series.

7. Select the required Table.

8. If more than just the base selected table is required for the SmartConnect

integration, select the Define button at the bottom of the window to access Query

Builder and define the required query.

9. Select the Companies button to open the companies window and define which GP

companies should trigger this real time data source.

10. Select OK to save the data source.
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To add a Dynamics GP real time data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source button on the map toolbar.

4. Select Real Time Event as the data source type.

5. Select Microsoft GP Real Time Data Source as the Data Source.

6. Select the Product, Series, and Table to use for the data source.

7. Select the companies button to show the companies window and edit the GP
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companies that will trigger this data source and map. Note: selecting a company

that is not selected on the real time data source screen will have no effect.

Companies must be selected on the real time data source screen before they can

be selected in this companies window.

8. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button on the toolbar.

9. To validate the query select the Validate button on the toolbar.

10. Select OK to save the data source.

To register a Dynamics GP real time data source:

1. Open the SmartConnect map setup window. Using the Microsoft Dynamics GP

interface go to Tools >> SmartConnect >> Map. For the external SmartConnect
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interface go to Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on

the map to be edited.

2. If not already selected select the map to be registered.

3. Select the Register button on the map toolbar to open the Real Time Map List

window. All maps linked the real time data source used in this map will be

displayed.

4. Select the map(s) and event(s) that should trigger this real time data source.

5. If more than one map is linked to this real time data source, and the order the

maps are required to run is important, select the Map Sequence button on the

toolbar. This will open the Real Time Registration window and allow the order of

maps to be specified. Specify the required map order and select OK to close the

window. Note: maps must be selected in the real time map list window before they

will appear in the real time registration window.

6. Select Process to update your changes. This will save your changes in

SmartConnect and make the required changes to GP. Note: If users are logged

into GP they will need to log out and in again before these settings will take effect.

Microsoft Dynamics GP Web Client Setup

To enable SmartConnect real time data sources in the Microsoft Dynamics GP web client

follow the steps below:

1. Install the standard SmartConnect GP add in on the web client web server.

2. Copy the eOne.SmartConnect.GpAddin2013.dll file from the GP AddIns directory

(usually in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Dynamics\GP 2013\AddIns) to the
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main GP directory (usually in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Dynamics\GP 2013

\)

3. Right click on the eOne.SmartConnect.GpAddin2013.dll file and record the version

number of the dll.

4. Make a backup of the Dynamics.exe.config file (usually in C:\Program Files (x86)

\Microsoft Dynamics\GP 2013\)

5. Open the Dynamics.exe.config file and file the section starting with

<DynamicsGPWeb>

6. Add the line below into the config file between the <DynamicsGPWeb> and </

DynamicsGPWeb> tags. Note: <dll version> should be replaced with the version

number recorded above.

<addin name="eOneSmartConnect"

type="eOne.SmartConnect.GpAddin2013.GPAddIn,eOne.SmartConnect.G

pAddin2013,Version=<dll

version>,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=0beb756d2a6b4456"/>

7. The config file should now look something like the following:

<DynamicsGPWeb>

  <addin name="ManagedStorage"

type="Microsoft.Dynamics.GP.ManagedStorage.ManagedStorage,Microsof

t.Dynamics.GP.ManagedStorage,Version=12.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,

PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35"/>

  <addin name="BIReportDeploymentGP"

type="Microsoft.Dynamics.GP.BusinessIntelligence.BIReportDeploymentG

P.BIReportDeploymentGPAddin,Microsoft.Dynamics.GP.BusinessIntelligen

ce.BIReportDeploymentGP,

Version=12.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35"/>

  <addin name="TemplateProcessing"

type="Microsoft.Dynamics.GP.BusinessIntelligence.TemplateProcessing.

GPAddIn,Microsoft.Dynamics.GP.BusinessIntelligence.TemplateProcessin

g,Version=12.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,

PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35"/>

  <addin name="DocAttach"

type="Microsoft.Dynamics.GP.DocAttach.GPAddIn,Microsoft.Dynamics.G

P.DocAttach,Version=12.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=31bf3856

ad364e35"/>

  <addin name="eOneSmartConnect"

type="eOne.SmartConnect.GpAddin2013.GPAddIn,eOne.SmartConnect.G

pAddin2013,Version=20.13.2013.40,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=0beb
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756d2a6b4456"/>

</DynamicsGPWeb>

MSSQL Table Real-Time Data Source

A MSSQL real-time data source will create a trigger against a MSSQL table that will call the

SmartConnect WCF REST service.  This requires SQL Server version 2012 or higher.

To create an MSSQL real time data source: 

1. Select Real Time Data Sources from the Map tab.

2. Select MSSQL Table Real-Time Data Source from the drop down list.

3. Select Create to add a new data source.

4. Either select the pre-defined connection, or enter the connection details as

required.

5. Select the database / table as required.

6. If only changes to specific fields should trigger the real time data source, select the

Restrict Columns button and select the columns that should trigger the data

source.

7. To amend the query that should be used when the data source is triggered select

the Define button and enter the required query into Query Builder.

8. Select Save to record the data source.
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To add a MSSQL table real time data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source button on the map toolbar.

4. Select Real Time Event as the data source type.

5. Select MSSQL Real-Time Data Source as the Data Source.

6. Use the lookup to select the required real time data source. Note: the real time

data must already have been created using the steps above.

7. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button.

8. To validate the query select the Validate button.
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To register a MSSQL Table real time data source:

1. Open the SmartConnect map setup window. Using the Microsoft Dynamics GP

interface go to Tools >> SmartConnect >> Map. For the external SmartConnect

interface go to Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on

the map to be edited.

2. If not already selected select the map to be registered.

3. Select the Register button on the map toolbar to open the Real Time Map List

window. All maps linked the real time data source used in this map will be

displayed.

4. If this is the first MSSQL Table real time data source to be registered, you will

receive the following message.  You will need to copy the script (starting with IF

EXISTS) in the message detail and run it in MSSQL.
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5. After the script is run, you will need to select the Register button the map toolbar

again.

6. Select the map(s) and event(s) that should trigger this real time data source.

7. If more than one map is linked to this real time data source, and the order the

maps are required to run is important, select the Map Sequence button on the

toolbar. This will open the Real Time Registration window and allow the order of

maps to be specified. Specify the required map order and select OK to close the

window. Note: maps must be selected in the real time map list window before they

will appear in the real time registration window.

8. Select Process to update your changes. This will save your changes in

SmartConnect and make the required changes to GP. Note: If users are logged

into GP they will need to log out and in again before these settings will take effect.
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Salesforce.com Real-Time Data Souce

A Salesforce real time data source may be used pull data from Salesforce every time an

entity is updated (create or edit) within Salesforce.

To create Salesforce real time data source:

1. Select the Real Time Data Sources Quick Link.

2. Select Salesforce Real Time Data Source as the real time data source type.

3. If prompted enter Salesforce login details and select OK.

4. Double click the data source to be edited or select the Add button on the toolbar.

5. Select the Salesforce entity to trigger the real time data source.

6. If more than just the base Salesforce entity is required for the SmartConnect

integration, select the Define button at the bottom of the window to access query

builder.

7. Select the Edit SOQL button if the user has appropriate access, and wishes to

manually edit the SOQL query.

8. Select OK to save the data source.
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To add a Salesforce real time data source to a map:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If a new map enter the map id and description.

3. Select the Data Source area of the map setup window.

4. Select Real Time Event as the data source type.

5. Select Salesforce.com Real Time Data Source as the Data Source.

6. Use the lookup to select the required real time data source. Note: the real time

data must already have been created using the steps above.

7. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button on the toolbar.

8. To validate the query select the Validate button.

To register a Salesforce real time data source:

1. Open the SmartConnect map setup window.  Select Create / Update on the maps
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tab, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be edited.

2. If not already selected select the map to be registered.

3. Select the Register button on the map toolbar to open the Real Time Map List

window. All maps linked the real time data source used in this map will be

displayed.

4. Select the map(s) and event(s) that should trigger this real time data source. Note:

delete events are not supported for Salesforce real time data source maps.

5. If more than one map is linked to this real time data source, and the order the

maps are required to run is important, select the Map Sequence button on the

toolbar. This will open the Real Time Registration window and allow the order of

maps to be specified. Specify the required map order and select OK to close the

window. Note: maps must be selected in the real time map list window before they

will appear in the real time registration window.

6. Select Process to update your changes. This will save your changes in

SmartConnect and make the required changes to Salesforce.

Notes:

More information on SOQL and SOQL formats can be found here.

When editing the query through query builder the statement where

<EntityName>.Id = '000000000000000000' (where <EntityName> is the name of

the entity triggering the real time data source) must remain in the query. It is this

statement that is used to limit the real time data source to the record(s) that have
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been inserted or updated.

More information on the objects created by SmartConnect within Salesforce to

manage real time data sources can be found in the Salesforce Real Time Data

Source Objects section.

Salesforce Real Time Data Source Objects

The following objects are created / updated by SmartConnect whenever a Salesforce real

time data source is registered.

eOne_RTDS_Settings - configuration settings required to connect to the

SmartConnect WCF REST service.

eOne_RTDS_Master - settings for the registered real time data source.

Real time data source triggers - objects to trigger the real time data source at the

required time.

eOne_SC_RTDS - the class that processes the data insert / update and calls the

SmartConnect WCF REST service.

The real time data source settings table is used to maintain the connection details required to

connect to the SmartConnect WCF REST service.

Object Name: eOne_RTDS_Settings

API Name: eOne_RTDS_Settings__c

Label: eOne Real time Data Source Settings

Fields:

Field API Name Data Type Remarks

Service

Domain

Domain__

c

Text(Encrypted)

(175)

The user domain name (if required to

connect to the REST service)

Service User

Name

Username

__c

Text(Encrypted)

(175)

The username required to connect to the

REST service.

Service

Password

Password

__c

Text(Encrypted)

(175)

The password required to connect to the

REST service.

Service Url Url__c Text(255) The url of the REST service.

Note: no tabs or page layouts are defined for this object.

The real time data source master table is used to record real time data source registered

against Salesforce objects.

Object Name: eOne_RTDS_Master
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API Name: eOne_RTDS_Master__c

Label: eOne Real time Data Source Master

Fields:

Field API Name Data Type Remarks

Source

Entity
Name Text (80)

The name of the Salesforce entity that should trigger

the data source.

Data

Source Id

SourceId__

c
Text (255)

The SmartConnect Id of the data source that should

be triggered by the Salesforce entity.

Data

Source

Query

Query__c

Long Text

Area

(32768)

The query that should be triggered by the Salesforce

entity.

Is for Create
IsCreate__

c
Checkbox

True if inserts on the Salesforce entity should trigger

the real time data source, else false.

Is for

Update

IsUpdate__

c
Checkbox

True if updates on the Salesforce entity should

trigger the real time data source, else false.

If for Delete
IsDelete__

c
Checkbox Not used.

Note: no tabs or page layouts are defined for this object.

Triggers are automatically created inside Salesforce whenever a Salesforce real time data

source is registered inside SmartConnect.

Insert trigger:

The insert triggers is created as follows..

Trigger eOne_SC_RTDS_<ENTITY>_I on <ENTITY> (after insert) {

  set<ID> ids = Trigger.newMap.keyset(); 

  eOne_SC_RTDS.Process('<ENTITY>','insert',ids); }

where <ENTITY> is the Salesforce object triggering the insert

e.g. a trigger on Account inserts would be 

Trigger eOne_SC_RTDS_Account_I on Account (after insert) {

  set<ID> ids = Trigger.newMap.keyset(); 

  eOne_SC_RTDS.Process('Account','insert',ids); }
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Update trigger:

The update triggers are created as follows

Trigger eOne_SC_RTDS_<ENTITY>_U on <ENTITY> (after update) {

  set<ID> ids = Trigger.newMap.keyset(); 

  eOne_SC_RTDS.Process('<ENTITY>','update',ids); }

where <ENTITY> is the Salesforce object triggering the update

e.g. a trigger on Account updates would be 

Trigger eOne_SC_RTDS_Account_U on Account (after update) {

  set<ID> ids = Trigger.newMap.keyset(); 

  eOne_SC_RTDS.Process('Account','update',ids); }

The following class is created when a Salesforce real time data source is registered inside

SmartConnect. It is used to process the inserts and updates triggered by Salesforce real time

data source triggers.

public class eOne_SC_RTDS 

{

     // all callouts will be made asyncronously

    @future (callout=true)

    public static void Process(string entity, string action, set<ID> ids)

    {

        // retrieve the master record associated with the entity passed in

        eOne_RTDS_Master__c recd = [select

Name,SourceId__c,Query__c,IsCreate__c,IsUpdate__c,IsDelete__c from

eOne_RTDS_Master__c where Name = :entity LIMIT 1];

        // if there is no master record linked to the entity stop processing

        if(recd == null) return;

        // if the entity is not registered for the triggering process stop processing

        if(recd.IsCreate__c == false && action == 'create') return;

        if(recd.IsUpdate__c == false && action == 'update') return;

        if(recd.IsDelete__c == false && action == 'delete') return;

        // create a variable to receive the parsed data source query 

        string queryReplace = '';

        string query = recd.Query__c;

        // cater for more than one record update / insert triggering the data source

        for(ID id : ids)

        {
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            if(queryReplace.length() == 0)

                queryReplace += String.valueOf(id);

            else

                queryReplace += '\',\'' + String.valueOf(id);

        }

        // replace the empty id in the query with the id(s) from the trigger

        query = query.replace('000000000000000000',queryReplace);

        // run the query against Salesforce

        List<sObject> results = Database.query(query);

        // check the record(s) returned by the query. If no records stop processing

        if(results.size() == 0) return;

        // serialize the query results using the default Salesforce JSON serializer

        String xml = JSON.serialize(results);

        // read the real time data source settings to determine how to connect to the

SmartConnect WCF REST service

        eOne_RTDS_Settings__c settings = [select

Name,Url__c,Domain__c,Username__c,Password__c from

eOne_RTDS_Settings__c where Name = '0'];

        // if a settings record is not found stop processing

        if(settings == null) return;

        // create a new HttpRequest

        HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();

        // set the endpoint. method and timeout for the request

        req.setEndpoint(settings.Url__c + '/sf/' + recd.SourceId__c + '/' + action);

        req.setMethod('POST');

        req.setTimeout(120000);

        // create and attach the user credentials read from the settings table

        string username = settings.Domain__c;

        if(username.length() != 0) username += '\\\\';

        username += settings.Username__c + ':' + settings.Password__c;

        Blob headerValue = Blob.valueOf(username);

        String authorizationHeader = 'Basic ' +

EncodingUtil.base64Encode(headerValue);

        req.setHeader('Authorization', authorizationHeader);

        // place the query xml into the body of the web request

        req.setBody(xml);

        // send the web request

        Http http = new Http();

        HttpResponse res = http.send(req);

    }

}
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Note: Comments and code indenting are not included in the object created in Salesforce

Change Data Source Maintenance

Change data source maintenance allows users to specify schedules to clear processed

change table records and remove change tables that are no longer used by SmartConnect.

Users can also view change tables, remove table records, and change the status flag of

records. This enabled users to remove problem records, or reprocess records if and when

required.

The following change data source types allow scheduled change data source maintenance:

Dynamics CRM change data source

Dynamics GP change data source

Extender change data source

MSSQL change data source

Salesforce change data source

To amend a change data source maintenance schedule:

1. Select Create / Update on the maps tab, or select the Maps Quick Link and double

click on the map to be edited. Note you cannot access the change data source

scheduled maintenance option unless the map has been previously saved.

2. Select the data source area on the map window.

3. Select Maintenance >> Schedule Maintenance from the data source window

toolbar.

4. If changes that have been processed are to be removed check the 'Remove

processed changes' checkbox.

5. If the system should wait for a set time period before deleting processed records

set the time required in days.

6. If change tables are to be deleted once they are no longer needed check the

'Remove un-needed change tables' option. Note: some change data sources do

not support the remove change table option.

7. Select Save to record changes.
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To manually manage records within a change table:

1. Select Create / Update on the maps tab, or select the Maps Quick Link and double

click on the map to be edited.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source area of the map window.

4. Select Maintenance >> Maintain Change Table Records from the data source

window toolbar.

The SmartConnect Windows Service is the component that handles the Change

Maintenance scheduled process. For more information on the configuration see Windows

Service.

For more information on manually managing change table records see Maintain Change

Table Records.

 

Maintain Change Table Records

The change data source maintenance screens allow users to remove change table records

that are no longer required, or change the status of current change table records.

To manually manage records within a change table:

1. Navigate to Map >> Create or Open.

2. Enter the map id and description if creating a new map

3. Select the data source button on the window toolbar.

4. Select Maintenance >> Maintain Change Table Records from the data source
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window toolbar.

To filter the records returned to the grid, change the drop-downs at the top of the

window and select Refresh Query from the toolbar. Note: any changes that have

been made to change table records since the last save will be lost.

To remove change table records, select the records to be removed, select Actions

>> Delete Selected from the toolbar. This will remove the records from the grid. To

commit the record deletions select the Save Changes button.

To change the status of a record either:

o Change the checkbox in the processed column of the required record to

reflect the required status. Checked = processed, Unchecked =

unprocessed. Select Save Changes from the toolbar to commit the

change.

o Select the rows to be updated, Select Actions >> Mark Selected

Processed or Actions >> Mark Selected Un-Processed to change the

status of the selected records. Select Save Changes to commit the

changes.
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Destinations

The SmartConnect destinations information has been divided into the following topics:

Microsoft Dynamics GP Destination

Microsoft Dynamics GP File Destination

Microsoft Dynamics GP Message Queue Destination 

Microsoft Dynamics GP Service Destination

Microsoft Dynamics GP Extender Destination

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Destination

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Destination

Microsoft Dynamics CRM File Destination

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Bulk Destination

Salesforce Destination

Web Service Destination

Xero Destination

Xero File Destination

Xml File Destination

Export to File Destination

MSSQL Stored Procedure Destination

MSSQL Table Destination

The following destinations allow destination transactions to be output as Xml and passed

back to a client via the SmartConnect WCF REST service.

Dynamics GP File destination

Dynamics CRM File destination

Xml File destination

Microsoft Dynamics GP Destinations

Microsoft Dynamics GP Destination

The Dynamics GP destination takes the destination information and changes into the

eConnect format. The xml is then submitted to eConnect for processing.

To create Dynamics GP destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.
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3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP as the destination.

5. Select the Dynamics node group required.

6. Select the Dynamics node type required. The valid actions that can be performed

using this node group and type will then be displayed in the node mapping window.

7. If applicable select the add Extender object button to add Extender data to the

integration.

8. Select the companies button to select the GP companies that should receive the

data.

9. Double click the action required for this map.

10. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the selected

destination.

11. Select OK to save the mappings.

12. Click Save to record your map changes. 
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GP Tenants

If the destination for a GP map is a different server from the default server a new connection

may be added to the map.

To define a new GP tenant (company):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and GP

destination information.

3. Select the Companies button to open the companies window.

4. Select the Add button to open the Company on another server window.

5. Enter the name of the SQL server.

6. Enter in the Dynamics DB Name

7. Either select to use the Default Credentials or enter in a username and password.

8. Select the connect button to connect to the server and retrieve the company list.

9. Select the required company for update from the drop-down.

10. Select Add to save the new server / company to the companies list.

11. Select the new company / de-select other companies that are not required.

12. Select OK to close the companies window.

When sending data to a Microsoft Dynamics GP destination, and the data source contains

information that determines which GP company should be updated, the define company

option is used to determine the company to be updated.
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To define a GP tenant (company):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and GP

destination information.

3. Select the Companies button to open the companies window.

4. Select the Define button to open the scripting definition window.

5. Enter the script that determines the company to be updated. All standard scripting

functionality is available for this window.

6. Select Load Template if the script may be loaded from a predefined template.

Select the required template and then provide any variable values requested.

Select OK to return the script details to the calculation window. 

7. Select Validate to ensure that there are no compilation issues with the script.

8. Select Cancel to remove the definition script and replace it with the default blank

script.

9. Select OK to save changes and return to the companies window. Note: any

selected tenants in the companies window should be de-selected otherwise the

map data will run to both the defined company, and any selected companies.

10. Select OK to close the companies window.

When using the Microsoft Dynamics GP connector the map tenants are GP Companies.

When a map is created the default GP company selected on the GP connector setup window
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is set as the target on the map. If another GP company, or another GP server/company is the

required destination then the tenant must be amended on the GP destination.

To amend a GP tenant (company):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and GP

destination information.

3. On the map setup window select the Companies button to open the companies

window.

4. All GP companies which you have access to on the current GP server will be

displayed.

5. Select the required company to update / de-select any companies that are not to

be updated.

6. If the company to be updated is defined by a field in the data source select the

Define button  and create the calculation to determine the target

company.

7. If the company to be updated is on a different server select the Add button to

define the new connection.

8. Select OK to close the companies window.

Microsoft Dynamics GP - File Destination

The Dynamics GP file destination takes the information that would normally be sent to GP via

eConnect and instead writes it to a text file. This is especially useful when either setting up a

new map or troubleshooting as the exact information that would be sent to GP can be viewed

without sending the data to Dynamics GP.
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To create Dynamics GP File destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP - File as the destination.

5. Select the Dynamics node group required.

6. Select the Dynamics node type required. The valid actions that can be performed

using this node group and type will then be displayed in the node mapping window.

7. Use the lookup to select a path to write the output files to. Note: an Xml file will be

created for each document processed.

8. If applicable select the add Extender object button to add Extender data to the

integration.

9. Select the companies button to select the GP companies that would receive the

data. Note: an Xml file will be created for each document / company combination.

10. Double click the action required for this map.

11. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the selected

destination.

12. Select OK to save the mappings.

13. Click Save to record your map changes. 
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Notes:

When the map is run one file will be written to the selected directory for each

company / document combination. The output files are named as:

o SC-<Server Name>-<Company Id>-<Map Id>-<record number>.xml

Once a GP file destination has been tested and approved it may be changed into a

Microsoft Dynamics GP or Microsoft Dynamics GP Message Queue destination

without losing any map settings.

Microsoft Dynamics GP - Message Queue Destination

The Dynamics GP message queue destination takes the destination information and changes

into the eConnect format. The xml is then submitted to the specified message queue.

To create Dynamics GP message queue destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.
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4. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP - Message Queue as the destination.

5. Select the Dynamics node group required.

6. Select the Dynamics node type required. The valid actions that can be performed

using this node group and type will then be displayed in the node mapping window.

7. Enter the Microsoft message queue path.

8. If applicable select the add Extender object button to add Extender data to the

integration.

9. Select the companies button to select the GP companies that should receive the

data.

10. Double click the action required for this map.

11. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the selected

destination.

12. Select OK to save the mappings.

13. Click Save to record your map changes. 

Microsoft Dynamics GP - Service Destination

The Dynamics GP service destination allows users to connect to a Service Based

Architecture installation and push data to Dynamics GP.
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To create a Dynamics GP service destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP Service as the destination.

5. Select a service setup that has been pre-defined in the Microsoft Dynamics GP

Connector setup window.

6. Select the product to be updated. (e.g. Dynamics)

7. Select the main category and sub categories where applicable.

8. Select the companies button to select the GP companies that should receive the

data.

9. Double click the required action in the available destination lines.

10. In the mapping window, map the source data to the destination lines.

11. Select OK to save your mapping changes.

12. Select Save to record your map changes.

Microsoft Dynamics GP Extender Destination

Adding Extender objects to a Dynamics GP file, message queue or eConnect data source

allows Extender objects to be included in Dynamics GP updates.

Note: Extender object windows are only available for Dynamics GP 2013 installations where

Extender is installed.

To add an Extender object:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.
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2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP as the destination.

5. Select the Dynamics node group required.

6. Select the Dynamics node type required. The valid actions that can be performed

using this node group and type will then be displayed in the node mapping window.

7. Select the add Extender object button to add extender data to the integration.

8. Select the  button to add an Extender object to the Extender object list.

9. Select the Dynamics GP company that contains the Extender object.
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10. Select the Extender type, available options are Form and Window.

11. Select the Extender node to be used valid options for each Extender type are listed

below:

Forms

o Form : Add Update - allows creation and update of Extender forms.

o Form : Delete - allows deletion of Extender forms.

o Form Detail Line : Add Update - allows creation and update of detail

lines on Extender forms. The Extender ID lookup will be filtered to

show only forms that contain detail lines.

o Form Detail Line : Delete - allows deletion of detail lines on

Extender forms. The Extender ID lookup will be filtered to show only

forms that contain detail lines.

o Form Extra Window : Add Update - allows creation and update of

Extender form extra windows. The Extender ID lookup will be

filtered to show only forms that contain extra windows of type field

entry. Note: form extra windows are deleted when the form record

is deleted.

o Form Extra Window Note : Add Update - allows creation and update

of Extender form extra window notes. The Extender ID lookup will

be filtered to show only forms that contain windows of type note or

note list.

o Form Extra Window Note : Delete - allows deletion of Extender
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form extra window notes. The Extender ID lookup will be filtered to

show only forms that contain windows of type note or note list.

Windows

o Window : Add Update - allows creation and update of Extender

windows. The Extender ID field will be filtered to show only windows

of type field entry.

o Window : Delete - allows deletion of Extender windows. The

Extender ID field will be filtered to show only windows of type field

entry.

o Window Detail Line : Add Update - allows creation and update of

Extender window detail lines. The Extender ID field will be filtered to

show only windows of type field entry that contain detail lines.

o Window Detail Line : Delete - allows deletion of Extender window

detail lines. The Extender ID field will be filtered to show only

windows of type field entry that contain detail lines.

o Window Note : Add Update - allows creation of Extender window

notes. The Extender ID field will be filtered to show only windows of

type note or note list.

o Window Note : Delete - allows deletion of Extender window notes. 

The Extender ID field will be filtered to show only windows of type

note or note list.

12. Use the lookup to select the Extender object to be used.

13. If required change the defaulted display name.

14. Select save to close the add Extender object window.

15. Select save to close the Extender object list window.

16. The Extender object will now appear in the list of available mapping options with

the description provided in step 13.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Destination

Microsoft Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Destination

To add a Dynamics NAV/365 Financials destination to a map:

1. Select Create on the Map tab or double click on the map to be edited

2. Enter the map id and description of creating a new map

3. Select Dynamics NAV/365 Financials as destination.

4. Select the Dynamics NAV/365 Financials web service that you would like to

integrate into.

5. By default the company that this integration will run into is pulled from the

connector setup
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a. To change this click on the companies button and select a different or multiple

companies for this integration to run into

6. Double click the action required on the available lines for this service.

7. In the line mapping window map the columns from the data source to the columns

in the destination

8. Click ok the save the mappings

9. Click Save on the map setup window to save the map

Dynamics CRM Destinations

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Destination

The Dynamics CRM destination takes the information determined by the map and sends it to

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 / Dynamics 365 via the Dynamics CRM web service.

To create Dynamics CRM destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics CRM as the destination. 
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5. If this map is to send data to a CRM server other than the CRM server defined

under CRM setup, select the organization button and define the new organization /

server connection details.

6. If the data is to create / update / delete information for one or more entities within

the destination CRM system, select the required entities from the Entities to

process lookup. Note: more than one entity may be selected in the lookup.

7. If the data is to be linked to advanced messages for an entity, ensure that the

required entity is selected in the Entities to process drop down. Advanced

messages should then appear in the map line grid.

8. If the data is to be used to update reference information within CRM, select the

required messages from the Reference Data drop down. Note: more than one

message may be selected in the drop down box.

9. If duplicate detection rules on the CRM server should be ignored when creating or

updating records, select the Ignore Duplicate Detection Rules checkbox.

10. If this map is to update more than one organization on this server, select the

Organizations button to select the required organization(s).

11. Double click the map line to be called by this map.

12. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the CRM web

service fields.

13. Select OK to save the mappings.

14. Click Save to record your map changes. 
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CRM Tenants

When sending data to a Microsoft Dynamics CRM destination, and the data source contains

information that determines which CRM organization should be updated, the define

organization option is used to determine the organization to be updated.

To define a CRM tenant (organization):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and

CRM destination information.

3. Select the Organizations button to open the organizations window.

4. Select the Define button to open the scripting definition window.

5. Enter the script that determines the organization to be updated. All standard

scripting functionality is available for this window.

6. Select Load Template if the script may be loaded from a predefined template.
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Select the required template and then provide any variable values requested.

Select OK to return the script details to the calculation window. 

7. Select Validate to ensure that there are no compilation issues with the script.

8. Select Cancel to remove the definition script and replace it with the default blank

script.

9. Select OK to save changes and return to the organizations window. Note: any

selected tenants in the organizations window should be de-selected otherwise the

map data will run to both the defined organization, and any selected organizations.

10. Select OK to close the organizations window.

When using the Microsoft Dynamics CRM connector the map tenants are CRM

Organizations. When a map is created the default CRM organization selected on the CRM

connector setup window is set as the target on the map. If another CRM organization, or

another CRM server/organization is the required destination then the tenant must be

amended on the CRM destination.

To amend a CRM tenant (organization):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and

CRM destination information.

3. On the map setup window select the Organizations button to open the
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organizations window.

4. All CRM organizations to which you have access on the current CRM server will

be displayed.

5. Select the required organization(s) to update / de-select any organizations that are

not to be updated.

6. If the organization to be updated is defined by a field in the data source select the

Define button  and create the calculation to determine the target

organization.

7. Select OK to close the organizations window.

CRM Entities to Process

A list of all entities held within CRM (filtered according to user security) are displayed in the

Entities to Process drop down on the SmartConnect destination screens.

Entities that are selected in the entities to process drop down list are displayed in the mapping

grid below the destination form as entity display name (entity technical name).

Entities selected in the Entities to process drop down and mapped using the node mapping

screen are processed as follows:

Processing creates:

1. If update blank data was not selected on the mapping screen, any fields that are

blank are removed from the record to be processed.

2. SmartConnect will attempt to check CRM to see if the data to be created already

exists. Fields that were grouped in the mapping screen will be used to determine

existence of records.

3. If the record exists, and update if exists is not checked, an error is returned to the
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user. If update if exists is checked see processing updates.

4. The record is checked for state code and status code fields. If these fields exist in

the record to be created they are saved for later processing and then removed

from the record to be created.

5. The record is checked for owning user, owner id, owning business unit and

owning team fields. If these fields exist, and they are not set to the current user

accessing CRM they are set aside for later processing.

6. A CRM create request is passed to CRM with the record details.

7. If the any of the owner fields were set (see step 5) an assign request is created

then processed, assigning the newly created record to the required user / team /

business unit.

8. If the state or status code were set (see step 4) a set state request is created then

processed, changing the state and status code of the newly created record.

Processing updates:

1. If update blank data was not selected on the mapping screen, any fields that are

blank are removed from the record to be processed.

2. SmartConnect will attempt to check CRM to see if the data to be created already

exists. Fields that were grouped in the mapping screen will be used to determine

existence of records.

3. If a record or records are not found an error is returned to the user.

4. The record is checked for owning user, owner id, owning business unit and

owning team fields. If these fields exist, and they are not set to the current user

accessing CRM they are set aside for later processing.

5. The record is checked for the state code field. If the state code field exists, and the

state code is different from the current record state code, and the state code is set

to active, a set state request is created then processed to change the status of the

record back to active. If the state code in the record to be updated is not active it is

recorded and removed from the record to be updated. It will be processed after the

update.

6. Fields in the record to be processed are copied across to the fields on the current

record. An update request is then created and processed.

7. If owner fields were detected in step 4 an assign request is created and processed

to assign the record to the defined user.

8. If the state code field was recorded and removed in step 5, a set state request is

created and processed to assign the new status to the updated record.

Processing deletes:

1. If update blank data was not selected on the mapping screen, any fields that are

blank are removed from the record to be processed.

2. SmartConnect will attempt to check CRM to see if the data to be created already
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exists. Fields that were grouped in the mapping screen will be used to determine

existence of records.

3. If a record or records are not found no further processing occurs for the passed in

record.

4. A delete request is created and processed for each record returned in step 3.

CRM Advanced Messages

Messages that are not standard update / create / delete messages within SmartConnect are

processed as advanced messages.

Advanced messages are displayed in the mapping window below the destination form as

<entity display name> - <message description>.

Advanced messages are processed as follows:

1. The Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk and Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Proxy dlls are parsed to find the

required settings for the selected message. If no message is found matching the

selected message an error is returned to the user.

2. An organization request of the type returned from step 1 is created for processing.

3. Each field that has been mapped by SmartConnect is parsed and injected into the

request created in step 2.

4. The request is then processed and any errors returned to the user.

More information on specific CRM requests can be found:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg307329.aspx for requests held within

Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Proxy.dll

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg307406.aspx for requests held within

Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.dll

A list of CRM requests supported by SmartConnect held within the Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Proxy

dll are as follows:

AddItemCampaignActivityRequest

AddItemCampaignRequest

AddListMembersListRequest

AddMemberListRequest

AddPrivilegesRoleRequest

AddRecurrenceRequest

AddSolutionComponentRequest

AddToQueueRequest

AssignRequest

AssociateRequest
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CalculateActualValueOpportunityRequest

CancelContractRequest

CancelSalesOrderRequest

CloneContractRequest

CloseIncidentRequest

CloseQuoteRequest

ConvertKitToProductRequest

ConvertProductToKitRequest

ConvertQuoteToSalesOrderRequest

ConvertSalesOrderToInvoiceRequest

CopyMembersListRequest

CreateExceptionRequest

DisassociateRequest

FulfullSalesOrderRequest

GenerateInvoiceFromOpportunityRequest

GenerateQuoteFromOpportunityRequest

GenerateSalesOrderFromOpportuntityRequest

GrantAccessRequest

LockInvoicePricingRequest

LockSalesOrderPricingRequest

LoseOpportunityRequest

MergeRequest

ModifyAccessRequest

PublishAllXmlRequest

PublishDuplicateRuleRequest

PublishXmlRequest

QualifyLeadRequest

QualifyMemberListRequest

ReassignObjectsOwnerRequest

ReassignObjectsSystemUserRequest

RemoveItemCampaignActivityRequest

RemoveItemCampaignRequest

RemoveMemberListRequest

RemoveParentRequest

RemovePrivilegeRoleRequest

RemoveProductFromKitRequest

RenewContractRequest
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RescheduleRequest

ReviseQuoteRequest

RevokeAccessRequest

AssociateRequest

SetStateRequest

UnlockInvoicePricingRequest

UnlockSalesOrderPricingRequest

WinOpportunityRequest

WinQuoteRequest

A list of CRM requests supported by SmartConnect held within the Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.dll are

as follows:

AssociateRequest

DeleteOptionValueRequest

DisassociateRequest

InsertOptionValueRequest

InsertStatusValueRequest

OrderOptionRequest

UpdateOptionValueRequest

UpdateStateValueRequest

CRM Reference Data

Note: all changes to reference information made via SmartConnect must be published before

they are visible within CRM.

Messages available for selection in the reference data drop down are as follows:

Publish a duplicate detection rule

o Requires the id of the duplicate rule to be published

Reassign all objects owned by a user or team to another user or team

o Entity reference of the new user or team 

o Entity reference of the old user or team

Reassign all objects from a user to another user or team

o Entity reference of the new user or team

o Id of the old user

Replace access rights for a user or team

o Entity reference for the revokee user or team

o Entity reference of the target record

Delete Option Value

o Attribute logical name (field name)
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o Entity logical name

o Option set name

o Value to be deleted

Insert Option Value

o Attribute logical name (field name)

o Entity logical name

o Label (description label)

o Value

Insert Status Value

o Attribute logical name (field name)

o Entity logical name

o State code 

o Value

Update Option Value

o Attribute logical name (field name)

o Entity logical name

o Label

o Value

Update State Value

o Attribute logical name (field name)

o Entity logical name

o Label

o Value

CRM Define a new CRM server destination

If the destination for a CRM map is a different server from the default server a new connection

may be added to the map.

To define a new CRM server:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and

CRM destination information.

3. Select the  CRM Servers button to open the servers window.

4. Enter the default CRM server and port. Do not enter the http/https prefix.

a. For Active Directory installations the server name is required. If the CRM

server is not running on port 80 the port number should also be entered.

b. For CRM Online installations the CRM server name should be entered (e.g.

crm5.dynamics.com). A port is not needed.

c. For Internet Facing Deployments, the server name should be prefaced with
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the discovery service alias (usually dev)

5. Select the required authentication type.

a. Active Directory

b. Internet Facing Deployment

c. Microsoft Online (Live Id)

d. Microsoft Online Federation (provisioned via Microsoft Office 365).

6. Select connect using SSL if https is required to connect to the CRM server. Both

CRM Online and Internet Facing Deployments will automatically assume that SSL

is to be used.

7. If a single user is to be used to connect SmartConnect and CRM check the User

the following credentials when using CRM checkbox. (Note: CRM Online and

Internet Facing Deployment installations require definition of a single user to

connect to CRM)

a. Enter the username to be used to connect to CRM. (Note: if non standard

ports have been used for an IFD installation, the full username may be

required to connect to CRM e.g. administrator@dev.eonesolutions.com)

b. Enter the password to be used to connect to CRM.

c. Enter the AD domain of the user to be used to connect to CRM. (Not

required for CRM Online)

8. Select the Refresh button to retrieve the list of CRM organizations.

9. Select the default organization to be used for CRM.

10. Select OK to save the server changes.
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM – File Destination

The Dynamics CRM file destination takes the information that would normally be sent to CRM

via the CRM web service and instead writes it to a text file. This is especially useful when

either setting up a new map or troubleshooting as the exact information that would be sent to

CRM can be viewed without sending the data to Dynamics CRM.

To create Dynamics CRM File destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics CRM - File as the destination.

5. If this map is to send data to a CRM server other than the CRM server defined
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under CRM setup, select the organization button and define the new organization /

server connection details.

6. Use the lookup to select a path to write the output files to. Note: an Xml file will be

created for each document processed.

7. If the data is to create / update / delete information for one or more entities within

the destination CRM system, select the required entities from the Entities to

process lookup. Note: more than one entity may be selected in the lookup.

8. If the data is to be linked to advanced messages for an entity, ensure that the

required entity is selected in the Entities to process drop down. Advanced

messages should then appear in the map lines grid.

9. If the data is to be used to update reference information within CRM, select the

required messages from the Reference Data drop down. Note: more than one

message may be selected in the drop down box.

10. If any duplicate detection rules in CRM should be ignored when creating or

updating records in CRM, select the Ignore Duplicate Detection Rules checkbox.

11. If this map is to update more than one CRM organization on this server, select the

Organizations button to select the required organization(s).

12. Double click the CRM entity / messages to be updated by this map.

13. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the CRM web

service fields.

14. Select OK to save the mappings.

15. Click Save to record your map changes. 
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Notes:

When the map is run one file will be written to the selected directory for each

organization / document combination. The output files are named as:

o SC-<Map Id>-<Organization Id>-<CRM Entity>-<record number>-<line

number>.xml

Once a CRM file destination has been tested and approved it may be changed into

a Microsoft Dynamics CRM destination without losing any map settings.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Bulk Destination

The bulk web service destination performs the same processing and mapping functions as a

standard Dynamics CRM destination, however the creates/updates/deletes are grouped

together and sent in bulk to the CRM server, rather than each message being sent and
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processed separately. When processing large volumes of data the bulk CRM destination can

significantly speed up processing.

Note: advanced processing messages and meta data updates are not available through the

bulk web service destination.

To create Dynamics CRM bulk destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Microsoft Dynamics CRM Bulk as the destination. 

5. If this map is to send data to a CRM server other than the CRM server defined

under CRM setup, select the organization button and define the new organization /

server connection details.

6. If the data is to create / update / delete information for one or more entities within

the destination CRM system, select the required entities from the Entities to

process lookup. Note: more than one entity may be selected in the lookup.

7. If duplicate detection rules on the CRM server should be ignored when creating or

updating records, select the Ignore Duplicate Detection Rules checkbox.

8. If this map is to update more than one organization on this server, select the

Organizations button to select the required organization(s).

9. Double click the map line to be called by this map.

10. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the CRM web

service fields.

11. Select OK to save the mappings.

12. Click Save to record your map changes. 
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Salesforce Web Service Destinations

SalesForce Destination

All updates made by SmartConnect to Salesforce are done through the standard Salesforce

Web Service API. Inserts, updates and deletes may be sent to Salesforce entities through this

web service.

To create Salesforce destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Salesforce as the destination.
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5. If prompted, enter Salesforce login details and select ok.

6. Select the entity or entities to be updated as the Salesforce Entity. The available

options (insert, update or delete) for that entity will then be shown in the map line

grid below.

7. Double click the action (update, insert or delete) required for this map.

8. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the Salesforce

entity.

9. Select OK to save the mappings.

10. Click Save to record your map changes.

Notes:

Salesforce entities will only be shown as a valid destination if they are flagged as

creatable, deletable or updatable for the current user by the Salesforce web

service API.

Salesforce fields that are required by Salesforce will be shown as required in the

SmartConnect mapping screen. These requirements are however for display only

and are not enforced in the SmartConnect mapping window.

Checking for Existence

In order to determine if a record already exists when creating or updating Salesforce records

the following process is followed:
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1. Check if external id(s) have been specified on the Salesforce object. If so use the

external id field(s) and value(s) to create a query on the Salesforce object. If the

query result is not empty the record is deemed to exist.

2. Check if the mappings in SmartConnect have mapped to a field named id on the

Salesforce object. If so a record of that id is queried from the Salesforce object. If

the query result is not empty the record is deemed to exist.

3. Check the map line. If columns have been grouped on the line, use the grouped

column(s) and value(s) to create a query on the Salesforce object. If the query

result is not empty the record is deemed to exist.

4. Check the map data source key field(s). 

If the key field(s) have been mapped use the key field(s) and value(s) to

create a query on the Salesforce object. If the query result is not empty the

record is deemed to exist.

If the key fields have not been mapped throw an error telling the user that

existence could not be determined.

5. If none of the options above returned records, and the key fields have been

mapped as per step 4 the record is deemed not to exist in Salesforce.

Web Service Destinations

Web Service Destination

The web service destination takes information determined by the associated map, and sends

it to the selected web service.

To create a web service destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. Select Web Service  as the destination.

5. Select a predefined web service node to determine the destination.

6. If credentials are required to connect to this web service, select the use credential

checkbox, then enter the required login information.

7. Double click the line(s) to be mapped.

8. In the mapping screen map the columns from the data source to the web service

fields.

9. Select OK to save the mappings.

10. Click Save to record your map changes.
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Web Service Destination Setup

Each web service to be used as a destination within SmartConnect must be set up within

Service Maintenance on the Maintenance tab of the main SmartConnect window.

To set up a web service:

1. Select the Destination Setup option from the Maintenance tab.

2. Enter a name for the web service node.

3. Enter the web service url and select the refresh button. The web service WSDL

will then be parsed to determine the available methods for the web service.

4. If WSDL parsing returns errors, the ignore WSDL errors may be selected to

continue processing.

5. A list of available methods will be displayed in the Available Lines grid.

6. Methods may be expanded to show the classes / sub methods available.

7. Double click a method to add the method to the lines available for SmartConnect.

Each line selected in the Lines grid will be made available as a line to map to

within SmartConnect.
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8. Double click a line in the right grid to display a list of properties for the line.

9. Double click on the properties to be entered against the selected line.

10. Select OK to save the property changes for the line.

11. Once setup has been completed for all selected lines, select Save to record

changes to the web service setup.

WS Return Types

If a web service method used in a destination returns data, that data can then be used as a

data source on another SmartConnect map.

to use data returned from a web service as a data source:

1. Set up a web service destination.

2. Select the Handle return button.

3. Select the columns in the return values window that should be included in the data

source.

4. Select Save.

Note: to see all maps that use this method as a data source the Linked Maps button

may be selected.
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5. Create a new map within SmartConnect.

6. Enter the new map id and description.

7. Select Bulk Data Sources as the data source type.

8. Select Web Service Destination Results as the data source.

9. Select the name of the destination service defined in step 1.

10. Determine if the map should be run if the web service method was successful,

failed or both.

11. To preview the columns that would be returned by this data source select the

Preview button.

12. To validate the data source select the Validate button.
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WS Destination Exceptions

A web service destination can handle specific return types as exceptions within

SmartConnect. If a web service returns a string, boolean, or integer value you can specify if

the document passed to the service succeeded or failed.

Handling string return type exceptions:

Two options are available for a string return type:

i. A document can be failed if the string returned is not empty.

ii. A document can be failed if the string contains a specific value.

Handling integer return type exceptions:

If a web service method returns an integer you can specify values which should be

handled as successes, and which should throw an exception.

For failures an error message may be defined for each value returned.

Handling boolean return type exceptions:
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If the web service returns a boolean (true/false) value, an error message may be

defined, and an exception thrown for a false return value.

WS Cyclical References

When selecting fields for inclusion in a web service sometimes a field or class may contain a

reference to a class already shown / selected in the Available properties window. 

When this occurs the second instance of the class will be shown in red and excluded from

the list of fields available for mapping.

If the field is to be included in the mapping screen, select the field and confirm that the field is

to be added to the available mappings.

WS Base / Abstract Types

When selecting fields for inclusion in a web service sometimes a base class may be included

in the service parameters. There may also be multiple types that are valid values for this

parameter. 

When this situation is encountered, the type column in the Available Properties screen will be

shown in blue, and a lookup associated with the field will be shown.

Selecting the lookup on this field will display the base type, as well as any derived types linked

to the base class. A type may then be selected which will be substituted for the base type in

the mapping window.
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Xero Destinations

Xero Destination

The Xero destination allows the pushing of data to Xero for creates and updates.

To create a Xero destination:

1. Select create or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map, enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map, select the required data source and key field information.

4. Select Xero as the destination.

5. Select one or more Xero entities to process.

6. Select the entity map line and set up the required mappings.

7. Select OK to save the mappings.

8. Select Save to record the map changes.
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Xero - File Destination

The Xero file destination takes the information that would normally be sent to Xero from

SmartConnect and instead writes it to a text file.

To create a Xero file destination:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map, enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map, select the required data source and key field information.

4. Select Xero File as the destination.

5. Select an output path for the text file.

6. Select one or more Xero entities to process.

7. Select the entity map line and set up the required mappings.
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8. Select OK to save the mappings.

9. Select Save to record the map changes.

Flat File / Folder Destination

Xml File Destination

An Xml file destination allows a SmartConnect data source to be mapped to an xml format,

and be output as a single or multiple xml files. 

To add an Xml file destination to a map:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map select a valid data source and map key fields.

4. Select Xml File as the map destination.

5. Select the Define Format button to define the output xml format. Once the format

has been defined the define format button is renamed Edit Format, and a clear

format button is added. Select the edit format button to re-enter the define format

screen. Select the clear format button to remove the format and start the format
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definition again. 

6. If output xml files are to overwrite existing xml files check the Overwrite File

checkbox. If the output file already exists, and the Overwrite File checkbox is not

checked the map run will fail.

7. If the date / time should be appended to the output xml file(s) check the Append

Date / Time checkbox. This setting is useful when exporting files regularly as new

files should not overwrite older files. Date and time are appended to file names in

the following formats:

o US Format - filename_yyyy-dd-MM_hh-mm-ss.xml. Where yyyy is the current

year, dd is the current day of the month, MM is the current month number, hh

is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

o AU Format - filename_yyyy-MM-dd_hh-mm-ss.xml. Where yyyy is the current

year, MM is the current month number, dd is the current day of the month, hh

is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

8. If a separate xml file should be created for each key field in the data source select

the Separate File Per Key Field checkbox. If separate files is checked the output

xml files will have a record number appended to the file name. 

9. If the value of the key field should be appended to the filename check the Append

Key Field to Filename checkbox. This is useful for identifying files when multiple

xml files are created from a single map run.

10. Double click Export to Xml file in the mapping grid and map the data source

columns to the destination xml nodes.

11. Select OK to close the mapping window.

12. Select Save to record your map changes.
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Define XML Format

The Xml File Format window is used to define the format of the xml file.

To define the xml format:

1. Select an Xml file using the file lookup. SmartConnect will then parse the xml file to

retrieve the xml structure. The structure will then be displayed in the tree view on

the left of the window.

2.  The xml version and encoding settings will be displayed in the Xml Uri text field.

Amend these settings if required.

3. Using the tree view buttons    the following functions

can be performed:

a. Add a node - select the parent tree node and click  to add a new node.

Amend the node details shown on the left as required.

b. Delete a node - select the node to be deleted and click  to delete the

node. Node: when deleting nodes all child nodes of the deleted node will

also be deleted.

c. Move node to top - select the node to be moved and click  to mode the

node to the top of the current group. Note: nodes cannot be moved outside

their current node group.

d. Move node up - select the node to be moved and click  to move the

node up one position. Note: nodes cannot be moved outside their current

node group.
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e. Move node down - select the node to be moved and click  to move the

node down one position. Note: nodes cannot be moved outside their

current node group.

f. Move node to bottom - select the node to be moved and click  to move

the node to the bottom of the current group. Note: nodes cannot be moved

outside their current node group.

4. Select a node in the tree view to edit the node details.

a. Edit / enter the node name. Node names must be unique.

b. If required edit / enter the node prefix.

c. If required edit / enter the node namespace.

d. Select the node type (Element or Attribute)

e. Select the node content (Text or CDATA). Nodes set to CDATA will add the

CDATA tags to the output xml.

f. If the node is required check the Required checkbox.

5. Select OK to save the definition changes.

6. Select Clear to remove the current definition.

Notes:
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The Xml file used on this window is only used to define the xml structure. It is not

saved and will not be shown when the window is re-opened.

XML File Mapping Window

The mapping window for the Xml File Destination uses the standard mapping window

functionality.

Because of limited space in the mapping window Xml nodes shown will be named as follows:

The name of the node parent (where the node has a parent) + " | " + the name of

the node.

Nodes are also grouped in the order in which they appear in the definition file.

 

Export to File Destination

A file destination map be added to a map to output data to an Excel, CSV or TAB delimited

file. 

To add an File destination to a map:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map select the data source and map key fields.
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4. Select Export to File as the map destination.

5. Select the required File Type from the drop-down list. (Excel 2007, Excel 2010,

Excel 2013, Excel 2016, Excel CSV, TAB Delimited)

6. Use the lookup to select the path and filename of the output file.

7. If column headings should be included in the output file check the Include

Headings checkbox.

8. If the output file should be overwritten if it already exists check the Overwrite File

checkbox.

9. If the date / time of the file creation should be added to the output file check the

Append Date / Time checkbox. The date / time will be appended to the file in the

following format:

US Format - filename_yyyy-dd-MM_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy

is the current year, dd is the current day of the month, MM is the current

month number, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

AU Format - filename_yyyy-MM-dd_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy is

the current year, MM is the current month number, dd is the current day of

the month, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

10. Double click on the Export to file line in the mappings grid and map the data

source columns to the destination columns.

11. Select OK to close the mapping window.

12. Select Save to save your changes.
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File Mapping Window

The mapping window for the File Destination uses the standard mapping window functionality.

As there are no defined fields to map to in an export to file data source fields are automatically

created for the destination. One destination field is created for each data source field. Fields

are numbered in the order in which they will appear in the output file.

Four extra destination options have been added to support the export to file destination:

1. Copy Source Columns - this option (after confirmation of the action) will copy all

data source columns to destination columns. This removes the need for manually

mapping large numbers of data source columns to the destination.

2. Insert Destination Column - this option will insert a new destination column before

the current destination column selected.

3. Add Destination Column - this option will insert a new destination column at the

end of the destination column list.

4. Remove Destination Column - this option will remove the selected destination

column.

Microsoft SQL Destination

Microsoft SQL Stored Procedure Destination

A MSSQL stored procedure destination will allow data source fields to be mapped to MSSQL

stored procedures, and the stored procedures triggered via map processing.
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To add an MSSQL stored procedure destination to a map:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map select a valid data source and map key fields.

4. Select Microsoft SQL Stored Procedure as the destination.

5. Select a Connection from the drop down list. If Custom Connection is selected the

server, authentication details and database selection will be required. If a default

connection is selected the server, authentication details and database selections

will be grayed out and defaulted from the selected connection. If a new default

connection should be set select the manage default connections button and enter

the new details.

6. Enter the name of the MSSQL Server / Instance to be used for this data source.

This may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 5.

7. Select the required authentication type. Windows authentication will use the details

for the current windows user to try to connect to the MSSQL server. Selecting

SQL Server Authentication will required the entry of a MSSQL username and

password. This setting may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 5.

8. If required enter the MSSQL login username. This may be defaulted by the

connection selected in step 5.

9. If required enter the MSSQL password. This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 5.

10. Select the Connect button  to use the entered details to connect to the MSSQL

server. If the connection is successful available databases will be displayed in the

database drop-down list.

11. If required select the MSSQL database from the drop-down list. This selection may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 5.

12. Select the required stored procedure from the drop-down list.

13. If this is an eConnect stored procedure with validation messages stored in the

eConnect tables check the eConnect Procedure checkbox.

14. Double click the stored procedure in the mapping grid and map the data source

columns to the destination stored procedure parameters.

14. Select OK to close the mapping window.

15. Select Save to save your changes.
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Notes:

For a stored procedure to be used by SmartConnect it must have at least two

output parameters, and integer and a varchar.

The first integer output parameter is checked to determine the success of the call.

If the integer is 0 the process is considered successful. Anything else and the

process is considered to have failed.

The first varchar output parameter is checked to determine any error messages.

This message will be displayed to the SmartConnect user if the stored procedure

is deemed to have failed. Note: if this is an eConnect type store procedure with the

validation messages stored in the eConnect tables this parameter should return

the number of the eConnect message to be displayed as a varchar.

Microsoft SQL Table Destination

A MSSQL table destination will allow insert, update and delete statements to be run against

MSSQL tables. Note: an understanding of the table structures to be updated is required for

this destination.

To add an MSSQL table destination to a map:

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.
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3. If creating a new map select a valid data source and map key fields.

4. Select Microsoft SQL Table as the destination.

5. Select a Connection from the drop down list. If Custom Connection is selected the

server, authentication details and database selection will be required. If a default

connection is selected the server, authentication details and database selections

will be grayed out and defaulted from the selected connection. If a new default

connection should be set select the manage default connections button and enter

the new details.

6. Enter the name of the MSSQL Server / Instance to be used for this data source.

This may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 5.

7. Select the required authentication type. Windows authentication will use the details

for the current windows user to try to connect to the MSSQL server. Selecting

SQL Server Authentication will required the entry of a MSSQL username and

password. This setting may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 5.

8. If required enter the MSSQL login username. This may be defaulted by the

connection selected in step 5.

9. If required enter the MSSQL password. This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 5.

10. Select the Connect button  to use the entered details to connect to the MSSQL

server. If the connection is successful available databases will be displayed in the

database drop-down list.

11. If required select the MSSQL database from the drop-down list. This selection may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 5.

12. Select the required table from the Table drop-down list, then select the  button

beside the drop-down to add the table to the mapping grid. If more than one table

should be updated by this run, select the next table(s) and add them to the

mapping grid.

13. Double click a table in the mapping grid and map the data source columns to the

destination columns.

14. Select OK to close the mapping window.
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MSSQL Database Tenants

When using a Microsoft SQL server destination, the map tenants are MSSQL databases.

When a map is created the default database selected on the destination form is set as the

target on the map. If another MSSQL database, or another  MSSQL server/database is the

required destination then the tenant must be amended on the MSSQL destination. 

To amend a MSSQL tenant (database):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key fields and

MSSQL destination information.

3. On the map setup window select the Databases button to open the databases

window.

4. All MSSQL databases on the current server to which the user has access will be

shown.

5. Select the required database(s) to update / de-select any databases that are not to

be updated.

6. If the database to be updated is defined by a field in the data source select the

Define button  and create the calculation to determine the target

database.

7. If updates to more than one MSSQL server are required the Add button 
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may be used to add the new MSSQL server / database

8. Select OK to close the databases window.

When sending data to a Microsoft SQL server destination, and the data source contains

information that determines which MSSQL database should be updated, the define database

option is used to determine the MSSQL database to be updated.

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and

MSSQL destination information.

3. Select the Databases button to open the databases window.

4. Select the Define button to open the scripting definition window.

5. Enter the script that determines the database to be updated. All standard scripting

functionality is available for this window.

6. Select Load Template if the script may be loaded from a predefined template.

Select the required template and then provide any variable values requested.

Select OK to return the script details to the calculation window. 

7. Select Validate to ensure that there are no compilation issues with the script.

8. Select Cancel to remove the definition script and replace it with the default blank

script.

9. Select OK to save changes and return to the databases window. Note: any

selected tenants in the databases window should be de-selected otherwise the

map data will run to both the defined database, and any selected databases.

10. Select OK to close the databases window.
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If updates of more than one MSSQL server are required, a tenant may be added to point to

the new server / database.

To define a new MSSQL tenant (database):

1. Select create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to be

edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id, description, data source, key field and

MSSQL destination information.

3. Select the Databases button to open the databases window.

4. Select the Add button to open the MSSQL tenants window.

5. Enter the name of the SQL server.

6. Enter the required authentication type.

7. Enter the MSSQL login and password for the new server.

8. Select Connect to connect to the server and retrieve a list of databases.

9. Select the required target database.

10. Select OK to close the server connection window.
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Columns

The SmartConnect columns information has been divided into the following topics:

Generic Columns

Calculated Column

Custom Rolling Column

DataSource Column

Date Column

Global Constant Column

Global Rolling Column

MSSQL Lookup Column

Local Constant Column

Translation Table Column

Microsoft Dynamics GP Columns

GP Rolling Column

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Columns

Activity Party Column

List Option Lookup Column

Mapped Column Set Column

Column Set Column

Entity Lookup Column

Entity Reference Column

Label Column

Multi Lookup Column

Relationship Column

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Columns

NAV Page Field Lookup Column

NAV Page Key Lookup Column

Salesforce Columns

Salesforce Entity Lookup Column

Xero Columns

Xero Entity Lookup Column
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Generic Columns

Calculated Column

A calculated column takes values, performs a calculation, then outputs the value for mapping

to a destination field.

To define a Calculated Column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Calculated from the toolbar at the top of the columns window,

or double click on a calculated column to edit.

7. Enter a name for the calculated column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Enter the required calculation in the script area. Standard scripting functionality is

available within this window. Note: the return value for a calculated column is a

string.

9. Select Load Template if the script may be loaded from a predefined template.

Select the required template and then provide any variable values requested.

Select OK to return the script details to the calculation window. 

10. Select Clear to return the script to the default script.

11. Select Validate to ensure that there are no compilation errors in this script.

12. Select OK to save the script. The calculation column will now be available for

mapping to destination fields.
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Custom Rolling Column

A custom rolling column stores numbering sequences that may be used to update sequential

number fields in the destination.

To define a custom rolling column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Column >> Custom Rolling Column from the toolbar at the top of the

columns window, or double click on the column to be edited.
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7. Enter a name for the rolling column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Enter the next number in the rolling column sequence. Note: numbering

sequences may be prefixed with alpha characters.

9. If this rolling column should be available within this map for scripting purposed

check the Use for Global Variable checkbox. Note: only one rolling column can be

defined as the global rolling column. Values for this column will be updated to the

GlobalRollingColumn variable.

10. Select OK to save the record. The rolling column will now be available for mapping

to destination fields.

DataSource Column

A data source column creates a link between a column in the data source and a column in

the destination. It is the standard column type used within SmartConnect.

To define a data source column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Either 

Select the field in the data source grid, drag it and drop it on the required

column in the destination grid. 

Select the column to be updated in the destination grid, set the Column

Type to Source Column, then select the required source column in the

Column Name field.
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Date Column

Date columns are used to take a field, map it to a date using a specified format, and then

output a date in either the same or different format.

To define a date column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Date Column from the toolbar at the top of the columns

window, or double click on the column to be edited.
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7. Enter a name for the date column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the data source field that contains the required date as Source Date.

9. Select the source date format. (i.e. the expected format of the source date) If the

date format is set to System Format, the date format defined on the

SmartConnect setup screen is used. If the required format has not been defined

select the Manage Formats button to add a new format.

10. Select the output format required. If the required format has not been defined

select the Manage Formats button to add a new format.

11. Select ok to save the changes. The date column is now available for mapping to

destination fields.

Date Formatting

The list of date formats within SmartConnect can be managed via the Date Formats window.

This window is accessed via the Date Column settings window.
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To add a new date format:

1. Open the date formats window via the date column settings window by clicking

Manage Formats.

2. Enter a name for the new format, names must be unique. Select Add to add the

new format name to the grid.

3. Add the new format to the new format name in the grid.

4. Any format other than system formats can be edited or removed within this

screen.

Standard date format strings:

Format Description Example

d The day of the month 1 - 31 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 6

15 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 15

dd The day of the month 01 – 31 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 06

15 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 15

ddd The abbreviated day of the week 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » Tue

dddd The full name of the day of the 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » Tuesday
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week

h The hour using a 12 hour clock

from 1 – 12

6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 1

hh The hour using a 12 hour clock

from 01 – 12

6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 01

H The hour using a 24 hour clock

from 1 – 24

6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 13

HH The hour using a 24 hour clock

from 01 – 24

6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 13

K Time zone information 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM +10:00 »

+10:00

m The minute from 0 – 59 6 July 2010 1:09:30 PM » 9

mm The minute from 00 – 59 6 July 2010 1:09:30 PM » 09

M The month from 1 – 12 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 7

MM The month from 01 -12 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » 07

MMM The month name abbreviated 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » Jul

MMMM The full month name 6 July 2010 1:45:30 PM » July

s The second from 0 – 59 6 July 2010 1:45:03 PM » 3

ss The second from 00 – 59 6 July 2010 1:45:03 PM » 03

t The first character of AM/PM 6 July 2010 1:45:03 PM » P

tt The AM/PM designator 6 July 2010 1:45:03 PM » PM

y The year from 0 – 99 6 July 2009 1:45:03 PM » 10

yy The year from 00 – 99 6 July 2009 1:45:03 PM » 09

yyyy The year as a 4 digit number 6 July 2009 1:45:03 PM » 2009

: Time separator

/ Date separator

Any other

character

The character is copied to the

result string unchanged.

For more information see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8kb3ddd4.aspx
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Global Constant Column

A global constant column is used to map static values across multiple maps.

To define a global constant column:

1. Select Global Constants from the Maintenance tab.

2. Enter the name for the new constant.

3. Enter a value for the new constant.

4. Select Add to save the constant.

5. Click Save to save the new global constant.

To remove a global constant:

1. Select global constants from the Maintenance menu.

2. Select the global constant to be removed from the grid.

3. Select the Delete button. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion. Note: you

cannot delete a global constant column that is currently in use on a map.

4. Click Save to delete the global constant.

To select a global constant on a map:

Open the map lines where the global constant is to be mapped.

In the destination grid select Global Constant as the column type, then select the

required global constant in the column name column. Note: a global variable must

be set up before it can be selected in the column list.
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Global Rolling Column

Global rolling columns may be set up that run and increment across multiple maps.

To create a global rolling column:

1. Select Global Rolling Columns from the Maintenance tab.

2. Enter a name for the new column. This should be a name that will not appear as a

normal data source column.

3. Enter the next number for the column. Column numbers may include letters and

numbers. Incrementing the number will change the last numbering sequence.

4. Select Add to record the new column.

5. Select Save to record changes and close the window.

To delete a global rolling column:

1. Select Global Rolling Columns from the Maintenance tab.

2. Select the column to be deleted from the list of columns displayed in the grid.

3. Select the Delete button at the bottom of the window. You will be prompted to

confirm the deletion. SmartConnect will also check that the column is not in use

within any maps. A column cannot be deleted if it is currently in use.
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MSSQL Lookup Column

A MSSQL lookup column takes data from a data source, inserts it into a MSSQL query and

returns a value for inclusion in the destination.

To define a MSSQL lookup column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> MSSQL Lookup from the toolbar on the columns window, or

double click on the column to be edited.

7. Enter a name for the MSSQL lookup column. Names must be unique within a

map.

8. Select a Connection from the drop down list. If Custom Connection is selected the

server, authentication details and database selection will be required. If a default

connection is selected the server, authentication details and database selections

will be grayed out and defaulted from the selected connection. If a new default

connection should be set select the manage default connections button and enter

the new details.
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9. Enter the name of the MSSQL Server / Instance to be used for this data source.

This may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 8.

10. Select the required authentication type. Windows authentication will use the details

for the current windows user to try to connect to the MSSQL server. Selecting

SQL Server Authentication will required the entry of a MSSQL username and

password. This setting may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 8.

11. If required enter the MSSQL login username. This may be defaulted by the

connection selected in step 8.

12. If required enter the MSSQL password. This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 8.

13. Select the Refresh button to use the entered details to connect to the MSSQL

server. If the connection is successful available databases will be displayed in the

database drop-down list.

14. If required select the MSSQL database from the drop-down list. This selection may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 8.

15. Select the table that contains the data to be returned to SmartConnect. If the

information required by the lookup goes over more than one table the Modify button

may be used to open Query Builder and manually build the query. If Query Builder

has been used the table name will be changed to User Defined Query.

16. Select the column to be returned to SmartConnect. The available columns are

either all columns in the selected table, or all columns in the query defined through

Query Builder.

17. Select what should happen if the lookup fails to return a value. Valid options are as

follows:

Return error if no match - map processing will stop and throw an error if no

match is found in the MSSQL lookup.

Return source data if no match - if no match is found, the value of the first

criteria field passed to the column is returned.

Return blank if no match - an empty string is returned if no data is found.

Return default if no match - the default entered in step 18 is returned if no

data is found.

18. If return a default value has been selected in step 17, enter the value to be returned

in the Default Value field.

19. Select  in the Lookup Criteria grid to enter the lookup criteria. 

20. The Source drop-down contains the fields within the data source. The Target drop-

down contains the columns within the selected table or query. The operator may

be set to Equal To or Not Equal To. Note: multiple criteria rows may be added.

Multiple rows are always added with an And keyword.

21. Select OK to save the record. The lookup field will now be available in the mapping

window.
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Local Constant Column

A local constant column is used to add static values to a map.

To define a local constant column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Local Constant as the Column Type in the destination grid.

6. Enter the local constant value in the Column Name column in the destination grid.
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Translation Table Column

Translation columns are used to map values in the source data with values to be placed in

the destination data. Translation columns are defined using a source column and a lookup

translation table. The source value is looked up in the translation tables 'From' column and the

corresponding value in the 'To' column is returned and inserted into the destination.

To define a translation column:

1. Open Map >> Create, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map

to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select the required destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Translation from the toolbar at the top of the columns window,

or double click on the column to be edited.
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7. Enter a name for the translation column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the data source column that contains the data to look up in the translation

as the Lookup Column.

9. Select the Translation Table to be used. If the translation table has not yet been

created select the  button next to the lookup to define the table. Once the table

has been defined close the translation table window and select the translation

table from the lookup.

10. Select the required action in the lookup field data is not contained within the

translation table. Valid options are:

Return error if no match - will stop processing on the document if there is

no match in the translation table.

Return source data if no match - will return the source field data if there is

no match in the translation table.

Return blank if no match - will return blank if there is no match in the

translation table.

Return default if no match - will return a pre-defined default value if there is

no match in the translation table.

11. If required, enter a default value to be returned by the translation column.

12. Select OK to save the record. The field will now be available in the mapping

window.
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Microsoft Dynamics GP Columns

GP Rollilng Columns

A GP rolling column reads the numbering sequences in GP. When an integration is run, the

next number in the sequence is requested and included in the integration. The GP number is

then incremented to keep the numbers in sequence.

Numbering sequences supported in the Dynamics GP Connector are as follows:

Financial

o Journal Number

o Deposit Number

o Receipt Number

o Check Number

o Document Number

Withdrawal

Increase Adjustment

Decrease Adjustment

Inventory

o Adjustment

o Variance

o Transfer

Payables Management

o Voucher Number

o Check Number

o Cash Payment Number

o Check Payment Number

o Credit Card Payment Number

Receivables Management

o Sales Invoice

o Scheduled Payment

o Debit Memo

o Finance Charge

o Service Repair

o Warranty

o Credit Memo

o Return

o Cash Receipt

Payroll

o Employee Number
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Project

o Timesheet Number

o Employee Expense Number

o Equipment Log Number

o Misc Log Number

Purchase Order Processing

o PO Number

o Receipt Number

Sales Order Processing

o Quote

o Order

o Invoice

o Return

o Back Order

o Fulfillment Order

Service Call Management

o Call Number

o RMA Number

o RTV Number

To define a GP rolling column:

1. Open Map >> Open, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select a GP destination, fill out the required information, then

double click on the mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns / GP Rolling Column from the toolbar at the top of the

mapping window.

6. Either enter a name for the rolling column. Names must be unique within a map.
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7. Select the number series that contains the numbering sequence required. 

8. Select a company to read the document types and IDs from. Note: this company

will be over-ridden at runtime by the relevant GP tenant.

9. Select the required document type.

10. Select the required document ID.

11. If this rolling column should be available within this map for scripting purposes

check the Use for Global Variable checkbox. Note: only one rolling column can be

defined as the global rolling column. Values for this column will be updated to the

GlobalRollingColumn variable.

12. Select OK to save the record. The GP rolling column will now be available for

mapping to destination fields.

Note:  Data source columns and previously created additional columns may be used to

define values in the document type and document id fields. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Columns

Activity Party Columns

An Activity Party in Dynamics CRM represents a person or group associated with an activity.

This column type may be used to facilitate linking entities within Dynamics CRM to the

required groups / people.

To create a Dynamics CRM activ ity party column:

1. Select Map >> Create or double click on the map to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then select the entity type

required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Activity Party  from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click on the column to be amended.
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7. Enter the name for the Activity Party column, names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the + button to add a member to the activity party.

9. Select the type of entity to be linked (The entity name may be selected, or

contained within a source column)

10. Select the source column that contains the entity reference to be linked.

11. Add extra member party rows if required.

12. Select OK to save the column changes.

13. Select OK to close the column window. The new activity party column should now

appear in the left grid on the matching window.

14. Drag the party field to the required spot in the destination grid or select activity

party as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.

List Option Lookup Column

When creating or updating data inside Dynamics CRM list options may be used to categories

records within CRM. A List Option Lookup column may be used to link data within a

SmartConnect data source with the applicable option list value within Dynamics CRM.

To create a Dynamics CRM list option lookup column:

1. Select Map create or double click on the map to be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.
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3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then select the entity type

required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> List Option Lookup  from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click on the column to be amended.

7. Enter a name for the option column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Enter the entity that contains the required list option.

9. Select the required list of options.

10. Select the source column that contains the data to be looked up within Dynamics

CRM.

11. Select the required option if not data is found when filtering lookup values with the

supplied value.

Return error if no match - SmartConnect will stop processing if the

supplied value does not match a value in the option list.

Return blank if no match - SmartConnect will return blank for the option set

if the supplied value does not match a value in the option list.

Return default if no match - SmartConnect will return a default value for the

option set if the supplied value does not match a value in the option list.

12. If 'return default if no match' has been selected, enter the default value to be

returned.

13. Select OK to save the column settings

14. Select OK to close the additional columns window, the new column should now

appear at the bottom of the left grid in the matching window.

15. Drag the lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select list option

lookup as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.
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Mapped Column Set Column

A column set column is used within SmartConnect when one of the following messages is to

be called by SmartConnect:

Convert a quote to a sales order

Convert a sales order to an invoice

Generate an invoice from an opportunity

Generate a quote from an opportunity

Generate a sales order from an opportunity

Revise a quote

To create a Dynamics CRM column set column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then double click on the

entity type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Mapped Column Set Column from the toolbar at the top of the

mapping window, or double click the column to be edited.
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7. Enter a name for the column set column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the source entity that is to be processed.

9. Select the target object for processing.

10. The fields mapped between the two entities should now appear in the mapped

fields window.

11. Select OK to save the column changes.

12. Select OK to close the column window. The new column set column should now

appear in the left grid of the matching window.

13. Drag the lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select column

set as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.

Column Set Column

A column set column is used within SmartConnect when one of the following messages is to

be called by SmartConnect:

Convert a quote to a sales order

Convert a sales order to an invoice

Generate an invoice from an opportunity

Generate a quote from an opportunity

Generate a sales order from an opportunity

Revise a quote

Running one of these messages will take data from the source entity, and process it, creating

a record of the target type. The column set column defines the list of columns that should be

passed to the target record from the source record. For more information on determining
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fields that are required to be passed to the target record see determining required columns.

To create a Dynamics CRM column set column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then double click on the

entity type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Column Set Column from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click the column to be edited.

7. Enter a name for the column set column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the entity type that should be linked to the column set column.

9. Select the fields that should be passed to the target object. 

10. Select OK to save the column changes.

11. Select OK to close the column window. The new column set column should now

appear in the left grid of the matching window.

12. Drag the lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select column

set as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.
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CRM Determining Required Columns

To determine which columns are required when processing one record into another

record using a column set column follow the steps below:

1. Open and log into CRM.

2. Navigate to Settings >> Customizations >> Customize the system

3. Open the source record entity.

4. Find and open the relationship field between the source and target entity.

5. Select the Mappings option on the relationship record.
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Entity Lookup Column

When updating / inserting information into Dynamics CRM via SmartConnect, records may

require links to records that already exist within CRM. E.g. When loading a CRM contact a link

may be required from the contact to the account to which the contact belongs. An entity

lookup column allows users to look for another entity within CRM and link it to the current

entity.

To create a Dynamics CRM entity lookup column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then double click on the

entity type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Entity Lookup from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click on the column to be amended.
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7. Enter a name for the lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the entity type that should be linked to the current entity.

9. Select the + on the criteria grid to enter the matching details for the lookup.

10. Select the Dynamics CRM column that matches the information in the data source

column.

11. Select the data source column that contains that data to be looked up within

Dynamics CRM.

12. Add extra criteria rows if required.

13. Select OK to save the column changes.

14. Select OK to close the column window. The new lookup column should now

appear in the left grid on the matching window.

15. Drag the lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select entity

lookup as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.
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Entity Reference Column

When linking records in CRM, if the id (GUID) if the record to be linked to is known, an entity

reference column may be used to create the link between the current record and the target

record. This removes the need to use an entity lookup to find the record to link to in CRM.

To create a Dynamics CRM entity reference column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then select the entity type

required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Entity Reference from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click on the column to be amended.
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7. Enter a name for the lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the entity that the reference is for.

9. Select the column that holds the GUID for the entity reference.

10. Select OK to save the column settings

11. Select OK to close the additional columns window, the new column should now

appear at the bottom of the left grid in the matching window.

12. Drag the entity reference field to the required spot in the destination grid or select

entity reference as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name

in the destination grid.

Label Column

When updating meta type data within CRM a label column must be used for description fields.

This allows descriptions / name fields to be displayed in multiple languages depending on

system requirements.
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To create a Dynamics CRM label column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then select the entity type

required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> CRM Label from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window,

or double click on the column to be amended.

7. Enter a name for the label column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the data source field that holds the label text.

9. Select the field that holds the label language, or select the language from the list of

languages from within CRM.

10. Select OK to save the column settings

11. Select OK to close the additional columns window, the new column should now

appear at the bottom of the left grid in the matching window.

12. Drag the label field to the required spot in the destination grid or select label as the

Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the destination grid.
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Multi Lookup Column

Sometimes when loading data into CRM information that should be included in the created

record(s) exists in CRM, but does not exist in the data source. A CRM lookup column may be

used to query CRM with user definable criteria, and return multiple columns which may then

be used when mapping to the CRM destination. e.g. When creating address information for a

contact, address may be read from the linked account and written to the contact record.

To create a Dynamics CRM multi lookup column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then select the entity type

required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Multi Lookup from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click on the column to be amended. (If editing a multi lookup

column, selecting any of the lookup fields associated with the multi lookup column

will open the lookup column.
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7. Enter a name for the multi lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Either select the CRM organization that this lookup should always run against, or

select Runtime Organization to perform the lookup against the destination

organization .

9. Select the entity to perform the lookup against.

10. Select the  button to add criteria to the lookup column.

11. Select the checkbox against the fields to be returned from CRM.
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12. Select OK to close the multi lookup window. There should now be a column

shown in the additional columns window for each of the output fields selected in

the multi lookup column.

13. Select OK to close the additional columns window, the new column should now

appear at the bottom of the left grid in the matching window.

14. Drag a multi lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select multi

lookup as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.
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Relationship Column

A relationship column in CRM is used to define which relationship should be used with linking

records together. e.g. When making a contact the primary contact for an account the

account_primary_contact relationship should be used. 

To create a Dynamics CRM relationship column:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select CRM as the destination, then select the entity type

required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Columns >> Relationship from the toolbar at the top of the mapping

window, or double click on the column to be amended.

7. Enter a name for the relationship column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the entity that represents the source side of the relationship.

9. Select the required relationship from the list read from the previously selected

entity.

10. Select OK to save the column settings

11. Select OK to close the additional columns window, the new column should now
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appear at the bottom of the left grid in the matching window.

12. Drag the relationship field to the required spot in the destination grid or select

relationship as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in

the destination grid.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Columns

Page Field Lookup

A Page Field Lookup lets you return a value from a service based on criteria matched from

your source data.  For example, you need to update employees’ main phone numbers with

their mobile phone number.

To create a Page Field Lookup Column

1. Select Additional Columns at the top of the SmartConnect Mapping Window

2. Select Columns >> Page Field Lookup

3. Enter a name for the lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

4. Select a Service that the data you would like returned

5. Select the Return Value you need to map

6. Click the  to enter the matching details for the lookup.

7. Select the source Field column that contains the data to be matched to the

Dynamics NAV / 365 Financials data

8. Select the Criteria field that matches the source field

9. Add additional criteria rows if required

10. Click OK to save the Page Field Lookup column

11. Click OK to close the Additional Columns Window

12. The Page Field Lookup column will now appear as a source column which can

then be mapped to the desired destination column.  In this example we will map

the Page Field Lookup column to Phone No to make the main phone number the

same as the mobile phone number.
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Page Key Lookup

Some mappings will require the Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Key.  For example, deleting

records will require the Dynamics NAV/365 Financials Key.  To get this dynamically changing

Key you will need to create a Page Key Lookup Column.

To create a Page Key Lookup Column

1. Select Additional Columns at the top of the SmartConnect Mapping Window

2. Select Columns>> Page Key Lookup

3. Enter a name for the lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

4. Select a Service that has the Key you need

5. Click the  to enter the matching details for the lookup.

6. Select the source Field column that contains the data to be matched to the

Dynamics NAV / 365 Financials data

7. Select the Criteria field that matches the source field

8. Add additional criteria rows if required

9. Click OK to save the Page Key Lookup column

10. Click OK to close the Additional Columns Window

11. The Page Key Lookup column will now appear as a source column which can

then be mapped to the Key destination column.  In the screenshot below we are

returning the Employee Key (matching the No field from NAV / 365 Financials to
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No field in our data source) to be able to delete the Employees contained in the

data source.   You can then map the Page Key Lookup column in the Source

Columns to the Key column in the Destination Columns.

Salesforce Columns

Salesforce Entity Lookup Column

When updating / inserting information into Salesforce via SmartConnect, records may require

links to records that already exist within Salesforce. E.g. When loading a Salesforce contact a

link may be required from the contact to the account to which the contact belongs. An entity

lookup column allows users to look for another entity within Salesforce and link it to the

current entity.

To create a Salesforce entity lookup column:

1. Select Create on the Map tab, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on

the map to be edited. 

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select Salesforce as the destination, then double click on

the mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.
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6. Select the Columns >> Entity Lookup to add a new column, or double click the

column to be edited.

7. Enter a name for the lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the entity type that should be linked to the current entity.

9. Select the  on the criteria grid to enter the matching details for the lookup.

10. Select the data source column that contains that data to be lookup up within

Salesforce.

11. Select the Salesforce column that matches the information in the data source

column.

12. Add extra criteria rows if required.

13. Select OK to save the column changes.

14. Select OK to close the column window. The new lookup column should now

appear in the left grid on the matching window.

15. Drag the lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select entity

lookup as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.

Notes:

An entity lookup column will search Salesforce for any records matching the

criteria set in the column definition.

If more than one record matches the criteria the first matching record returned by

the query will be used.

An entity lookup column will only return the Id of the entity that matched the criteria.

This should then be mapped to the appropriate id column in the destination entity.
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Entity lookup columns will not return data other than the entity id.

Xero Columns

Xero Entity Lookup Column

When updating / inserting information into Xero via SmartConnect, records may require links

to records that already exist within Xero. E.g. When loading a Xero invoice a link may be

required from the invoice to the account to which the invoice belongs. An entity lookup column

allows users to look for another entity within Xero and link it to the current entity.

To create a Xero entity lookup column:

1. Select Create on the Map tab, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on

the map to be edited. 

2. If creating a new map enter the map id and description.

3. If creating a new map enter the data source and key field information.

4. If creating a new map select Xero as the destination, then double click on the

mapping type required.

5. Select Additional Columns from the toolbar at the top of the mapping window.

6. Select Entity Lookup to add a new column, or double click the column to be edited.

7. Enter a name for the lookup column. Names must be unique within a map.

8. Select the entity type that should be linked to the current record.

9. Select the  on the criteria grid to enter the matching details for the lookup.

10. Select the column within Xero that should be looked up.

11. Select the data source column that contains that data to be lookup up within Xero.

12. Add extra criteria rows if required.

13. Select OK to save the column changes.

14. Select OK to close the column window. The new lookup column should now

appear in the left grid on the matching window.

15. Drag the lookup field to the required spot in the destination grid or select entity

lookup as the Column Type and the column name as the Column Name in the

destination grid.
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Notes:

If more than one record matches the criteria the first matching record returned by

the query will be used.

An entity lookup column will only return the Id of the entity that matched the criteria.

This should then be mapped to the appropriate id column in the destination entity.

Entity lookup columns will not return data other than the entity id.
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Query Builder

The Query Builder information has been divided into the following topics:

The Query Builder screen

Adding Query Objects

Selecting Fields

Adding Criteria

Joins and Links

Grouping and Sorting

Sub Queries

Unions

Derived Tables

Query Builder is not an option when the Data Source is using a Xero, Web Service, Flat File /

Folder or Microsoft SQL Database Connector

Query Builder Screen

The main areas of the Query Builder screen can be divided into the following parts.

SQL Tab

Query Summary - the area on the left of the Query Builder window where

columns, restrictions, groupings will be displayed a summary format.

Query Building - the main area where the visual representation of the query is

shown. This area allows definition of source database objects and derived tables,

define links# between them, and configure properties of tables and links.

Query Columns - located below the query building area. It is used to perform all

the necessary operations with query output columns and expressions. Here field

aliases, sorting and grouping, and selection criteria may be defined.

Query Objects - on the right side of the Query Builder window. This area displays

all the data source objects for the current connection. From here objects may be

dragged onto the main query building area.

Page Control - allows switching between the main query and any sub-queries that

may have been defined.

Union Handler - allows adding of new sub-queries.

Query Tab

As the query is built through Query Builder, the SQL code may be viewed on the

query tab. This code is view only and may not be changed though this tab.
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Data Tab

Data returned from the query may be viewed on the data tab.

# For Salesforce queries links must be selected from a list of preset Salesforce links.

Query Builder Adding Objects

An object may be added to the Query Building area by dragging the required object from the

Query Objects area. Alternatively right-click the query building area and select Add Object

from the drop-down menu. This will then open the Add new object window.

The add new object window allows the selection of multiple objects at once. The objects are

grouped into Tables, Views and Procedures according to the object type. One or more

objects may be selected by holding the Control key down, selecting the required object(s),

then selecting Add Selected Objects. After all required objects have been added select close

to close the window.
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To remove an object from the query, select the object then select the Delete key, or click

close in the object header.

For connections that have schemas, or allow selections from different databases, objects

may be filtered by database or schema name by selecting the necessary schema or

database from the combo box at the top of the window.

Objects added to the Query Building area may be aliased by double-clicking the object

header.
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Query Builder Selecting Fields

To add a field to the list of query output fields, check the checkbox next to the field name in the

Query Building area. To include all fields select the asterisk item at the top of the object.

Fields may also be selected by selecting the field name from the drop-down list of the

Expression column in the Query Columns area.

To remove a field from the list of query output fields. uncheck the checkbox next to the field

name in the Query Building area. Alternatively it may be removed by de-selecting the

checkbox in the Output column of the Query Columns area.

Query Builder Adding Criteria

To define criteria for the expression listed in the Query Columns area the Criteria column

should be used.

In the criteria column enter the criterion (omitting the expression). 

i.e. 

To enter a criteria of WHERE (field >= 10) AND (field <= 20)

>= 10 AND <= 20 should be entered.

Multiple criteria for a single expression may be used using the 'Or' operator.
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Query Builder Joins and Links

To create a link between two objects in the Query Building area select the field to be linked

with the other object, then drag it to the corresponding field on the second object. After the

drag is finished a line connecting the two objects will appear.

The default join type is INNER JOIN. i.e. only matching records of both tables will be included

in the result set. To define other types of joins right click the link and select the properties item

in the drop-down menu, or simply double-click the link line. The dialog allows further definition

of link properties.
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To remove a link between objects, right-click the link line and select the Remove item from

the drop-down menu.

Note:

For Salesforce joins a selection must be made from the list of join defined by

Salesforce. A list of eligible links will be displayed as each object is selected or

dragged onto the Query Building area. If no link has been pre-defined within

Salesforce the second object will be automatically removed from the Query

Building area.

Query Builder Grouping and Sorting

To enable sorting of output query fields the Sort Type and Sort Order columns of the Query

Columns area should be used.

The sort type column allows selection of the way columns will be sorted

(ascending, descending)

The sort order column allows the order in which fields will be sorted to be defined.

To disable sorting by a specific field, clear the sort type column for that field.

To define grouping by some of the fields, and / or to define aggregate functions on the

grouped rows the Group By checkbox column in the Query Columns area should be used.

When defining groupings and using criteria the query must define if the given

criteria is for the group or for elements contained within the group.

By selecting an aggregate function (count, sum etc) an aggregate expression will

be created for the value indicated in the Expression column.
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Query Builder Sub Queries

Sub-queries may be added as part of an expression or criterion using the columns pane.

To add a new sub-query click on the Expression, Aggregate or Criteria columns of the Query

Columns pane, then select the Insert Sub-Query item from the drop down menu.

The corresponding tab will be creating after adding the sub-query. This tab allows the sub-

query to be edited visually in the same way as the main query.

Query Builder Unions

Union sub-queries can be worked with by using the small panel in the top right corner of the

Query Building area. Initially there is only one union sub-query labeled with the Q letter. All

required operations are performed by means of context (right click) drop down menus.

To add a new union subquery select the New Union Sub Query menu item.

To enclose the sub query in brackets select the Enclose in Brackets menu item.

To move the sub-query or bracket to the top of the query select the Move

Backward menu item.

To move the sub-query or bracket to the bottom of the query select the Move

Forward menu item.

To remove the sub-query or bracket select the Remove menu item.

To change the union operator select the necessary operator from the list of
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supported operators in the drop-down menu.

Query Builder Derived Tables

Derived tables (a sub-query in the from clause of the query) may be created using the Query

Building area. To add a derived table right click on the Query Building area and select the Add

Derived Table option from the drop-down menu.

A new object representing the newly created derived table will be added to the query building

area of the main query. In addition the corresponding tab will be created after adding the

derived table. This tab allows edit of the sub-query in the same way as the main query is

edited. Another way to switch to the sub-query is to select the maximize button at the header

of the object representing the derived table.
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Processing Tasks

The SmartConnect task information has been divided into the following topics:

Task Events

Task Types

Map Variables

Task Events

There are seven different stages during SmartConnect map processing at which tasks may

be initiated:

1. Tasks that run before the map.

2. Map data checks.

3. Tasks that run before a document.

4. Tasks that run after a document fails.

5. Tasks that run after a document succeeds.

6. Tasks that run after a map fails.

7. Tasks that run after a map succeeds.

Tasks that run before the map:

After the map data checks have completed and before map processing begins tasks may be

triggered. All tasks are available to be run at this stage.

Map data checks:

After a map run has retrieved the specified data from the map data source, and before the

map processing begins a map data check may be run. The only task able to be run at this

stage is the Sql Validation task which validates data source data against predetermined

MSSQL requirements before releasing the data source information for processing.

Tasks that run after a map succeeds:

After the map run has completed successfully these tasks may be run. All tasks except

validation tasks are available at this stage. A map success task will only run if all prior map

tasks and processing was completed successfully.

Tasks that run after a map fails:

If any processes or tasks fail during map processing map fail tasks are triggered.

Tasks that run before each document:

Before each document is processed during a map run tasks may be triggered..

Tasks that run after a document succeeds:
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Tasks may be triggered after processing for a document completes successfully.

Tasks that run after a document fails:

Tasks may be triggered after processing for each document that fails.

Task Types

The SmartConnect task type information has been divided into the following topics:

Copy File

Delete File

Move File

Send Email

Run File

Run Script

Run Map

Run MSSQL Command

MSSQL Validation

Copy Files Task

The Copy File task allows files to be copied from one place to another. If a file already exists

in the target directory the file may be over-written, and or the date time map be appended to

copied files. It is useful for either backing up files before they are processed, or copying files

to another location once processing has completed (either successfully or unsuccessfully)

Note: copy file tasks are not available for real time data source maps.

To create a copy file task:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

3. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

4. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the copy file task.
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5. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

6. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

7. Enter the required action if the copy file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

8. Enter the required action if the copy file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an

error to the user.

9. Check the overwrite file checkbox if the target file is to be overwritten if it already

exists.

10. Check the append date / time checkbox if the name of the target file should be

appended with the current date and time. The date time will be appended to copied

files based on the following formats:

o US Format - filename_yyyy-dd-MM_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy is

the current year, dd is the current day of the month, MM is the current month

number, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

o AU Format - filename_yyyy-MM-dd_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy is the

current year, MM is the current month number, dd is the current day of the

month, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

11. Use the lookup to select the file that is to be copied, or type in the file path and

name. Global variables may be used in the copy file path definition. If used the

variable will be replaced by the variable value at runtime.

12. Use the lookup to select the name and directory of the target file or type in the file

path and name. Global variables may be used in the to file path definition. If used

the variable will be replaced by the variable value at runtime.

13. Select Save to save the task.
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To edit a copy task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a copy task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Delete Files Task

The Delete File task allows files to be deleted during or after map processing. It is useful for

removing files once they have been processed successfully.

Note: delete file tasks are not available for real time data source maps.

To create a delete file task:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.
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3. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

4. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the delete file task.

5. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

6. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

7. Enter the required action if the copy file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

8. Enter the required action if the copy file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an

error to the user.

9. Use the lookup to select the file that is to be deleted, or type in the file path and

name. Global variables may be used in the delete file path definition. If used the

variable will be replaced by the variable value at runtime.

10. Select Save to save the task.
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To edit a delete task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a delete task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Move Files Task

The Move File task allows files to be moved from one place to another. If a file already exists

in the target directory the file may be over-written, and or the date time map be appended to

copied files. It is useful for either backing up files before they are processed, or moving files to

another location once processing has completed (either successfully or unsuccessfully).

Note: move file tasks are not available for real time data source maps.

To create a move file task:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.
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2. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

3. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

4. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the move file task.

5. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

6. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

7. Enter the required action if the copy file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

8. Enter the required action if the copy file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an

error to the user.

9. Check the overwrite file checkbox if the target file is to be overwritten if it already

exists.

10. Check the append date / time checkbox if the name of the target file should be

appended with the current date and time. The date time will be appended to moved

files based on the following formats:

US Format - filename_yyyy-dd-MM_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy

is the current year, dd is the current day of the month, MM is the current

month number, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

AU Format - filename_yyyy-MM-dd_hh-mm-ss.file extension. Where yyyy is

the current year, MM is the current month number, dd is the current day of

the month, hh is the hours, mm is the minutes and ss the seconds.

11. Use the lookup to select the name and directory of the target file or type in the file

path and name. Global variables may be used in the to file path definition. If used

the variable will be replaced by the variable value at runtime.
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12. Select Save to save the task.

To edit a move file task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a move file task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Send Email Task

The Send Email task allows emails to be sent containing details of map processing.

To create a send email task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

3. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the send email task.
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4. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

5. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

6. Enter the address to which the email should be sent. A global variable may be

used in the place of an email address. Selecting the lookup button at the end of the

email address field will give a list of global variables for selection.

7. Enter a cc email address if required. A global variable may be used in the place of

a cc email address. Selecting the lookup button at the end of the cc email address

field will give a list of global variables for selection.

8. Enter a bcc email address if required. A global variable may be used in the place

of a bcc email address. Selecting the lookup button at the end of the bcc email

address field will give a list of global variables for selection.

9. Enter a from email address. A global variable may be used in the place of a from

email address. Selecting the lookup button at the end of the from email address

field will give a list of global variables for selection.

10. Enter the subject of the email task. A global variable may be used in the place of

an email subject. Selecting the lookup button at the end of the subject field will give

a list of global variables for selection.

11. Enter the required action if the send email file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt

map processing if the move fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

12. Enter the required action if the send email file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will

halt map processing if the move fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step

in map processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return

an error to the user.

13. Enter the message to be sent with the email. Global variables may be used to

append processing details to the email message. Selecting the insert variable

button at the end of the message field will give a list of variables for selection. For
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email tasks assigned to a map processing step only global variables are available

for substitution into the email message. For email tasks assigned to a document

processing step both global and map data variables are available for substitution

into the email message.

14. If the task is a map post task the include validation errors and include process

errors options will be shown.

Selecting the include validation errors checkbox will cause any errors

raised during the map data checks stage to be attached to the email as a

csv file.

Selecting the include process errors checkbox will cause any errors raised

during processing to be attached to the email as a csv file.

15. Select the Load Template button if the details of the email may be loaded from a

predefined email template. Select the required template then enter any variable

details requested. Click OK to return the template details to the email task. 

16. Selecting the Test button on the toolbar will send a test email using the details

provided for the task.

17. Select Save to save the task.

To edit a send email task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then
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select edit.

To delete a send email task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Run File Task

The Run File task allows external files to be run as part of SmartConnect map processing. It

is useful for triggering processes required by external systems through the use of batch files

and similar functionality.

Note: run file tasks are not available for real time data source maps.

To create a run file task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

3. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the run file task.

4. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

5. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

6. Enter the required action if the run file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

7. Enter the required action if the run file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an
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error to the user.

8. Use the lookup to select the file that is to be run, or type in the file path and name.

Global variables may be used in the file path definition. If used the variable will be

replaced by the variable value at runtime.

9. If the external files returns a code on exit that can be checked to determine the

success of the triggered file, enter the exit code for a successful run.

10. Select Save to save the task.

To edit a run file task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a run file task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Run Script Task

The Run Script task allows VB.NET or C#.NET scripts to be run as part of SmartConnect

map processing. It is useful for performing functions / data checks / updates during map
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processing in areas where specific functionality is not provided by SmartConnect. 

To create a script task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

3. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the run script task.

4. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

5. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

6. Enter the required action if the run script task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt

map processing if the script fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in

map processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return

an error to the user.

7. Enter the required action if the run file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

8. Enter the script to be run in the script area of the task window. Fields, functions

and helpers listed in the tree view on the left may be selected and dragged into the

script area. For scripts linked to document tasks map source columns will also be

available for use within the script.

9. Select the Load Template button if the content of the script may be loaded from a

predefined script template. Select the required template then enter any variable

details requested. Click OK to return the template details to the script task.

10. Select Save to save the task.
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To edit a run script task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a run script task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Run Map Task

The Run Map task allows other maps to be triggered as part of map processing. It is useful

when the processing of one map is to be followed by the processing of another map.

To create a run map task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

3. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the run map task.
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4. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

5. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

6. Enter the required action if the run file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue.  Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

7. Enter the required action if the run file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing.  Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an

error to the user.

8. Use the lookup to select the map that is to be run.

9. If the data from the current map is to be used to run the map triggered by this task

check the Use data from parent map checkbox. Note: this checkbox is not

available for map data checks or tasks that run before the map.

10. If the variables from the current map are to be used when running the new map

check the use variables from parent map checkbox.

11. If the map triggered by this task should be displayed on the map progress window

when running, select the show run map in new tab checkbox.

12. Select Save to save the task.
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To edit a run map task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a run map task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Run MSSQL Command Task

The Run MSSQL Command task allows MSSQL statements to be created and executed as

part of map processing. It is useful for updating or reading values in a MSSQL server.

To create a run MSSQL command task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

3. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the run SQL command
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task.

4. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

5. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

6. Select a Connection from the drop down list. If Custom Connection is selected the

server, authentication details and database selection will be required. If a default

connection is selected the server, authentication details and database selections

will be grayed out and defaulted from the selected connection. If a new default

connection should be set select the manage default connections button  and

enter the new details.

7. Enter the name of the MSSQL Server / Instance to be used for this task. This may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 6.

8. Select the required authentication type. Windows authentication will use the details

for the current windows user to try to connect to the MSSQL server. Selecting

SQL Server Authentication will required the entry of a MSSQL username and

password. This setting may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 6.

9. If required enter the MSSQL login username. This may be defaulted by the

connection selected in step 6.

10. If required enter the MSSQL password. This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 6.

11. Select the Connect button to use the entered details to connect to the MSSQL

server. If the connection is successful available databases will be displayed in the

database drop-down list.

12. If required select the MSSQL database from the drop-down list. This selection may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 6.

13. Enter the required action if the run file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.
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14. Enter the required action if the run file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an

error to the user.

15. If a value is returned by the MSSQL command, and the value is to be used during

further processing check the Update global variable with SQL command result

checkbox. Note: only the first column from the first row of the MSSQL result can

be returned and used for further processing. All results are return as string.

16. If required select the variable to receive the value returned from the MSSQL

command. Only User Global Variables may be selected. 

17. Enter the MSSQL command to be run against the server. For map tasks only

Global variables may be used within the command with the values substituted at

run-time. For document tasks Global and Data variables may be used within the

command. Select the Insert Variable button to receive a list of variables that may

be used in the command. 

18. Select the Load Template button if the content of the command may be loaded

from a predefined SQL command template. Select the required template then

enter any variable details requested. Click OK to return the template details to the

command task. 

19. Select Save to save the task.
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To edit a run SQL command task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a run SQL command task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Run MSSQL Validation Task

The Run SQL Validation task allows SQL validations to be run against map data-source data

before map processing commences or before document processing commences.

To create a run SQL validation task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Select the task stage in the task tree to determine that stage at which this task will

run.

3. Right click on the tasks stage, select new task, the select the SQL validation task.

4. Enter the name of the task. Task names must be unique within each map.

5. Check the enable checkbox to enable the task.

6. Enter the required action if the run file task fails. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will record the failure but allow

processing to continue. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not

return an error to the user.

7. Enter the required action if the run file task succeeds. Selecting Quit will halt map

processing if the copy fails. Go to next step will continue to the next step in map

processing. Cancel processing will stop map processing but will not return an
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error to the user.

8. Select a Connection from the drop down list. If Custom Connection is selected the

server, authentication details and database selection will be required. If a default

connection is selected the server, authentication details and database selections

will be grayed out and defaulted from the selected connection. If a new default

connection should be set select the manage default connections button  and

enter the new details.

9. Enter the name of the MSSQL Server / Instance to be used for this task. This may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 8.

10. Select the required authentication type. Windows authentication will use the details

for the current windows user to try to connect to the MSSQL server. Selecting

SQL Server Authentication will required the entry of a MSSQL login and password.

This setting may be defaulted by the connection selected in step 8.

11. If required enter the MSSQL login.  This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 8.

12. If required enter the MSSQL password. This may be defaulted by the connection

selected in step 8.

13. Select the Connect button to use the entered details to connect to the MSSQL

server. If the connection is successful available databases will be displayed in the

database drop-down list.

14. If required select the MSSQL database from the drop-down list. This selection may

be defaulted by the connection selected in step 8.

15. Select the MSSQL table to be used to validate the map data. If the validation data

is contained in more than one MSSQL table use the Modify button to create a

MSSQL query to use for the validation.

16. Use the Valid if drop-down to determine if validation is successful if the required

data is contained in the MSSQL query or successful if the data does not exist in

the MSSQL query. E.g. when importing sales transactions the transaction is only

valid if the customer already exists in the customer table. When importing

customers the customer is invalid if it already exists in the customers table. 

17. Select  on  the criteria grid to create matching criteria between the map data

and the MSSQL validation query.

Grouping - And or Or.

Source - the column in the map source data.

Operator - equal to or not equal to.

Target - the column in the MSSQL validation query.

18. Select Save to save the task.
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To edit a SQL validation task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either double click on the task to be edited, or select the task, right click then

select edit.

To delete a SQL validation task:

1. Select the tasks tab on the map setup window.

2. Either select the task, right click then select delete, or edit the task and select

delete on the window toolbar.

Variables and Scripting

Scripting in SmartConnect can use either the Microsoft Visual Basic.NET or the Microsoft

Visual C#.NET language.

Each script within SmartConnect must be treated as a function, and must return a value.

Node restrictions and tasks must return a boolean value

Calculation column and tenant definition scripts should return a string value.

The SmartConnect variable and scripting information has been divided into the following

topics:

Map Variables 
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Script functions

System global variables

User global variables

Data variables

Variable substitution in MSSQL Command tasks

Scripting references

Scripting validation

Default Connection Variables

Data Sources

Map Variables

Selecting the Global Variable tab on the map setup screen allows users to over-ride global

variable defaults for each map.

To over-ride global variables on a map:

1. Open Map >> Setup, or select the Maps Quick Link and double click on the map to

be edited.

2. Select the global variables tab.

3. Enter the defaults required for the map. Values that have been defaulted through

global defaults will be shown on the screen as normal variables. Variables that

have been over-ridden at the map level will be displayed in blue. To clear a map

override, select the variable to be cleared then select the Clear Map Variable

button.

4. Select Save to record changes.

Script Functions

SmartConnect provides the following predefined script functions:

ABS - Returns the absolute value of a decimal.

CEILING - Rounds a number up to the nearest multiple of a specified significance.
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CHARACTER - Returns a character that corresponds to the supplied ASCII code.

CODE - Returns a numeric code representing the first character of the supplied

string.

COMPUTERNAME - Returns the current computer name.

CONCATENATE2 - Join two text strings into one string.

CONCATENATE3 - Join three text strings into one string.

CONVERTDATETIME - Converts the date to a different time zone according to

standard UTC offsets.

CURRENTDATE - Gets the current date.

DATE2JULIANDATE - Converts date to Julian date.

TODAY - Converts date to Julian date.

DAYADD - Add number of days to date.

DAYOFYEAR - Returns the number of days through the supplied date.

DAYPART - Returns the days in specified date.

DAYS360 - Returns the number of days between two dates based on a 360-day

year (twelve 30-day months)

DAYSBETWEENDATES - Returns the number of days between dates.

DEC2HEX - Converts a decimal number to hexadecimal number.

DEC2OCT - Converts a decimal number to octal number.

DOLLAR - Converts number to dollar amount and rounds to specified number of

places.

DURATIONTOMINUTES - Converts a timespan to minutes.

EXACTSTRINGCOMPARISON - Compares two strings for equality.  Comparison

is case-sensitive.

FALSE - Returns false. Function requires trailing parenthesis.

FILEEXTENSION - Returns the extension of specified file.

FILENAME - Returns the name of specified file.

FILEPATH - Returns the path of specified file.

FIND - Returns first character position where a string first occurs within another

string.  Search is case-sensitive.

FIXED - Rounds a number to the supplied precision, formats the number in

decimal format, and returns the result as text.

FLOOR - Rounds a number down to the nearest multiple of a specified

significance.

FORMAT - Returns a string formatted according to instructions contained in a

format expression.

FORMATACCOUNTNUMBER - Gets the account index from the supplied account

number in table TWO..GL00105.
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FORMATACCOUNTNUMBERSTRING - Formats a given account number into the

correct company string.

GPDATE - Given a DateTime, returns the date portion only, with time set to 12:00

AM, as required by Microsoft Dynamics GP.

GPTIME - Given a DateTime, returns the time portion only, with date set to 1900

01 01, as required by Microsoft Dynamics GP.

HEX2DEC - Converts a hexadecimal number to decimal.

HEX2OCT - Converts a hexadecimal number to octal.

HOUR - Returns the hour component of the specified time in 24-hour format.

INT - Rounds the specified number to the nearest integer.

ISDATE - Returns a boolean value indicating whether the expression can be

converted to a date.

ISEMPTY - Returns true if value is of zero length or all spaces.

ISNA - Determines if the specified expression is not available (N/A).

ISNUMERIC - Tells if the string is numeric.

ISPOSITIVE - Determines whether the specified number is positive.

ISSTRING - Determines whether the specified object is a string.

LEFT - Returns the Left-most characters.

LEN - Returns the number of characters of the supplied string.

LENGTH - Returns the number of characters of the supplied string.

LOCAL2UTC - Converts the specified DateTime from the local timezone to UTC

time,using the current windows Date & Time settings.

LOWER - Changes the characters in the specified string to lowercase characters.

Numeric characters in the string are not changed.

MINUTE - Returns the minute of the specified date.

MOD - Returns the remainder after dividing a number by a specified divisor.

LASTDAYOFMONTH - Gets the date for the last day of the month.

MONTHADD - Add number of months to date.

MONTHNAME - Returns the name of the specified month with or without

abbreviation.  Abbreviate values are T or F.

MONTHPART - Returns the months in specified date.

NA - Returns text of 'N/A', which represents 'Not Available'

NEGATIVESOURCE - If Number is positive or zero, return zero. If number is

negative, returns the absolute value of the number.

OCT2DEC  - Converts an octal number to a decimal.

OCT2HEX - Converts an octal number to a hexadecimal.

PAD - Returns a string padded on the left or right with spaces.

POSITIVESOURCE - If the number passed is positive, return number, else return
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0.

PROPER - Returns the specified string in proper-case format.

RAISE - Raises a base to a specified power.

RAND - Returns a random number between zero and one.

REPEAT - Repeats a text string the specified number of times.

REPLACE - Replaces a specified text with another string of text.

REPLACEB - Replaces text starting at a specified position.

RIGHT - Returns the rightmost characters from a given string.

ROUND - Rounds a specified number to a specified number of decimal places.

ROUNDDOWN - Rounds down a specified number to a specified number of

decimal places.

ROUNDUP - Rounds Up a specified number to a specified number of decimal

places.

SEARCH - Locates the position of the first character of a specified text string

within another text string.

SECOND - Returns the second that corresponds to the supplied date.

SERIALFROMTEXT - Returns a serial number for the supplied text representation

of date in 'yyyy/mm/dd' format.

STRIP - Returns only the requested type of characters from the text string: 'alpha',

'numeric', 'punctuation', 'whitespace'

STRIPCOMPANYNAME - Removes all punctuation and any words in following list:

 Inc, Incorporated, Corp , Corporation, Co, Ltd,!, ., and ?.

STRIPPHONENUMBER - Strips the phone number to numbers only.

TEXTPART - Returns the specified number of characters from a text string,

beginning with specified start position.

TODATE - Converts date in serial number format to date format.

TOSERIAL - Converts date to serial number.

TOSERIALSTRING - Converts current date to serial number in a text format.

TRIM - Removes all spaces from text except spaces between words.

TRUE - Returns true. Function requires trailing parenthesis.

TRUNC - Truncates the given number.

UPPER - Returns the text of specified string to uppercase letters.

USERNAME - Returns the username of the current user.

USPHONENUMBERFORMAT - Formats the numbers-only phone number into

'(###) ####-#### Ext. ###' format.

UTC2LOCAL - Converts the specified date from UTC time to local time.

VALUE - Returns the specified text as a number.

WEEKDAY - Returns the day of week from the specified date.
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WEEKDAY2 - Returns the day of week from the specified date in a serial number

format.

YEAR - Returns the year from the specified date.

YEAR2 - Returns the year from the specified date in a serial number format.

System Global Variables

Global variables may be used within SmartConnect scripts and tasks to allow settings and

selections to be changed according to runtime conditions.

The following system global variables are available for use within SmartConnect. These

global variables may be included in scripts, however are only updated through SmartConnect

processing. Scripts that update these variables will be ignored at runtime.

GlobalCompanyID - the tenant ID to which the map is currently sending data.

GlobalErrorCount - a count of documents that have failed during the map run.

GobalLastError - the last error message recorded by the map run.

GlobalMapDescription - the map description as entered in the map setup screen

GlobalMapID - the map ID as entered in the map setup screen.

GlobalProcessCount - the total number of documents to be processed during this

map run.

GlobalRollingColumn - the current value of the rolling column set as 'use for global

variable' in map setup.  This is only available at the document level task, not the

map level tasks.

GlobalRunDate - the date of the run.

GlobalRunEnded - the date / time the run ended.

GlobalRunErrors - a list of all errors encountered during the map run.

GlobalRunNumber - the current run number for the selected map.

GlobalRunStarted - the date / time the map run started.

GlobalSuccessCount - a count of the successful documents for this run.

GlobalUserID - the user ID of the current windows user.

Note: all SmartConnect global variables are of type System.String

User Global Variables

User Global variables may be defined and used within SmartConnect tasks to allow task

settings and selection to be changed according to runtime conditions.

The following user global variables are available for use within SmartConnect. These

variables are updated through scripting or through defaults in system or map setup. These

variables are by default all empty strings and may be used as and when required for maps. 
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GlobalAdministratorAddress

GlobalBCCAddress

GlobalCCAddress 

GlobalFileName 

GlobalFilePath 

GlobalFromAddress 

GlobalMessage

GlobalToAddress

Note:  user global variables are defined as type System.String

To define custom global variables:

1. Select Global Variables from the Maintenance tab of the main SmartConnect

ribbon.

2. Enter the name for the new global variable then select Add. Variable names must

be unique. Variable names must start with GBL_.

3. The default value of the variable may be selected by entering the value next to the

variable name in the global variable defaults grid. Global variable defaults may be

over-ridden on a map.

4. Select Save to record changes.
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Data Variables

Data variables are defined by the source data defined on a map, and are passed (when

required) into map scripts. A data variable is always the name of the data source field

preceded by and underscore (_). i.e. a field CUSTNMBR in a data source would be

_CUSTNMBR for scripting purposes.

Data variables are available for the following functions:

Definition of a maps tenants

Map line restrictions

Calculation columns

Map document tasks - specifically (tasks that run before each document, and

tasks that run if the document succeeds or fails)

Data variables are displayed in the tree view on the left of the scripting window. They are also

added to variable lookup lists for tasks where they are available.

When using a data variable in scripts care should be taken to ensure that the correct type of

the variable is respected. All variables within SmartConnect are treated as string, and as such

scripts should treat the variable as string even though the underlying data source field may

not be a string.

e.g. A script to check a document for a specific customer class, where the customer is on

hold.  Even though HOLD is a tinyint column in MSSQL it should be treated as a string for

scripting.

VB.NET

if (_CUSTCLAS = "TESTCLASS" and _HOLD = "1") then
return true

else
return false

end if

C#.NET

if(_CUSTCLAS == 'TESTCLASS' && _HOLD == '1') {
return true; }

else {
return false; }

Variable Substitution in MSSQL Command Tasks

When using user global variables in tasks care should be taken with the naming of the

variables. When tasks are run variables are inserted into tasks in the order in which they are

processed. They simply replace the name of the variable within the task with the relevant
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value. However because text is replaced with values, if variable names are similar the task

may confuse the substitution.

e.g. Passing parameters to a stored procedure in a MSSQL Command Task

GBL_PARAM1 is set to "ABC"

GBL_PARAM1Detail is set to "DEF"

exec sp_someprocedure 'GBL_PARAM1','GBL_PARAM1Detail'

The result of variable substitution for this command would not have the desired effect, instead

it would result in:

exec sp_someprocedure 'ABC','ABCDetail'

This is because the first variable will overwrite GBL_PARAM1 with ABC everywhere in the

command. When the second variable looks for GBL_PARAM1Detail it finds nothing to replace

as the first variable have over-written it.

To alleviate this issue it is important to always give variables a proper name that states what it

is. Do not use variable like VAR or A as they will cause substitution issues and will not

achieve the desired result.

Also because user global variables are available across all maps, a poorly named variable

can be affecting tasks on another map.

Scripting References

The following assemblies are by default added into all SmartConnect scripts:

System.dll

System.Windows.Forms.dll

System.Data.dll

System.Xml.dll

The following namespaces are by default added into all SmartConnect scripts:

System

System.IO

System.Windows.Forms

System.Data

System.Xml

System.Data.SqlClient
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eOne.SmartConnect.Engine

All functions / methods, used in scripting, that are not included in one of these namespaces

must be explicitly referenced by script code when they are used. Failure to do this will result in

compilation errors when trying to save or validate scripts.

Scripting Validation

When script validation is requested, a test compile is performed to ensure that compilation

issues should not occur when a map is run. As SmartConnect compiles different parts of

map processing at different times, the validation of scripts may involve more than just the

validation of the currently viewed script.

SmartConnect scripts are groups together for validation as follows:

Destination definition, map line restrictions and map columns are compiled into a

single group

Map pre tasks are compiled into a single group

Document tasks are compiled together

Map post tasks are compiled into a single group.

Where possible when validating scripts, validation messages will flag errors in scripts

compiled, as well as the area that contains the error(s). 

Default Connection Variables

All default connections set up within SmartConnect are added as variables in all scripting

windows. This allows them to be used in database connections etc without showing user

credentials to all users who can view the related scripts.

The following default connections may be used within scripts:

MSSQL Defaults - variable created as _SQLDEF_<mssql default name>

ODBC Data Source defaults - variable created as _GODBC_<odbc default

name>

OLEDB Data Source defaults - variable created as _GOLEDB_<oledb default

name>

GP Query data source defaults - variable created as _MSGP_<gp default name>

e.g. A script to connect to a MSSQL database.

C#.NET
using(SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection("_SQLDEF_TESTSQL"))
{

.......
}
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Data Sources

Some SmartConnect data sources support the use of Global Variables within the data source

query. These variables are replaced with the correct values for the required variable at run-

time. For data sources using global variables to work correctly there must be a default value

either for the global variable, or for the associated map variable.

e.g.

A user wishes to be able to select a department that an integration should be run for at

runtime. 

The data source is an ODBC data source, and the query is

select * from Customers where Department = 'GBL_DEPT'

At runtime the value of the map variable will be checked, and GBL_DEPT replaced with the

actual value of GBL_DEPT. If no value for GBL_DEPT has been entered against a map

variable the default value for the global variable will be used. 

Note: as the data source retrieval happens after map pre tasks, a script in the pre task may

be used to query the user for the required department code, and the user answer written to a

global variable and then used in the query.
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Services

The following services are available within SmartConnect:

Windows service - handling scheduling, data maintenance, log maintenance and

folder real time data sources within SmartConnect.

ASP.NET service - support for Dynamics GP and Dynamics CRM real time data

sources. Support for basic triggering of maps within SmartConnect.  Default port

installed to is 5556

WCF REST service - support for Dynamics GP, Dynamics CRM and Salesforce

real time data sources. Support for enhanced triggering of maps within

SmartConnect. Support for basic data retrieval through SmartConnect.  Default

port installed to is 5557

ASP.NET or WCF REST Service?

The following scenarios should be used as a guide to determine when the WCF REST

service is required:

Security

If access to service methods is to be restricted by user or IP address the WCF

REST service should be used. There is no support for restricting access to

service methods in the ASP.NET service.

If https transport is required use the WCF REST service. Configuring real time

data sources and excel pushes to transport via https is easier within the WCF

REST service.

External Access - whenever access to a SmartConnect service is required from

anywhere outside the internal network the WCF REST service should be used.

This includes the need for real time data sources triggered from CRM online or

Salesforce.

If the advanced Excel Add-In is to be used the WCF REST service is required.

This is because there is no facility within the ASP.NET service for retrieving data,

map information, or run error details.

If Salesforce real time data sources are required the WCF REST service is

required. There is no support for the triggering of Salesforce real time data

sources within the ASP.NET service.

If a SmartConnect service is to be triggered from a third party system the WCF

REST service should be used. The WCF REST process is both easier to

integrate to, and returns better information on SmartConnect processes.
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ASP.NET Web Service

The following methods are made available through the SmartConnect ASP.NET web service.

RunMap - this method takes a mapId (string) as a parameter and will return a

success or failure string based on the map run completion status. Map failures will

return a string containing all errors that occurred within the map processing.

RunMapWithDataTable - this method takes a mapId (string) and xml(string) as

parameters and will return a success or failure string based on the map run

completion status. Map failures will return a string containing all errors that

occurred within the map processing. The xml string passed to this method must

be a data table serialized to Xml.

RunMapWithInfoPath - this method takes a mapId (string) and xml(string) as

parameters and will return a success or failure string based on the map run

completion status. Map failures will return a string containing all errors that

occurred within the map processing. The xml string passed to this method must

be a data table serialized to Xml.

TestCurrentUser - this method returns the name of the user currently running

the ASP.NET service.

IIS 8.0

1. Open IIS Manager (Control Panel >> Administrative Tools >> IIS Manager)

2. Expand the websites folder and find the SmartConnect website, double-click to

expand it.
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3. Select the SmartConnect virtual directory under the SmartConnect website then

double-click the authentication icon.

4. Ensure the following authentication settings are updated correctly:
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Impersonation is set to a user that is set up within SmartConnect. This is

the user that will run all maps that are initiated through the web server. This

user must also have access to the maps that will be run through the web

service.

If strong security is required on the web service, windows authentication

should be set. If strong security is not as important then allow anonymous

access. Windows authentication will required users to be given access to

the web service before they can access it. Anonymous authentication will

allow all users to access the web service.

5. To set ASP.NET impersonation, select the impersonation line and then select edit

under the right side actions menu.

6. To enable anonymous access, select the anonymous access line and then select

edit under the right side actions menu. To disable anonymous access, select the
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anonymous line then select disable under the right side actions menu.

7. To set windows authentication, disable the anonymous authentication, then select

the windows authentication line, then select enable under the right side actions

menu.

8. To verify that the web service is running correctly, click on the SmartConnect web

site. 

9. At the bottom of the page select the content viewHighlight SmartConnect.asmx

and select Browse on the right side actions menu.To verify that the web service is

running correctly, double-click on the SmartConnect web site. At the bottom of the

page select the content view, right click on SmartConnect.aspx in the main view

and select browse.

10. The web page below should be shown. This means that your web service is

configured correctly. 
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IIS 7.0

1. Open IIS Manager (Control Panel >> Administrative Tools >> Internet Information

Services (IIS) Manager)

2. Expand the server folder, then the websites folder.

3. Find the SmartConnect website and expand it.
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4. Select the SmartConnect virtual directory under the SmartConnect website then

double-click the Authentication option.  It is found under the IIS area or the Security

category, depending on how the Group By is setup.

5. Ensure the following authentication settings are updated correctly:

o Impersonation is set to a user that is set up within SmartConnect. This is the

user that will run all maps that are initiated through the web server. This user

must also have access to the maps that will be run through the web service.

o If strong security is required on the web service, windows authentication

should be set. If strong security is not as important then allow anonymous

access. Windows authentication will required users to be given access to the

web service before they can access it. Anonymous authentication will allow all

users to access the web service.
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6. To set ASP.NET impersonation, select the impersonation line and then select edit

under the right side actions menu.

7. To enable anonymous access, select the anonymous access line and then select

edit under the right side actions menu. To disable anonymous access, select the

anonymous line then select disable under the right side actions menu.
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8. To set windows authentication, disable the anonymous authentication, then select

the windows authentication line, then select enable under the right side actions

menu.

9. To verify that the web service is running correctly, click on the SmartConnect web

site. 

10. At the bottom of the page select the content view

11. Highlight SmartConnect.asmx and select Browse on the right side actions menu.

12. The web page below should be shown. This means that your web service is

configured correctly. 
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IIS 6.0

1. Open IIS manager (Control Panel >> Administrative Tools >> IIS Manager)

2. Expand the websites folder and find the SmartConnect web site.

3. Double-click on the SmartConnect web site to expand it.
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4. In the right IIS pane, right click on the SmartConnect virtual directory and select

properties to open the properties window. Select the ASP.NET tab and ensure that

the ASP.NET version is at least version 2.0. You may need to change it.

5. Select the Directory Security tab of the properties window and then select the edit

button in the Authentication and access control group. Ensure that the allow

anonymous access settings, or authentication settings are as required. Select OK
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to close the properties window.

6. If the ASP.NET version was changed in step 4, IIS will need to be restarted so that

the changes can take effect. If IIS is used for applications other than the

SmartConnect web service, resetting IIS will terminate all current sessions on the

IIS server and may interfere with application processing. Users may need to be

warned before resetting IIS. Go to Start / Run, enter iisreset, select OK.

7. To verify that the web service is running correctly, go back into IIS manager,

double click on the SmartConnect website, double click on the SmartConnect

virtual directory. On the right side of the page, right click on SmartConnect.asmx
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and select browse.

8. If the web service has been configured correctly the page below will be displayed. 

Windows Service

The SmartConnect windows service is required for the following functions:

Map Scheduling

Real time folder data sources

Debug log maintenance

Change data source maintenance

WCF REST service log maintenance

WCF REST service emails

Every time the SmartConnect windows service processes SmartConnect data,

SmartConnect setup is checked to determine if changes have been made since the last run.

If changes are detected the SmartConnect connection is dropped and a new connection

created. Regardless of changes to SmartConnect setup the SmartConnect connection will be

dropped and re-created every hour.

Map scheduling:

All map scheduling within SmartConnect is managed via the SmartConnect windows service.

Every minute the service will check the SmartConnect database for scheduled maps and will

process those maps as and when required. For more information on the scheduling of maps

see here. The SmartConnect windows service may be installed and run on multiple

machines. In this instance the first service to retrieve a scheduled map will run the map, other

services will skip the map as it is already being processed.
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Real time folder data sources:

The windows service is used to register file system watchers against folder data sources that

have been defined as real time. Every minute the service will check the SmartConnect

database for real time folder data source settings. Real time folder data sources that have

been created since the last run will be registered, and folder data sources that have been

removed / de-activated since the last run will be removed from the service. 

Debug log maintenance:

The windows service may be used to automatically delete old map debug logs. The process

is triggered every hour. 

Change data source maintenance:

The windows service may be used to automatically delete change table records that have

been processed. The service is triggered every half hour. 

WCF REST log maintenance:

The windows service may be configured to automatically delete old activity, request and

security logs created by the SmartConnect WCF REST service. The service is triggered

every 15 minutes.

WCF RESTS security email:

The windows service may be used to automatically email new entries into the WCF REST

security log to a predefined user. The service is triggered daily. 

To check or configure a SmartConnect windows service follow the steps below:

1. Open the windows services window. To open the window either:

Select start button, then run, enter services.msc and select OK.

Open Control Panel >> Administrative Tools >> Services.

Right-click on My Computer and select Manage. Expand Services and

Applications, then select services.

2. Double click on the eOne SmartConnect Service.

3. Ensure that the start-up type is set to automatic delayed. This will automatically

restart the service every time the PC is restarted but will wait for other services to

start first.
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4. Select the Log On tab. Ensure that the log on user is set to the user you wish to

run the windows service. This is the user account that will be used to run any

scheduled maps (unless run as user has been selected in map setup)
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5. Select the General tab, then select Start to start the windows service. If the service

was already running, and changes have been made to the Log On user, the

service must be restarted before the changes will take effect.

Note:

The windows service is not automatically started as part of SmartConnect

installation. This is because the service cannot be started until SmartConnect has

been set up correctly.

WCF REST Service

The SmartConnect WCF REST service provides an enhanced service for connecting to and

triggering SmartConnect functions. It enhances or expands the SmartConnect ASP.NET web

service in the following areas:

Security enhancements - the ASP.NET service relies on IIS security to determine

which clients can connect to the service, and what methods those clients can run.

The WCF REST service provides security both within the service, and inside

SmartConnect to add to the functions already available within IIS.
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Better information - the WCF REST service returns to the client more and better

information than the standard ASP.NET service.

More methods - The WCF REST service adds support for the following methods

over the ASP.NET service

Sending any Xml file as a data source.

Getting data returned from a map as Xml.

Getting the data from a data source associated with a map.

Getting lists of maps and map columns

The SmartConnect WCF REST service information has been divided into the following topics:

Available Processes

Logging

Enumerated Types

Returned Classes

Service Users

Configure WCF REST Service

To check or configure a SmartConnect WCF REST service installation use the checklist

below:

1. Open IIS Manager (Control Panel / Administrative Tools / IIS Manager)

2. Expand the websites folder and find the SmartConnect WCF website.

3. Double-click the authentication icon.
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This service should be set to impersonate a user that is set up within

SmartConnect (ASP.NET Impersonation). This is the user that will run all

maps that are initiated through the WCF REST service. This user must

also have access to the maps and connectors that will be triggered via the

service.

If strong security is required on the web service, windows authentication

should be set. If strong security is not as important then allow anonymous

access. Windows authentication will require users to be given access to

the web service before they can access it. Anonymous authentication will

allow all users to access the web service. Note: calls to the WCF REST

service will always require user credentials, however if anonymous access

is set the credentials need not be windows user credentials.

4. Double click the handler mappings icon, ensure that the WCF http activation has

been installed on the server. If this has not been installed the options below will not

appear in the handler mappings list.
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5. If SSL is required, double click the SSL icon and select the required options. Once

this has been completed select the bindings option (right of window) and enter a

new binding for SSL (select the required certificate)
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6. Open Application Pools at the top of the IIS manager window. Then select the

SmartConnect WCF application pool

7. Ensure the service is running and the managed pipeline mode is set to Integrated.

8. Select advanced settings and ensure that the service is enabled for 32 bit

applications, and that the identity of the application pool is set to the ASP.NET

impersonation user above.
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9. You should now be able to navigate to the WCF REST service. Select the

SmartConnect WCF site again, select content view at the bottom of the window,

right click on the SmartConnect svc file and select browse.
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Browsing to SmartConnect.svc/validate - should show the current date and

time of the server.

Browsing to SmartConnect.svc/ValidateSession - should connect to

SmartConnect and return the number of users in SmartConnect

Available Processes

Note: All SmartConnect web service processes require passing of client credentials to the

service along with the parameters defined for the request.

The following requests are available through the SmartConnect WCF REST service:

Get Map Methods

Get Map List - return a list of maps.

Get Extender Map List - return a list of maps with Extender data sources.

Get SmartList Map List - return a list of maps with SmartList data sources.

Get Map Columns - return a list of columns from a map.

Map Runs

Run Map - run a map
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Run Map Data Table - run a map and pass a data table as the data source.

Run Map Xml - run a map and pass xml as the data source.

Run MapInfo Path - run an InfoPath map and pass a data table as the data source.

Return output xml

Run Map - run a map and return the output xml from the map

Run Map DataTable - run a map, send a data table as the data source and return

the output xml from the map.

Run Map Xml - run a map, send an xml file as the data source and return the

output xml from the map.

Save Process Errors - save map processing errors to the database.

Get Data 

Get Data - get the data from the data source associated with a map.

Validation

Validate Connection - ensure that a connection can be made to the WCF REST

service.

ValidateSession - ensure that the WCF REST service can connect to the

SmartConnect MSSQL database.

Get Map Methods

Returns a list of runnable maps to the calling client.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmaplist

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowGetMaps

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is GetMaps
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Implementation details:

The username passed to this method is used to determine the maps that are passed back to

the client.

Returned maps are filtered as follows:

If the username is not recognized by SmartConnect only runnable maps that have

allow any user to run this map checked are returned.

If the username is recognized by SmartConnect, and the user is not an admin

user, runnable maps that have been assigned to the user through map

permissions, as well as runnable maps that have allow any user to run this map

checked are returned.

If the username is recognized by SmartConnect, and the user is an admin user, all

runnable maps are returned.

Return type:

The return type of this method is MapList

Sample usage:

VB.NET

Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmaplist")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmaplist");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;
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Returns a list of runnable maps with an Extender object as the data source to the calling

client.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmaplist?

type={extenderType}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowGetMaps

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is GetMaps

Implementation details:

The username passed to this method is used to determine the maps that are passed back to

the client.

Returned maps are filtered as follows:

If the username is not recognized by SmartConnect only runnable maps with data

sources of the Extender type supplied that have allow any user to run this map

checked are returned.

If the username is recognized by SmartConnect, and the user is not an admin

user, runnable maps of the Extender type supplied that have been assigned to the

user through map permissions, as well as runnable maps of the Extender  type

supplied that have allow any user to run this map checked are returned.

If the username is recognized by SmartConnect, and the user is an admin user, all

runnable maps of the Extender  type supplied are returned.

Return type:

The return type of this method is MapList

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' return maps with Extender forms as the data source
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmaplist?type=2")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
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Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())
Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()

End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// return maps with Extender windows as the data source
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmaplist?type=1");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Returns a list of maps with a SmartList as the data source to the calling client.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmapsmartlist

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowGetMaps

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is GetMaps

Implementation details:

The username passed to this method is used to determine the maps that are passed back to

the client.

Returned maps are filtered as follows:

If the username is not recognized by SmartConnect only maps with SmartList data

sources that have allow any user to run this map checked are returned.

If the username is recognized by SmartConnect, and the user is not an admin user,

maps with SmartList data sources that have been assigned to the user through map
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permissions, as well as maps with SmartList data sources that have allow any user to

run this map checked are returned.

If the username is recognized by SmartConnect, and the user is an admin user, all

maps with a SmartList data source are returned.

Return type:

The return type of this method is MapList

Sample usage:

VB.NET

Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapsmartlist")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapsmartlist");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Returns a list of columns for the specified map.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmapcolumns?

map={map}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowGetMapColumns
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Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is GetMaps

Implementation details:

The credentials of the user configured to run the WCF REST service are used to access

SmartConnect and return the columns associated with the specified map.

Return type:

The return type of this method is MapColumnList

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' return columns for a map of id TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapcolumns?map=TEST")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// return columns for a map of id GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapcolumns?map=GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Map Runs

Runs the specified map and returns the run results.

Service uri:
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To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/runmap/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMap

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST service are

used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are used to determine

access to the map.

Add request.Accept = "application/json" to receive JSON back from the service instead of

xml.

Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmap/TEST")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmap/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{
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string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Runs the specified map using the data provided in the data table xml and returns the results.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/runmapdatatable/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMapDataTable

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map With Data

Table

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST

service are used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are

used to determine access to the map.

Add request.Accept = "application/json" to receive JSON back from the service

instead of xml.

This method requires the data passed to the service to be a DataTable in either

xml or JSON format

Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapdatatable/TEST")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
request.Method = "POST"
Using writer As New StringWriter()

dataTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer, XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema)
End Using
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Dim xml As String = writer.ToString()
request.ContentLength = xml.Length
request.ContentType = "text/xml"
Using reqStream As Stream = request.GetRequestStream()

reqStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length)
End Using
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapdatatable/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
request.Method = "POST";
using(StringWriter writer = new StringWriter())
{

dataTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer,XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema);
}
string xml = writer.ToString();
request.ContentLength = xml.Length;
request.ContentType = "text/xml";
using(Stream reqStream = request.GetRequestStream())
{

reqStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml),0,xml.Length);
}
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Sample DataTable xml

<NewDataSet> 
  <xs:schema id="NewDataSet" xmlns="" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-msdata"> 
    <xs:element name="NewDataSet" msdata:IsDataSet="true" msdata:UseCurrentLocale="true"> 
      <xs:complexType> 
        <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
          <xs:element name="Table"> 
            <xs:complexType> 
              <xs:sequence> 
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                <xs:element name="CustomerName" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="CustomerID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="PhoneNumber" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="Contact" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
              </xs:sequence> 
            </xs:complexType> 
          </xs:element> 
        </xs:choice> 
      </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
  </xs:schema> 
  <Table> 
    <CustomerName>Name</CustomerName> 
    <CustomerID>ID</CustomerID> 
    <PhoneNumber>Phone</PhoneNumber> 
    <Contact>Contact</Contact> 
  </Table> 
</NewDataSet>

Runs the specified map using the data provided in the xml string and returns the results.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/runmapxml/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMapXml

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map Xml

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST service are

used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are used to determine

access to the map.

This method will process any Xml that is in a valid Xml format.

Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapxml/TEST")
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request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
request.Method = "POST";
Dim document As New System.Xml.XmlDocument()
document.LoadXml("c:\temp\test.xml")
Dim xml As String = document.InnerXml
request.ContentLength = xml.Length
request.ContentType = "text/xml"
Using newStream As System.IO.Stream = request.GetRequestStream()

newStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length)
End Using
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New System.Xml.XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapxml/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
request.Method = "POST";
System.Xml.XmlDocument document = new System.Xml.XmlDocument();
document.LoadXml("c:\\temp\\test.xml");
string xml = document.InnerXml;
request.ContentLength = xml.Length;
request.ContentType = "text/xml";
using(System.IO.Stream newStream = request.GetRequestStream())
{

newStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml),0,xml.Length);
}
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
System.Xml.XmlDocument doc = new System.Xml.XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Runs the specified map (InfoPath data souce) using the data provided and returns the results.

Service uri:
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To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/runmapinfopath/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMapInfoPath

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map Info Path

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST service are

used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are used to determine

access to the map.

The xml used in this method is in the format of an Xml DataTable.

Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapinfopath/TEST")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
request.Method = "POST";
Using writer As New StringWriter()

dataTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer, XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema)
End Using
Dim xml As String = writer.ToString()
request.ContentLength = xml.Length
request.ContentType = "text/xml"
Using reqStream As Stream = request.GetRequestStream()

reqStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length)
End Using
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET
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// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapinfopath/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
request.Method = "POST";
using(StringWriter writer = new StringWriter())
{

dataTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer,XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema);
}
string xml = writer.ToString();
request.ContentLength = xml.Length;
request.ContentType = "text/xml";
using(Stream reqStream = request.GetRequestStream())
{

reqStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml),0,xml.Length);
}
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Sample DataTable xml

<NewDataSet> 
  <xs:schema id="NewDataSet" xmlns="" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-msdata"> 
    <xs:element name="NewDataSet" msdata:IsDataSet="true" msdata:UseCurrentLocale="true"> 
      <xs:complexType> 
        <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
          <xs:element name="Table"> 
            <xs:complexType> 
              <xs:sequence> 
                <xs:element name="CustomerName" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="CustomerID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="PhoneNumber" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="Contact" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
              </xs:sequence> 
            </xs:complexType> 
          </xs:element> 
        </xs:choice> 
      </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
  </xs:schema> 
  <Table> 
    <CustomerName>Name</CustomerName> 
    <CustomerID>ID</CustomerID> 
    <PhoneNumber>Phone</PhoneNumber> 
    <Contact>Contact</Contact> 
  </Table> 
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</NewDataSet>

Runs the specified map and returns the xml output and run results from the map.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMap

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST service are

used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are used to determine

access to the map.

This method may only be called on a map that has a destination that allows output to xml.

Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapXmlResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/TEST")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
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System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Runs the specified map using the DataTable xml provided and returns the xml output and run

results from the map.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/datatable/

{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMapDataTable

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map With Data

Table

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST service are

used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are used to determine

access to the map.

This method may only be called on a map that has a destination that allows output to xml.

Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapXmlResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/datatable/TEST")
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request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
request.Method = "POST"
Using writer As New StringWriter()

dataTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer, XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema)
End Using
Dim xml As String = writer.ToString()
request.ContentLength = xml.Length
request.ContentType = "text/xml"
Using reqStream As Stream = request.GetRequestStream()

reqStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length)
End Using
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/datatable/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
request.Method = "POST";
using(StringWriter writer = new StringWriter())
{

dataTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer,XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema);
}
string xml = writer.ToString();
request.ContentLength = xml.Length;
request.ContentType = "text/xml";
using(Stream reqStream = request.GetRequestStream())
{

reqStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml),0,xml.Length);
}
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Sample DataTable xml

<NewDataSet> 
  <xs:schema id="NewDataSet" xmlns="" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-msdata"> 
    <xs:element name="NewDataSet" msdata:IsDataSet="true" msdata:UseCurrentLocale="true"> 
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      <xs:complexType> 
        <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
          <xs:element name="Table"> 
            <xs:complexType> 
              <xs:sequence> 
                <xs:element name="CustomerName" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="CustomerID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="PhoneNumber" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
                <xs:element name="Contact" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> 
              </xs:sequence> 
            </xs:complexType> 
          </xs:element> 
        </xs:choice> 
      </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
  </xs:schema> 
  <Table> 
    <CustomerName>Name</CustomerName> 
    <CustomerID>ID</CustomerID> 
    <PhoneNumber>Phone</PhoneNumber> 
    <Contact>Contact</Contact> 
  </Table> 
</NewDataSet>

Runs the specified map using the xml provided and returns the xml output and run results

from the map.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getmapxml/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowRunMapXml

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Run Map With Xml

Implementation details:

While the credentials of the user configured to run the SmartConnect WCF REST service are

used to run the map, the credentials provided with the service call are used to determine

access to the map.

This method may only be called on a map that has a destination that allows output to xml.
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Return type:

The return type of this method is RunMapXmlResponse

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' runs a map with an id of TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapxml/TEST")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
request.Method = "POST";
Dim document As New System.Xml.XmlDocument()
document.LoadXml("c:\temp\test.xml")
Dim xml As String = document.InnerXml
request.ContentLength = xml.Length
request.ContentType = "text/xml"
Using newStream As System.IO.Stream = request.GetRequestStream()

newStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length)
End Using
Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New System.Xml.XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// runs a map with an id of GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/runmapxml/GP_ACC");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
request.Method = "POST";
System.Xml.XmlDocument document = new System.Xml.XmlDocument();
document.LoadXml("c:\\temp\\test.xml");
string xml = document.InnerXml;
request.ContentLength = xml.Length;
request.ContentType = "text/xml";
using(System.IO.Stream newStream = request.GetRequestStream())
{

newStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml),0,xml.Length);
}
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
System.Xml.XmlDocument doc = new System.Xml.XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
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return doc;

Saves process errors that have been returned to the client from a map run back on the

SmartConnect MSSQL server.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/saveerrors/{mapId}?

server={tenantServer}&technicalName={tenantTechnicalName}&runNumber={runNumber}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowSaveProcessErrors

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Save Process Errors

Return type:

The return type of this method is boolean, true if the save was successful else false.

Sample usage:

VB.NET

Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create(_
"webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/saveerrors/TEST/?server=SERVER_NAME&technicalName=TECHNICAL_NAME&runNumber = 1")

request.Credentials = WebRequestProperties.AdminUser
request.Method = "POST"
Using writer As New StringWriter()

errorTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer, XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema)
End Using
Dim xml As String = writer.ToString()
request.ContentLength = xml.Length
request.ContentType = "text/xml"
Dim newStream As Stream = request.GetRequestStream()
newStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length)
newStream.Close()
Dim ws As WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New System.Xml.XmlDocument()
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doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

System.Net.WebRequest request = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/saveerrors/TEST/?server=SERVER_NAME&technicalName=TECHNICAL_NAME&runNumber = 1");
request.Credentials = WebRequestProperties.AdminUser;
request.Method = "POST";
DataTable dataTable = DataTable;

using(StringWriter writer = new StringWriter())
{

errorTable.DataSet.WriteXml(writer, XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema);
}
string xml = writer.ToString();
request.ContentLength = xml.Length;
request.ContentType = "text/xml";
Stream newStream = request.GetRequestStream();
newStream.Write(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(xml), 0, xml.Length);
newStream.Close();
WebResponse ws = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
System.Xml.XmlDocument doc = new System.Xml.XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Get Data

Returns the data defined by the data source attached to the specified map.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/getalldata/{mapId}

Service web.config flag:

The flag used to turn this service call on or off in the WCF REST service web.config file is

AllowGetData

Service security:

The settings used to determine WCF REST security and log settings is Get Data

Return type:
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This method returns a xml string containing the data source data table.

Sample usage:

VB.NET

' return the data from the data source on map TEST
Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getalldata/TEST")
request.Credentials = WebRequestProperties.AdminUser
request.Method = "GET"
Dim ws As WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New System.Xml.XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

// return the data from the data source on map GP_ACC
System.Net.WebRequest request = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/getalldata/TEST");
request.Credentials = WebRequestProperties.AdminUser;
request.Method = "GET";
WebResponse ws = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
System.Xml.XmlDocument doc = new System.Xml.XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Validation

Attempts to connect to the SmartConnect WCF REST Service.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/validate

There is no web.config or SmartConnect security on this method.

Implementation details:

This method connects to the SmartConnect WCF REST service. If a connection is

successful the method returns the current server date / time
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Return type:

The return type of this method is DateTime

Sample usage:

VB.NET

Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/validate")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
Try

Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Return True

Catch
Return False

End Try

C#.NET

System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/validate");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
try {

System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
return true; }

catch {
return false; }

Attempts to connect to the SmartConnect WCF REST Service and then to the SmartConnect

MSSQL database.

Service uri:

To call the get map list method make a call to SmartConnect.svc/validatesession

There is no web.config or SmartConnect security on this method.

Implementation details:

This method connects to the SmartConnect WCF REST service. If a connection is

successful the number of users in the SmartConnect MSSQL database is returned.

Return type:

The return type of this method is string

Sample usage:

VB.NET

Dim request As System.Net.WebRequest = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/validatesession")
request.Credentials = New System.Net.NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain")
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Dim response As System.Net.WebResponse = request.GetResponse()
Dim result As String = String.Empty
Using responseStream As New System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())

Dim result As String = responseStream.ReadToEnd()
End Using
Dim doc As New XmlDocument()
doc.LoadXml(result)
Return doc

C#.NET

System.Net.WebRequest request  = System.Net.WebRequest.Create("webservice.eonesolutions.com/SmartConnect.svc/validatesession");
request.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("username","password","domain");
System.Net.WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
string result = string.Empty;
using(System.IO.StreamReader responseStream = new System.IO.StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()))
{

string result = responseStream.ReadToEnd(); 
}
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(result);
return doc;

Web Service Logging

The SmartConnect web service logging information has been divided into the following topics:

The SmartConnect WCF REST Service Security Log

The SmartConnect WCF REST Service Activity Log

The SmartConnect WCF REST Service Request Log

Security Log

All requests received by a SmartConnect WCF REST service that fail SmartConnect

validation are automatically written to the SmartConnect service security log.

The following information is logged against each invalid request:

Date - the date and time of the invalid request.

Client IP address - the client endpoint address.

Server IP address - address of the server that received the request.

Rejection reason - the reason the request was rejected.

Username - the username passed from the client.

Serialized request - the request serialized to string.

To view the SmartConnect web service security log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Security Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Enter date range if required, then select the Refresh Query Button.
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4. Hover over a row to view the serialized request string.

To manage entries in the web service security log:

Manually

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Security Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Select criteria if required then select the Refresh Query button.

4. Select the row(s) to be removed, then select the Delete Selected button.

5. Confirm the deletion.

Automatically

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Security Logs tab.

4. If security logs should be automatically deleted after a specified time frame check

the Auto clear security logs checkbox.

5. Enter the number of days to keep security logs. Logs older than this will be

removed.

6. Select OK to save changes.

Note : the SmartConnect windows service must be running before automatic removal

will occur.
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Security log emails:

Administrators may receive a daily email of all requests that have failed SmartConnect

validation. 

To set up a daily security log email:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Security Logs tab.

4. Check the Email security logs daily at checkbox then select the time at which the

emails should be sent.

5. Enter a from email address for the security log email.

6. Enter a to address for the security log email. If the email is to be sent to more than

one email address, separate email addresses with ;

7. Enter a subject for the security log email.

8. Select OK to save changes.

Note : the SmartConnect windows service must be running before automatic removal
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will occur.

Note : the SmartConnect security log email does not contain the serialized request

string.

Activity Log

Requests made to the SmartConnect web service may be logged in the SmartConnect web

service activity log. 

Enable the SmartConnect web service activ ity log:

As per request security, activity logging may be set up standard across multiple request or

individually for specified requests.

To enable the activ ity log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Logging tab.

4. Select the checkbox beside the required request to enable logging for that request.

5. Select either 'Use Standard Logging' or 'Specify Logging' as required.
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6. If standard logging is selected, select the Define Standard Logging button 

 to set up logging. If Specify Logging is selected, select

the configuration button  to specify logging

settings.

7. Enter the required settings on the logging setup screen. 

8. Select OK to save changes to the setup screen.

9. Select OK to save changes to the security window.

To view the SmartConnect web service security log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Activity Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Enter selection criteria if required, then select the Refresh Query Button.
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To delete SmartConnect web service activ ity logs:

Manually

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Activity Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Select criteria if required then select the Refresh Query button.

4. Select the row(s) to be removed, then select the Delete Selected button.

5. Confirm the deletion.

Automatically

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Logging tab.

4. Select the configuration button for either standard or specific logging settings.

5. Fill out the required details for clearance of activity logs.

6. Select OK to close the settings screen.

7. Select OK to close the security screen.
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Request Log

Requests made to the SmartConnect web service may be logged in the SmartConnect web

service request log. All information pertinent to the request is stored in the log, and as such

failed request may be re-run from this logging window.

As per request security, request logging may be set up standard across multiple request or

individually for specified requests.

To enable the SmartConnect web service request log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Logging tab.

4. Select the checkbox beside the required request to enable logging for that request.

5. Select either 'Use Standard Logging' or 'Specify Logging' as required.
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6. If standard logging is selected, select the Define Standard Logging button 

 to set up logging. If Specify Logging is selected, select

the configuration button  to specify logging

settings.

7. Enter the required settings on the logging setup screen. 

8. Select OK to save changes to the setup screen.

9. Select OK to save changes to the security window.

To view the SmartConnect web service security log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Request Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Enter selection criteria if required, then select the Refresh Query Button.
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To re-run a SmartConnect web service request that has failed, and been logged in

the request log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Request Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Enter the selection criteria if required and then select the Refresh Query button.

4. Select the request to be re-run then select the Re-Run Requests button

Note: multiple requests may be re-run at once.

To remove SmartConnect web service request logs:

Manually

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Request Logs button from the Logs tab.

3. Select criteria if required then select the Refresh Query button.

4. Select the row(s) to be removed, then select the Delete Selected button.

5. Confirm the deletion.

Automatically

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Logging tab.

4. Select the configuration button for either standard or specific logging settings.

5. Fill out the required details for clearance of request logs.
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6. Select OK to close the settings screen.

7. Select OK to close the security screen.

Define Logging Settings

Settings for SmartConnect web service activity and request logs are defined on the same

screen. To define settings an activity or request log:

1. Log into the SmartConnect client as an administrator.

2. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

3. Select the Logging tab.

4. Select the checkbox beside the required request to enable logging for that request.

5. Select either 'Use Standard Logging' or 'Specify Logging' as required.

6. If standard logging is selected, select the Define Standard Logging 

 button. If specific logging is selected, select the

configuration  button beside the applicable

request.
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Activ ity log settings:

Log Failures - activity log will be saved when the triggering activity fails.

Log Successes - activity log will be saved if the triggering activity succeeds.

Auto clear activity logs - automatically clear old logs from the activity log.

Auto clear successful activity logs only - during automatic clear down, only clear

logs from activities that have succeeded.

Clear activity logs after x days - the number of days activity logs should be kept

before being automatically cleared.

Note: for automatic clearing to work, a SmartConnect windows service must be

enabled.

Request log settings:

Log Failures - request log will be saved when the triggering activity fails.

Log Successes - request log will be saved if the triggering activity succeeds.

Allow re-run failed requests - logged requests for this request may be re-run from

the view log screen.

Auto clear request logs - automatically clear old logs from the request log.

Auto clear successful request logs only - during automatic clear down, only clear

logs from requests that have succeeded.
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Clear request logs after x days - the number of days request logs should be kept

before being automatically cleared.

Note: for automatic clearing to work, a SmartConnect windows service must be

enabled.

Enumerated Types

The following enumerated types are defined by the SmartConnect WCF REST service:

ErrorDataType (enumerated type):

Values

RunErrors = 0

ValidationErrors = 1

ExtenderType (enumerated type):

Values

Form = 2

DetailForm = 26

Window = 1

DetailWindow = 36

None = 99

RunMapStatus (enumerated type):

Values

Successful = 0

Failed = 1

FailedWithValidationErrors = 2

Returned Classes

MapList : List<MapListItem>

MapListItem

Field Name Type Description

MapId string The id of the map.
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Field Name Type Description

MapDescription string The description of the map.

MapColumnList : List<ColumnListItem>

ColumnListItem

Field Name Type Description

ColumnName string The technical name of the column.

IsRequired boolean
Returns true if the column is a key field on the

map data source.

RunMapResponse

Field Name Type Description

ErrorCount int Number of documents that failed processing.

Errors string An xml data table containing run errors.

ErrorMessage string The last error message recorded by the map.

MapDescription string The map description.

MapId string The map id.

RecordCount int The number of documents in the data source.

RunNumber long The run number.

Status RunMapStatus The completed status of the map run.

RunMapAllResponse

Field Name Type Description

ErrorCount int Number of documents that failed processing.

Errors string An xml data table containing run errors.

MapDescription string The map description.

MapId string The map id.

RecordCount int The number of documents in the data source.

RunNumber long The run number.

Status RunMapStatus The completed status of the map run.
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Field Name Type Description

ValidationErrors ValidationErrors Errors that occurred in validation tasks.

RunMapXmlResponse

Field Name Type Description

ErrorCount int Number of documents that failed processing.

Errors string An xml data table containing run errors.

MapDescription string The map description.

MapId string The map id.

RecordCount int The number of documents in the data source.

RunNumber long The run number.

Status RunMapStatus The completed status of the map run.

OutputXml string[]
An array of strings, each string contains the

xml output for a single document.

ValidationErrors : List<ValidationError>

ValidationError

Field Name Type Description

Tenant string
The technical name of the tenant where the

validation error occurred.

TaskName string
The name of the task that gave rise to the

validation error.

ErrorDataType ErrorDataType Always set to ErrorDataType.ValidationErrors.

Xml string An xml data table containing the errors.

Service Users

As part of a SmartConnect web service installation process (ASP.NET or WCF REST

services) default authentication is set to anonymous access, and an impersonation user

selected. This is the user that will run map processing through the SmartConnect web

service. In effect this means that any SmartConnect processing triggered through the

SmartConnect web service will run as the impersonation user. Because of this security for

the SmartConnect web service impersonation user must take the following things into
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account:

Map Processing

The impersonation user must be a valid SmartConnect user, and should in most instances

have the relevant security to access SmartConnect maps that will be accessed through the

service. 

Note: if the run as user option has been defined on a map the impersonation user will not

need map or connector access within SmartConnect to run the map.

Data Source Security

The impersonation user must have appropriate access to data source information. In most

cases the data to be processed will be passed to the web service, and in that instance

access to the data source will not be needed, however if no data is passed, the

impersonation user should have the required access. These may include:

Access to the relevant area of the file system for folder, xml, excel or text file data

sources.

Access to the relevant MSSQL server for GP or MSSQL data sources

Access to the relevant CRM system if no default user has been defined in CRM

setup

Destination Security

The impersonation user must have appropriate access to destination systems. These may

include:

Access to the applicable area of the file system where maps output to XML or text

files

Access to the applicable area of the file system where maps are to log information

to the file system

Applicable Dynamics GP access where updates are to be made to GP.

Applicable CRM access where a default user has not been defined in CRM setup.

WCF REST Security

Security for the SmartConnect WCF REST service may be managed via:

The web.config file

SmartConnect service settings

IIS and or Windows security (not covered by this manual)

The processes followed when determining if a user is allowed access to the SmartConnect

service is defined in the Security Process Flow.

The process followed when determining is a user is allowed access to a SmartConnect map,
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data source or destination is defined here.

WCF REST Request Security

Request security allows the configuration of SmartConnect web service security to be used

as standard across service requests, or specific to a single service request.

To define request security:

To define standard request security select the 'Define Standard Security' button 

 at the bottom of the SmartConnect Web Service

Security screen. Security for at least one service request must be set to 'Use

Standard Security' before this button will be enabled.

To define security for a specific service request select the configuration button 

 beside the applicable request. Security for the

request must be set 'Specify Security' before the configuration button will be

visible.
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User request security:

The following options are available for validating users:

Require SmartConnect User Account - Selecting this option will require the user

name passed to the SmartConnect web service to match a user within

SmartConnect. If this option is selected the username passed to the

SmartConnect service should be domain/username as this is what is stored in

SmartConnect for each user. If the request user fails this validation the client will

receive an 'Invalid user for this operation' message, and 'Invalid user for this

operation - invalid SmartConnect user' will be written to the security log.

Validate User as Windows User - selecting this option will require the user name

and password passed to the SmartConnect web service to be validated against

windows users. Validation occurs as follows:

o If a validation domain has been selected in the security screen, the

username and password will be validated against the specified domain. In
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this case if domain has been passed in with the username it will be ignored

for this validation.

o If no validation domain has been selected in the security screen, and a

domain has been included with the username, the system will attempt to

validate the username and password against the supplied domain.

o If no domain has been selected in the security screen, an no domain was

passed in with the username, the system will attempt to validate the

username and password against the default domain used by the server.

o If the request user fails this validation the client will receive an 'Invalid user

for this operation' message, and 'Invalid user for this operation - invalid

windows user' will be written to the security log.

Require Specific User Credentials - selecting this option will  require the user

connecting to the request to pass in the user credentials specified in the security

screen. All other users attempting to connect will be rejected. If the request user

fails this validation the client will receive and 'Invalid user for this operation'

message, and 'Invalid user for this operation - specified credentials incorrect' will

be written to the security log.

IP filter request security:

If requests should be filtered by IP address, select the checkbox at the top of the

Allow IP Address Filtering group. Note: by default all IP addresses are

automatically excluded when this option is selected. Valid IP addresses must be

added to the filter grid.

The filter grid allows entry of both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. Select the plus 

button to add a new row to the grid, or the minus  button to remove a row from

the grid.

Specific IP Addresses (e.g. 192.168.36.122) or IP Address ranges (e.g.

192.168.36.0/8) may be entered.

Time filter request security:

If this request should only be available for a specific time range:

Select the Filter Requests By Time checkbox

Select the from and to times

WCF REST Config Security

The following security options may be maintained through the web.config file found in the

SmartConnect WCF Service directory. 

Note:

Incorrect changes to a web.config file may cause the SmartConnect service to
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stop working completed. Take a backup before making any changes to the

web.config file.

Changes made to a web.config file within a website on an IIS server will only affect

the website and service in which the change was made.

Security configuration defined within SmartConnect will be applied on top of the

security settings within the web.config.

Request enable/disable:

In order to facilitate multiple web service servers, each with their on settings SmartConnect

allows each web service request type my be turned on or off within the web.config file on the

applicable server. When a request is turned off for a server, any client connecting to the

server and initiating that request will receive a fault exception ("Operation disabled on this

server"). The failed request will also be logged to the Security log.

To enable or disable requests in the web.config file:

1. Back up the current web.config file before making any changes.

2. Open the web.config file on the required server.

3. Find the appSettings section.

4. Find the line for the required request.

5. Set the value to true or false.

6. Close and save the file.

WCF REST SmartConnect Security

In order to define web service security within SmartConnect, SmartConnect service security

must first be enabled within SmartConnect.

Enable SmartConnect wcf rest service request security:

To enable SmartConnect web service security:

1. Select the Setup button on the Setup tab of SmartConnect

2. Ensure that the Enable SmartConnect Service Security checkbox is selected in
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the web service group.

3. Select the OK button to save changes.

Once web service security has been enabled the following menu buttons will become

available for SmartConnect administrators:

Select the web security button on

the Setup tab to access the

SmartConnect web service

configuration screens.

Select the appropriate log button on

the Logs tab to view logs created

by the SmartConnect web

service.

Web service request security:

Each request available via the SmartConnect web service may be turned on/off in the

configuration screen. To enable or disable a request through SmartConnect, and to enable

SmartConnect security for web service requests:

1. Select the Web Security button on the Setup tab.

2. Select or de-select the checkbox beside the required request to enable or disable

the request.
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3. Once a request has been enabled the type of security required for the request may

be selected.

a. No Security : no extra security will be applied to the SmartConnect web

service. Security defined in IIS and the web.config file will still be applied.

b. Standard Security : make the security for this request the standard

SmartConnect webs service security. When this option is selected the

'Define Standard Security' button at the bottom of the screen should be

configured. This defines what is meant by standard security. Note: Security

defined in IIS and the web.config file will be applied over and above

standard security.

c. Specify Security : specify a special security configuration for this request.

When selected this option will enable a configuration button 

 that will allow the configuration of

security specific to the request.

4. Select OK to save your changes. Note: changes made to web service

configurations via SmartConnect require the web service to be restarted before

they will take effect.
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WCF REST Security Process Flow

Determining user access

The steps taken to determine if a client/user has access to the SmartConnect WCF REST

service are as follows:

Is this request enabled on the web server to which the client is connecting. If not

the client receives an operation disabled on this server message.

Is the request enabled within SmartConnect. If not the client receives an operation

disabled within SmartConnect message.

Has defined security/standard security been set within SmartConnect for this

request. If not, no further security processing occurs and the client gains access

to the service request.

Has defined security/standard security configurations been met by the client:

o Is the user required to be validated by windows. If so and user validation

fails the client receives an invalid user for this operation message.

o Is the user required to be validated within SmartConnect. If so and user

validation fails the client receives an invalid user for this operation

message.

o Are specific user credentials required for access to this request. If so and

the user fails validation the client receives an invalid user for this operation

message.

o Is IP filtering required within SmartConnect. If so and the client fails

validation the client receives an invalid client endpoint for this operation

message.

o Is time filtering required within SmartConnect. If so and the request has

been made outside the time parameters the client receives an invalid

service request configuration message.

If this request requires access to a map, does the map allow anonymous access,

or does the user have access to the map. If validation fails, or the map is locked

and cannot be accessed the client receives a map is unavailable or does not exist

message.

If all above security checks have passed the client is granted access to the web

service request.

Note:  SmartConnect maps are processed as the user configured to run the SmartConnect

WCF REST service.
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Excel Template

SmartConnect allows users to create generic upload templates for Dynamics CRM and

Dynamics GP through the use of an Excel template wizard. Created Excel files allow user

entry of data to be uploaded, as well as providing the code behind the sheet to load the

entered data into SmartConnect via the ASP.NET or WCF REST services.

For more information on creating Excel templates see the appropriate section within the

connectors below:

Dynamics GP Excel template

Dynamics CRM Excel template

Note: the ASP.NET or WCF REST service should be defined on either the applicable

connector setup window (Dynamics GP setup, Dynamics CRM setup) or the SmartConnect

setup window before creating an Excel template.

Template Features

Template header fields are shown in three columns at the top of the Excel

template, they are highlighted with a blue background.

Required header fields are displayed with an salmon background.

Required detail fields are displayed with a salmon header.

Selecting the submit button will perform the following functions:

o The processed flag on the SmartConnectConfig sheet is checked. If the

sheet has previously been processed the user is warned and asked if they

want to run the sheet again.

o If a header has been created the required fields on the header are checked

for data. If data is missing the user is warned.

o If required fields have been created for detail lines, the data rows are

checked. If data is missing the user is warned.

o Xml is created from the Excel data.

o The SmartConnect WCF REST or ASP.NET service is called and the xml

data passed to the service.

o The configured map is run within SmartConnect and the results returned to

the user.

The Excel file is saved with a date time stamp and has the processed flag

changed to processed.
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Config Sheet

The Excel template creation wizard writes configuration selections required to send data from

Excel to SmartConnect to the SmartConnectConfig sheet within Excel. By default this sheet

is hidden within the template but may be un-hidden in order to change settings within the

Sheet.

Sheet settings:

Web service - stores the location of the ASP.NET or WCF REST service.

Username - contains the user name required to connect to the WCF REST

service. Not required for the ASP.NET service.

Password - contains the encrypted password required to connect to the WCF

REST service. Not required for the ASP.NET service.

Map - the map to be triggered by the template.

Sheet - the sheet containing the data to be sent to SmartConnect. (By default this

is set to sheet2, this sheet reads data from the template sheet and puts it in a

format more readily usable by SmartConnect)

Key fields - contains the key fields for the map. Data rows that have a blank key

field will not be sent to SmartConnect.

Process errors - not used by templates.

Named range - not used by templates.

Type - not used by templates.

Row count - not used by templates.

Processed - contains a 1 if the sheet has already been processed, else contains a

0.

Has header - contains a 1 if the template contains header information, else

contains a 0.

Has details - should always contain a 1 as Excel templates always contain detail

information.
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GP Excel Template

The create Excel Template option allows the creation of an Excel template to create or update

Dynamics GP objects.

To create an excel template for Dynamics GP:

1. Select the Create Excel Template option on the Maintenance tab of the

SmartConnect client.

2. Select the next button.
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3. Enter the configuration details for the template:

4. Enter a path and filename for the template file to be created.

5. Select Microsoft Dynamics GP as the destination

6. If header and detail are required for the template select the include header and

include details options. If just a list of data is to be uploaded just select the Include

details option.

7. Select create a map for this template and enter a map id and description (the map

id should not already be created in SmartConnect)

8. Select next to continue.
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9. Enter the Dynamics GP selections:

10. Select the Dynamics GP group

11. Select the Dynamics GP node type 

12. Select the node that should be used for detail updates.

13. Select the key fields for the map. For header detail templates this field would

usually be used to link the header and detail items together. For detail templates

this is the field(s) that makes each record unique.

14. Select next to continue.
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15. Enter the header field selections: (only displayed if include header was selected)

16. Select the fields that should be entered for the header. 

17. Fields required by eConnect are shown in red. 

18. If a field should always be entered in the Excel template, make the field required by

selecting the make required checkbox.

19. Select next to continue.
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20. Determine header field order: (only displayed if include header was selected)

21. The order of fields may be changed by dragging fields up or down the displayed

list.

22. Select next to continue.
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23. Enter the detail field selections:

24. Select the fields that should be entered for the header. 

25. Field required by eConnect are shown in red.

26. If a field should always be entered in the Excel template, make the field required by

selecting the make required checkbox.

27. If a field can be read from the template header (if include header was selected)

select the copy from header checkbox. This will remove the field from the detail

area, and default in the entry from the header.

28. Select next to continue.
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29. Determine detail field order:

30. The order of fields may be changed by dragging fields up or down the displayed

list.

31. Select next to continue.
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32. Define defaulted fields:

33. If include header was selected, and some detail fields are to be defaulted from the

header, select the header field that should be used for each defaulted detail field.

34. Select next to continue.
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35. Select finish to create the template.
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CRM Excel Template

The create Excel Template option allows the creation of an Excel template to create or update

Dynamics CRM objects.

To create an excel template for Dynamics CRM:

1. Select the Create Excel Template option on the Maintenance tab of the

SmartConnect client.
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2. Select the next button.

3. Enter the configuration details for the template:

4. Enter a path and filename for the template file to be created.

5. Select Microsoft Dynamics CRM as the destination

6. Ensure the include details option is selected.

7. Select create a map for this template and enter a map id and description (the map

id should not already be created in SmartConnect)

8. Select next to continue.
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9. Enter the Dynamics CRM selections:

10. Select the required Dynamics CRM entity.

11. Select the key fields for the map. The key fields will be used to uniquely identify a

record within CRM.

12. Select next to continue.
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13. Enter the detail field selections:

14. Select the fields that should be entered for the header. 

15. Field required by eConnect are shown in red.

16. If a field should always be entered in the Excel template, make the field required by

selecting the make required checkbox.

17. If a field can be read from the template header (if include header was selected)

select the copy from header checkbox. This will remove the field from the detail

area, and default in the entry from the header.

18. Select next to continue.
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19. Determine detail field order:

20. The order of fields may be changed by dragging fields up or down the displayed

list.

21. Select next to continue.
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22. Select finish to create the template.
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Security

SmartConnect uses AD Users as the basis for its security. The identity of the currently logged

in user determine the system access allowed. SmartConnect is divided into two main groups,

SmartConnect security and Connector security. SmartConnect security determines which

menu options users can and cant see, and which processes a user may use. Connector

security determines how a user connects to data sources / destinations within a connector,

and defines which nodes etc a user may access.

The window is divided into the following tabs.

Users

Maps

Connectors

Permissions

SmartConnect administrators:

Any users defined as a SmartConnect administrator (by checking the Admin

checkbox next to their name) are automatically assigned permissions to all

SmartConnect functionality and connectors. 

There must be at least one SmartConnect administrator. Deletion of an

administrator will not be allowed until a new administrator has been created.

The first user to log into a new SmartConnect installation will be created as a

SmartConnect administrator.

To make a SmartConnect user an administrator:

Select the required user on the User tab.

Select the checkbox beside the user to make the user an administrator.

To remove administrator priv ileges from a user:

Select the required user on the User tab.

De-select the checkbox beside the user to remove administrator privileges. Note:

you can only remove administrator privileges if there is another administrator

defined within SmartConnect.

User Setup

The SmartConnect users tab shows all users with access to log into SmartConnect. 
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To add SmartConnect users:

1. Select the User Maintenance button at the top of the window, then select Add User

or Copy to New User. Copy to new user will copy the currently selected users

settings to a new user or users.

2. Use the AD lookup window to select the new user(s). Select OK to close the

selection window and add the selected user(s) to SmartConnect. If copy to new

user was not selected user permissions should be added through the security

window.

To remove SmartConnect users:

1. Select the user to be removed then select the User Maintenance button at the top

of the window. Select Delete User to remove the user from SmartConnect.
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To add a password to a SmartConnect user account:

1. Select the user for which the password is to be added or changed.

2. Click the User Maintenance button at the top of the window, then select change

password.

3. Enter, then re-enter the new password.

4. Select OK to save the changes.

User Permissions

The permissions tab of the security setup window allows administrators to select the

SmartConnect permissions required for each user.

To set SmartConnect User Permissions:

Log into SmartConnect as an administrator.

Select Security from the Setup tab.

Navigate to the Permissions tab.

Select the required user from the User drop-down. If security is to be added for a

new user the user must be added before adding the required permissions.

Select the checkbox beside the required permissions for the selected user.

o Create or Change Mappings - Allows access to the following windows.

Map Activity

Map Setup and Map Line Mapping
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Real-time Data Source Maintenance

Process Errors

Duplicate Map

o Import and Export - Allows access to the import and export windows on the

maintenance tab.

Import Wizard

Export

o Maintenance - Allows access to the following forms.

Templates

Email

MSSQL Command

Script

Translation Tables

o Multi-Tenant Access - Allows access to change the default tenants for

maps.

o Run Maps - Allows users to run maps that have been created.

Map Activity

Map Logs

Process Errors

Run Map

o Scheduling - Allows access to the scheduling windows.

Schedule Servers

Schedule Maintenance

Map Schedules

o View Logs - Allows access to the logging windows

Debug Logs

Event Logs

Web Service Logs

Security Logs

Request Logs

Activity Logs

The select all checkbox will automatically add / remove access for all permission

areas.

Select OK to save changes.
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User Impersonation

In order to make it easier for administrators to support users and diagnose client issues,

administrators can use the change user option on the admin >> upgrade tab and view the

client as the selected user would see it.

To impersonate another user in the SmartConnect client:

1. Open the SmartConnect client, navigate to the Admin >> Upgrade tab and enter

the SmartConnect administrator password.

2. Select the change user option on the ribbon.

3. Use the lookup to select the user to impersonate. If the current user is not an

administrative user, and the selected user has specified a password on their login

the user will be required to enter the password.
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4. Select OK to change the user.

5. SmartConnect should now display the new user login at the bottom of the

SmartConnect window.

6. When finished impersonating the other user select the Set to Current option on the

ribbon to change the user back to the original user.

Note: changing the user only changes what is displayed to the user within the

SmartConnect client. Processing a map will use the currently logged in windows user

rather than the impersonated user.

Map Permissions

The maps tab of the security setup window allows administrators to select the maps to which

each SmartConnect user has access. Users will be able to run these maps, as well as any

map that has the "allow any user" to run this map check box checked.

To set SmartConnect user map permissions:

1. Log into SmartConnect as an administrator.

2. Select Security from the Setup tab.

3. Navigate to the Maps tab.

4. Select the required user from the User drop-down list. If security is to be added for

a new user, the user must be added before map security is added.

5. Select checkbox(es) beside the maps to which the selected user should have

access.

6. The select all checkbox will automatically select / de-select all maps for the

selected user. Note: the select all checkbox will be grayed for SmartConnect

administrators. By default administrators have access to all maps. 

7. Select OK to save changes.
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Connector Permissions

The connector permissions tab of the Security window allows administrators to select which

connectors users may access within SmartConnect.

To access connector permissions for a user:

1. Log into SmartConnect as an administrative user.

2. Select Security from the Setup tab.

3. Navigate to the Connectors tab.

4. Select the required user from the User drop-down. If security is to be added for a

new user the user must be added before settings connector permissions.

5. Select the checkbox(es) beside the required connector(s)

6. If required select the Connector Permissions button to set permissions specific to

each connector. Connectors that support specific user permissions are as

follows:

a. Microsoft Dynamics CRM connector permissions.

b. Microsoft Dynamics GP connector permissions.

c. Salesforce connector permissions.

7. The select all checkbox will automatically add / remove permissions for all

connectors.
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8. Select OK to save your changes.

Administrator Password

Some functions within SmartConnect are restricted by a SmartConnect administrator

password. Users are required to enter this password whenever the admin >> upgrade tab is

accessed in the SmartConnect client. By default the password of this user is SmartConnect,

but this password may be changed via the Change Admin Password on the Admin >>

Upgrade option.

To change the SmartConnect administrator password:

1. Open the SmartConnect client, navigate to the Admin >> Upgrade tab and enter

the SmartConnect administrator password.

2. Select the change admin password option on the ribbon.

3. Enter then re-enter the password
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4. Select OK to save the password. Note: the user password will be changed for

other administrative users the next time they log into SmartConnect.

GP Database Security

SmartConnect users are based on, and receive their permissions from Windows AD users.

As GP user permissions are separate from AD user permissions, permission to access and

update GP databases must be added to MSSQL for SmartConnect to operate correctly.

From SmartConnect 2018 administrators will be able to define a single MSSQL user which

SmartConnect should use to connect to the Dynamics GP Company databases.
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To define a single user with which to connect to Dynamics GP databases:

1. Open Setup >> SmartConnect Setup.

2. Double click on the SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector, or select

SmartConnect Dynamics GP Connector and select the Connector Setup button at

the bottom of the screen. This will open the Microsoft Dynamics GP Connector

Setup window.

3. Select the use credentials checkbox
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4. Enter the name of the MSSQL user that should be used when connecting to

Dynamics GP company databases.

5. Enter the password for the above user.

6. Enter the name of the Dynamics GP database server, then select the connect

button.

7. Select the default Dynamics GP company.

8. Select Save to record changes.

To add a Windows AD users to the GP databases use the script below:

1. In the script below, make the following replacements

a. Replace domain\username with the login details for each user.

b. If the system database is not called DYNAMICS, replace DYNAMICS with the

name of the GP system database.

IF NOT EXISTS (SELECT loginname FROM master.dbo.syslogins WHERE

name = 'domain\username')

BEGIN 

     CREATE LOGIN [domain\username] FROM WINDOWS WITH

DEFAULT_DATABASE=master, DEFAULT_LANGUAGE=[us_english]

USE DYNAMICS

CREATE USER [domain\username] FOR LOGIN [domain\username]

WITH DEFAULT_SCHEMA=[dbo]    

    EXEC sys.sp_addrolemember 'DYNGRP',[domain\username]

END

GO

2. Run the edited script from step 1.

3. Duplicate the lines below for each GP company database the user should be able

to access and make the following replacements

a. Replace domain\username with the login details for each user.

b. Replace TWO with the name of the Microsoft Dynamics GP company

database you want to give them access to.

USE TWO

CREATE USER [domain\username] FOR LOGIN [domain\username] WITH

DEFAULT_SCHEMA=[dbo]

EXEC sys.sp_addrolemember 'DYNGRP',[domain\username]
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4. Run the edited scripts from step 3.  

5. Alternatively an AD user group may be added to MSSQL, the appropriate

permissions added, then the AD users added to the AD user group.

CRM User Security

Permissions for the following can be over-ridden on a user basis:

Allow over-ride of defaults on Maps

Allow advanced messages

Allow meta data updates

Set user permissions for CRM

To set user permissions for CRM follow the steps below:

1. Select Setup >> Security from the main SmartConnect window.

2. Select the user to set permissions, select the CRM connector then select the

Connector permissions button.

3. Check the permissions for this user. Note: selecting a permission in this screen

will not over-ride permissions that are not selected on the main SmartConnect

connector setup screen.

4. Select OK to save changes.

CRM User Requirements

When accessing CRM from SmartConnect the credentials of the user connecting to CRM are

used to determine access to CRM entities. The web services used to connect to CRM will

automatically restrict access to entities based on the user security within CRM. To add or

restrict access to CRM entities through SmartConnect, amend the security role(s) attached

to the user used to connect to CRM.

In order to deploy CRM real time data sources on the CRM server, the user connecting to

CRM must have access to create, amend and delete plugin assemblies and plugin types, as
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well as SDK Message Processing steps and images. This security can be defined on the

customization tab of the security role screen.

NAV User Security

System Service User

The System Service User is used to access the Dynamics NAV Web Services and set the

default Dynamics NAV company as well as access to any additional companies this user has

access to in Dynamics NAV.

Map Run Credentials-

Mark the Use Credential box and fill out the Domain, User Name, and Password fields to

always run maps as a specific user.  If left blank, the current logged in user will be used when

running a map.  Depending on the map, the user will need to have access to the specific

areas in Dynamics NAV.
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With the above setup, companies available to the eone user will be available when creating a

map.  When running a Dynamics NAV map the TestUser will be used.  If the map is creating

new customers the TestUser would need to have the appropriate permission to create

customers in Dynamics NAV.
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Additional Features

The SmartConnect Aditional Features has been divided into the following topics:

Client Configuration Changes

Importing and Exporting

Templates

Default Connections

Translation Tables

Integration Groups

Event Logs

Running Servers

About SmartConnect

System Maintenance

Whenever SmartConnect is upgraded, or a connector is configured / enabled for the first

time, the SmartConnect system maintenance process should be run.

To run System Maintenance:

1. Navigate to the Setup tab within the SmartConnect client and select the System

Maintenance button.

2. Select re-register real time triggers if real time data sources are to be de-

registered and then re-registered during the maintenance process. Note: this

checkbox should be selected when running system maintenance after a

SmartConnect upgrade.

3. Select process to start the maintenance process.

4. If not all connectors have been set up within SmartConnect the user will receive a

message listing the connectors that have not been set up. Select OK to close the

message and continue, or Cancel to stop processing.

5. Maintenance will then run. The details text box will be updated with processing

messages as maintenance continues.

6. A message telling the user that maintenance has completed will appear. Select

OK to close the window.

7. If errors have occurred during the maintenance process, details of the errors may
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be viewed in the details text box. Selecting save details will prompt the user for a

file name and will save the maintenance details to text file.

8. Select OK to close the maintenance window.

Client Configuration Changes

The following configuration settings may be amended through the use of the SmartConnect

configuration tool.

The SmartConnect user password - a password change on the client is required

when the SmartConnect user password has been changed on the MSSQL server

containing the SmartConnect database.

The MSSQL connection timeout - the default connection timeout may be changed

on the client to allow a longer connection time when connecting to either the

SmartConnect MSSQL database, or Dynamics GP databases. The standard

default for the connection string is 15 seconds.

The windows service timeout - the default timeout for a windows service map run

may be changed to allow long running maps to be processed by the windows

service scheduler. The standard default for this timeout is 240 minutes.

The SmartConnect server list - every time a SmartConnect client connects to a

SmartConnect database on a different MSSQL server, the server name is

recorded in a list that is recalled when the client next tries to log in. This list may be

amended to remove old or no longer needed MSSQL servers. Note: this setting is

only applicable for machines running the SmartConnect windows service.

Note: configuration changes made via this tool are only applied to the current machine where

the configuration change is run.
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To amend SmartConnect configuration settings:

1. Navigate to the SmartConnect directory in windows explorer. Usually C:\Program

Files (x86)\eOne Solutions\SmartConnect.

2. Select and run the eOne.SmartConnect.Config.exe file.

3. Enter the name of the SmartConnect MSSQL server.

4. Enter the name of the SmartConnect SQL database.

5. Enter the SmartConnect MSSQL user and password.

6. Select the test connection button. The form with then attempt to connect to the

SmartConnect database on the MSSQL server using the password provided. If

connection is successful, and configuration details can be read, configuration

fields are enabled at the bottom of the form.

7. Amend the timeout and other settings as needed.

8. Select the Save Changes button to record your configuration changes.
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Importing and Exporting

The importing and exporting information has been divided into the following topics:

SmartConnect Exports

SmartConnect Imports

Decrypting SmartConnect Exports

Exports

The SmartConnect export option may be used to export SmartConnect settings to a .sce

(SmartConnect Export) file. This file may then be imported to the same or another

SmartConnect system. SmartConnect maps, constants, translation tables, real time data
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sources, templates, user variables and default connections may all be exported.

To export from SmartConnect:

1. Open the SmartConnect export window. Go to Maintenance >> Export.

2. Use the file lookup to enter the filename that you want to export the SmartConnect

data to.

3. Click the create separate sce files checkbox to export each SmartConnect entity

to a different file. If this option is selected the filename selected in step 2 is used as

the basis for the exported filename, and details from the data within each file is

added to the exported file so that each file created is unique. The filenames are

determined based on the data type as shown below.

Maps - filename_MAP_MapID.sce

Connector Objects1 - filename_objecttype_ConnectorObjectName.sce

Constants - filename_CON_ConstantID.sce

Real-time data sources - filename_REALTIME_DataSourceName.sce

Translation tables - filename_TT_TranslationTableID.sce

Script templates - filename_ST_TemplateName.sce

Email templates - filename_ET_TemplateName.sce

MSSQL Command Templates - filename_MT_TemplateName.sce

User Variables - filename_GV_VariableName.sce

Default Connections -

filename_DEF_ConnectionType_ConnectionName.sce

4. Use the tree to select the SmartConnect data you would like to export.

5. Click export. You will receive a message once the export has completed.
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For SmartConnect installations that contain a large number of maps and other data the export

screen can take a while to open. This is because all the data within SmartConnect is loaded

into the tree view so that it may be selected for export.

When exporting maps the following data items are also exported:

An associated real time data source.

Associated global / user variables.

Associated default connections.

1 Connector objects export connector specific data. Currently only the web service connector

implements connector objects. It is used by the web service connector to export data source

and destination web service setup data.
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Imports

The SmartConnect import wizard may be used to import SmartConnect map settings from

an xml or sce file. SmartConnect maps, constants, translation tables, real time data sources,

templates, user variables and default connections may all be imported.

To import into SmartConnect:

1. Select Import Wizard on the Maintenance tab.

2. Use the lookup to select the file(s) to be imported, or select the Load from Website

option to load templates from the eOne website.

3. Select Next to move to the next step in the process.

4. If a file has been selected a list of objects contained within the import file will be

displayed. If load from website has been selected a list of objects valid for your

SmartConnect installation will be displayed. Select the checkbox beside the

objects to be imported, then select the Next button.
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5. The processing popup will appear while SmartConnect validates the objects to be

import. SmartConnect also checks that data sources and destinations are valid

before proceeding with the import.

6. If any data sources failed validation the Map Id, Description, and data source type

are displayed. Users can select data source settings for each invalid data source

by selecting the ellipsis button at the end of the grid row. Alternatively selecting the

Use Connector default for all invalid Data Source tenants checkbox will

automatically default details from the relevant connector setups. Once each data

source has been corrected select the Next button to continue.
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7. If any destinations failed validation the Map Id, Description, and destination type are

displayed. Users can select destination settings for each invalid destination by

selecting the ellipsis button at the end of the grid row. Alternatively selecting the

Use Connector default for all invalid destination tenants checkbox will automatically

default details from the relevant connector setups. Once each destination has

been corrected select the Next button to continue.
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8. A list of all objects that will be imported is now displayed. Select Import to continue.

9. SmartConnect will now process the import. Select Next once the import has

completed.
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10. Lastly a summary screen showing the objects imported, and the status of the

import. If import failed for an object the error message associated with the failure

will be displayed. Select Finish to close the import wizard window.

SmartConnect imports and connectors:

When importing maps into SmartConnect, connector setup or registration may not have been
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completed for some connectors included on the imported maps. If this occurs the user is

given a message that the map will not import as the connector has not been set up. The user

will also be given the option to continue the import for other items that may have been

selected for import, or stop the import process immediately.

SmartConnect imports and connector objects:

When importing web service connector setup objects SmartConnect will attempt to connect

to the associated web service and read the required service methods. If SmartConnect fails

to connect to the linked service, or cannot access the selected methods within the service,

the connector object will not import.

Decrypt SmartConnect Exports

SmartConnect objects exported to file (from SmartConnect 2013 onwards) have been

encrypted, and are output to a .sce file. 

SmartConnect administrative users can select an encrypted .sce file and decrypt it back to

the original xml output.

To decrypt a SmartConnect sce file:

1. Open SmartConnect and navigate to the Admin >> Upgrade tab.

2. Enter the SmartConnect administrator password.

3. Select decrypt xml from the ribbon.

4. Select the open button on the decrypt export file window and select the sce file to

be decrypted.

5. The decrypted xml will be displayed in the window.

6. Select Save to save the decrypted xml to file.
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Templates

SmartConnect templates allows the definition of common tasks and scripts to be saved to

SmartConnect, and then loaded on each map where they are required.

The templates information has been divided into the following areas:

Selecting a template

Email templates

Script templates

MSSQL Command templates

Template Variables

Selecting a Template

Templates may be created within SmartConnect to form the base for defining common

functions.

To select a template:

1. To select a template select the Load Template button on the Sql Command Task,

Send Email Task or any of the scripting windows.

2. A list of valid templates for the current task / script window will be shown. Double

click on the required template to start the template load.
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3. The selected template will be checked for links to template variables. If template

variables are found then a selection screen is displayed to the user that allows the

selection / entry of values for the template variable.

4. Enter / select a value for each variable displayed.

If a constant is required the user will be able to enter free text.

If a global variable is required the user will be able to select a global

variable from a drop-down list of variables.

If a source field is required the user will be able to select from a drop-down

list of fields.
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5. Selecting OK once all template variable values have been defined will result in the

template variables being replaced with the selected information, then populated to

the relevant task / script screen. Selecting OK before all template variables have

been defined with prompt the user to define all template variables before

continuing.

Email Templates

The email task template allows common emails to be created as a template rather than

requiring them to be re-created for each map.

To create a email template:

1. Go to Setup >> Templates >> Email.

2. Double-click on a template to edit, or select Add to create a new template.

3. Enter a name for the template, template names must be unique.

4. Enter a description for the template.

5. Enter the email To Address, select a global variable, or select a template variable.

This field is not required.

6. Enter the email CC Address, select a global variable, or select a template variable.

This field is not required.

7. Enter the email BCC Address, select a global variable, or select a template

variable. This field is not required.
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8. Enter the email From Address, select a global variable, or select a template

variable. This field is not required.

9. Enter the email Subject, select a global variable, or select a template variable. This

field is not required.

10. Enter the email Message, global and template variables may be included in the

email message.

11. Select the required defaults for task success and failure.

12. Select Save to record changes.

Note:

For information on selecting an email template see selecting a template.

Script Templates

A script template allows common scripts to be created as templates, rather than created

from scratch for each map. Script templates may be used in the following areas:

Define Tenant (Dynamics GP Company, Dynamics CRM Organization or MSSQL

destination databases)

Mapping Restrictions

Calculations

Script Tasks

To create a script command template:

1. Go to Setup >> Templates >> Script.
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2. Double-click on a template to edit, or select Add to create a new template.

3. Enter a name for the template, template names must be unique.

4. Enter a description for the template.

5. Enter the script text as required. Standard scripting functionality is available.

6. Select Manage Variables to manage the list of template variables.

7. Select Save to record changes.

Note:

For information on selecting a script template see selecting a template.

MSSQL Command Templates

A MSSQL command template allows standard MSSQL command tasks to be created as a

template rather than created from scratch every time they are required. Through the use of

template variables users can also be prompted to provide settings once the template has

been selected.

To create a MSSQL command template:

1. Go to Setup >> Templates >> Sql Command Template.

2. Double-click on a template to edit, or select Add to create a new template.

3. Enter a name for the template, template names must be unique.

4. Enter a description for the template.

5. Select the default settings for the command task success or failure.

6. Enter the name of a Sql Connection, add a global variable, or add a template

variable. This field is not required.

7. Enter the name of a Sql Server, add a global variable or add a template variable.
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This field is not required.

8. Select the required authentication type.

9. Enter a Login name, add a global variable or add a template variable. This field is

not required.

10. Enter a Password, add a global variable or add a template variable. This field is not

required.

11. Enter a Database, add a global variable or add a template variable. This field is not

required.

12. If this MSSQL command is to return a data value check the Update global variable

with SQL command result checkbox.

Use the lookup to select a variable to update with the return value.

13. Enter the required Sql Command. Global and template variables may be used

within the Sql Command.

14. Select Manage Variables to manage the list of template variables.

15. Select Save to record changes.

Note:

For information on selecting a MSSQL command template see selecting a

template.
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Template Variables

Template variables may be created within SmartConnect to prompt the selection of data

items, global variables or constants whenever a template is selected. This allows generic

templates to be created that will enable users to supply task criteria after selecting the

template. The template variables window may be accessed by selecting Manage Variables on

any template setup window.

To create a template variable:

1. Navigate to the Manage Template Variables window by selecting Manage Variables

on any template setup window.

2. Enter the name of the new template variable. Variable names must be unique and

start with TV_.

3. Select Add to add the new template variable to the variable grid.

4. Find the new variable in the template grid and add the following:

o Select the required data type. Valid types are:

Constant - user should enter a constant value when

selecting a template that contains this variable.

Global Variable - user should select a global variable

when selecting a template that contains this variable.

Map Data - user should select a data source field

when selecting a template that contains this variable.

o Enter a variable description. This description will be displayed t users

when they are prompted to enter / select data for this variable.
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To delete a template variable:

1. Navigate to the Manage Template Variables window by selecting Manage Variables

on any template setup window.

2. Select a template variable row then select the  button. Deletion confirmation

will be requested before the variable is deleted.

Default Connections

Default connections allow SmartConnect users to define connection strings for data

connections that will be used multiple times throughout SmartConnect. This allows data

connections to be maintained in a single place instead of requiring connection maintenance

on each map. Default connections may be used in Tasks, Data Sources, Destinations and

Scripts.

The following default connections may be defined within SmartConnect.

GP Query Connections - used within GP query data sources, and scripting.

MSSQL Connections - used within MSSQL Change data source, MSSQL Stored

Procedure and Table destinations, MSSQL Command and Validation tasks,

MSSQL Lookup columns and scripting.

ODBC Connections - used within ODBC data sources and scripting.
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OLEDB Connections - used within OLEDB data sources and scripting.

GP Query Connections

The default GP Query connections screen allow connections to Microsoft GP databases/

companies to be set and used throughout SmartConnect. The main advantage of using this

approach to managing GP companies is that when something within the environment

changes amendments can be made in a single place and automatically applied to all tasks,

data sources and destinations that use the connection.

Default GP connections may be used in a GP Query data source instead of defining the data

source on the map.

To create a default GP query connection:

1. Select Dynamics GP Query from the maintenance tab.

2. Click the Add button to add a new Dynamics GP Query connection

3. Enter a name for the default connection. Names must be unique and should not

contact spaces.

4. Click the elipse button to select a Connection String.

5. Select Machine data source, then either select a pre-defined data source, or define

a new data source to connect to the required GP database.

6. Enter the Login and Password to connect to the SQL Server.
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7. Select save to record your changes.

MSSQL Connections

The default MSSQL connections screen allow connections to standard / default MSSQL

servers to be set and used throughout SmartConnect. The main advantage of using this

approach to managing MSSQL connections is that when something within the MSSQL

environment changes amendments can be made in a single place and automatically applied

to all tasks, data sources and destinations that use the connection.

Default MSSQL Connections can be used in the following areas:

Data Sources

o MSSQL Change Data Source

Destinations

o Microsoft SQL Stored Procedure

o Microsoft SQL Table

Column Mappings

o MSSQL Lookup Column

Tasks

o Run MSSQL Command

o MSSQL Validation

o

To create a default MSSQL connection:

1. Select MSSQL Defaults from the maintenance tab.

2. Enter a name for the default connection. Names must be unique and not contain
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spaces.

3. Enter the name of the MSSQL server, and the instance if applicable.

4. Select the authentication type. Windows authentication will attempt to connect to

the MSSQL server using the details of the run-time user. SQL Server

Authentication will require the entry of a MSSQL login and password. These

credentials will then be used every time this connection is used.

5. If required enter the MSSQL login name.

6. If required enter the MSSQL password.

7. Select the connect button to connect to the MSSQL server and retrieve a list of

MSSQL databases.

8. Select a database from the drop-down list.

9. Select save to record your changes.

ODBC Connections

The default ODBC connections screen allow connections to ODBC compliant data sources

to be set and used throughout SmartConnect. The main advantage of using this approach to

managing ODBC data sources is that when something within the environment changes

amendments can be made in a single place and automatically applied to all data sources that

use the connection.

Default ODBC connections may be used in an ODBC data source instead of defining the

data source on the map.

To create a default ODBC connection:

1. Select ODBC Data Source from the Maintenance tab.

2. Enter a name for the default connection. Names must be unique and not contain

spaces.

3. Select the connection type required, then enter the connection details required by

that connection type.
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4. Select save to record the changes.

OLEDB Connections

The default OLEDB connections screen allow connections to OLEDB compliant data

sources to be set and used throughout SmartConnect. The main advantage of using this

approach to managing OLEDB data sources is that when something within the environment

changes amendments can be made in a single place and automatically applied to all data

sources that use the connection.

Default OLEDB connections may be used in an OLEDB data source instead of defining the

data source on the map.

To create a default OLEDB connection:

1. Select OLEDB Data Source from the Maintenance tab.

2. Enter a name for the default connection. Names must be unique and not contain

spaces.

3. Select the OLEDB provider type required, then enter the connection details

required by that provider type.
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4. Select save to record the changes.

Translation Tables

Translation tables are used to map source data to destination data. Values in the source are

looked up in the translation table and the appropriate destination value returned for inclusion in

destination output.

To define a translation table:

1. Select Translation Tables from the Maintenance tab.

2. Enter a code for the table name, translation table names must be unique.

3. Enter a table description.
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4. Enter the From and To values.

5. If the from and to values are in an Excel spreadsheet select the Import button on

the toolbar, then select the sheet that holds the values. For the excel import to

work correctly the From column should have a column heading of "From" and the

To column should have a column heading of "To". The sheet name should be left

as Sheet1.

6. Select Save to record the changes.

To import to a translation table from Excel:

1. Select translation tables from the maintenance tab.

2. Open the translation table you wish to import to, or enter the table name and

description for a new table.

3. Select the import button, then select the spreadsheet to import values from. Note

the spreadsheet should have a 'From' and 'To' column in sheet1.

4. Select Open to process the import.

5. Select Save to record your changes.

Integration Groups

The creation of integration groups allows another method of grouping and displaying

SmartConnect maps. Integration groups are user definable and are displayed on the

SmartConnect map view and may be dragged to the top of the view window to group maps by

the integration group.

To create / maintain Integration groups:
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1. Open the SmartConnect client and navigate to the setup tab.

2. Select the integration groups button from the ribbon.

3. To add a new group, enter the new name into the Group Name field then select

Add.

4. To remove a group name, select the group to be removed then select the 

button.

To add an integration group to a map:

1. Open the required map.

2. Select the options tab.

3. Select the lookup next to the integration group field to select the required

integration group.

Event Logs

SmartConnect errors that are logged to the windows event log, are also logged to the

SmartConnect database. This means that errors that have occurred on another server or

client can be viewed centrally through the SmartConnect client. Only errors that occur in

SmartConnect before SmartConnect has connected to the SmartConnect database are

stored only in the event log on the machine on which the error occurred.

To view the Event log in the SmartConnect client:

1. Open the SmartConnect client and navigate to the logs tab.

2. Select the Event Logs button from the ribbon.

3. The items recorded in the SmartConnect event log table will be displayed. By
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default users only see entries that were created by their own processing.

Administrator users can see all logged events.

4. Hovering over the information icon will pop up the full description in the event log.

5. Select Save to File to save the event log entries to Excel.

To delete entries from the SmartConnect event log:

1. Follow the steps as per above to display the log entries.

2. Select the entry/entries to be deleted then select the delete selected row button at

the bottom of the window. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion.

3. To delete all viewed entries from the event log, select the delete all button. You will

be prompted to confirm the deletion.

About SmartConnect

To view the currently installed SmartConnect version details:

1. Open the SmartConnect client and navigate to the Help tab

2. Select About from the ribbon.

3. The about SmartConnect window will be displayed.
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Running Servers

To facilitate upgrades and SmartConnect installation management, every server / client that

connects to the SmartConnect database, as well as the connection type is recorded inside

SmartConnect. Users can then view all connections that have been made, and upgrade /

remove / re-install them as necessary.

To view the list of running servers:

1. Select Running Servers on the Setup tab. The list of machines will be displayed.

2. Select OK to close the window.
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Enhancements

Release 20.18.0.9

Release 20.18.0.23

Release 20.18.0.34

Release 20.18.1.11

Release 20.18.1.14

Release 20.18.1.48

Release 20.18.1.49

Release 20.18.1.56

Release 20.18.1.57

20.18.0.9

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.0.9
Dynamics CRM/365 Connector throws the following error when trying to return

Entities 

Salesforce Real-Time Trigger Not Firing

Schedule window locks up 

Release Date:  12/21/2017

20.18.0.23

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.0.23
taExtenderNoteAdd failing to create on binary server

System Maintenance error when Web Service Connector used on binary server

Manage Variables not loading variables on binary server

Add Extender Object button not available if GP Connector is set to GP2018

GP Nodes will not load on binary server

Custom Rolling Column and Global Rolling Column on binary server failing

System Maintenance errors on binary server when using the GP connector

Switch Users not allowing user to be switched

System Maintenance SQL error when using CRM Connector on binary server

Extender Window change data source fails on binary server

SmartConnect Service getting out of memory exception

Support for TLS 1.2 
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Release Date:  4/5/2018

20.18.0.34

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.0.34
Updated the SmartConnect connector to handle the new URL parameters that

were introduced with the last D365 Business Central update.

Release Date:  6/6/2018

20.18.1.11

New Features in Build 20.18.1.11

OData Connector has been added for Dynamics NAV and Dynamics 365

Business Central. This connector makes use of the OData v4 service endpoints

found in Business Central and NAV. 

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.1.11

Products entity missing from Salesforce changes only data source

NAV Odata define companies  - method or operation is not implemented

Release Date:  7/31/2018

20.18.1.14

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.1.14

Tasks not running when using NAV odata as a destination

Compatibility with Microsoft Business Central Fall Update

Release Date:  10/10/2018

20.18.1.48

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.1.48

CRM AddDevice fails if already used with that connection server

Business Central update causes errors to not be displayed correctly 
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Could not create SSL/TLS secure channel running rest source map from the

SmartConnect WCF service

Run Map task when using global variables on child map failing

Add company on another server hardcoded to DYNAMICS database

Odata updates not html encoding service url

Global Variables not being used when multiple service added to a NAV Odata

source

Unhandled exception when clicking out of the map setup window

Post map failure tasks not running on a NAV/BC soap destination map

Apostrophes in Business Central company name cause map to fail

Updates and deletes fail if the No field contains spaces

Global Variables used in Child maps must first be referenced in parent map.

GlobalErrorCount, GlobalLastError, GlobalRunEnded, GlobalRunErrors blank

when used on tasks

Release Date:  8/23/2019

20.18.1.49

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.1.49

Updated the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central connector to handle the

changes introduced in the October release of Dynamics 365 Business Central

Release Date:  9/30/2019

20.18.1.56

New Features in Build 20.18.1.56

Updated the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement (Dynamics CRM

Online) connector to handle the changes due to regional discovery services being

disable by Microsoft. OAuth Token support is now enabled.

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.1.56

Updated the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement (Dynamics CRM

Online) connector to handle the changes due to regional discovery services being

disable by Microsoft.
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Release Date:  6/28/2021

20.18.1.57

Problem Reports Fixed in Build 20.18.1.57

REST definitions and data sources no longer fail with .Net crash.

Release Date:  8/4/2021
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